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Special Report Charter Safety Industry

The no-pilot cockpit?
While it is interesting to think about a 
brave new world where airplanes fly 
autonomously, more likely is a truly 
collaborative relationship between 
technology and humans. page 24

Bound for Cuba
With relations thawing between the U.S. 
and the Caribbean nation, the number 
of people searching for charter flights 
is increasing, and several operators are 
staying ahead of the curve. page 47

Blown tires on older Challengers
After suffering a tire failure on landing 
early this year, one Challenger 601 
operator is urging the FAA to investigate 
the safety of the tire, the only one 
approved for the aircraft. page 16

Deliveries down in first half
Some industry analysts are revising their 
predictions down for the rest of the year, 
as manufacturers handed over fewer 
aircraft than expected in the first six 
months. page 6
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Drone conflicts surge, 
FAA threatens action
by Kerry Lynch

Concerned that pilot reports 
of drone sightings have already 
nearly tripled in the first eight 
months of the year, the FAA 
stepped up its warnings about 
potential fines and jail time for 
unauthorized uses. The agency 
noted that pilot reports of drone 
sightings have skyrocketed from 
238 in all of last year to 650 
through early August this year. 
It received reports of 16 drone 
sightings in June 2014 and 36 in 
July 2014. This year, the number 

of pilot reports leapt to 138 in 
June and 137 in July.  

The agency said the reports 
have come from pilots fly-
ing a range of aircraft types 
and many have seen drones at 
altitudes of up to 10,000 feet. 
Recreational unmanned air-
craft systems (UAS) have inter-
fered with firefighting efforts, 
approached airliners and heli-
copters, and injured people on 
the ground, the FAA added.

The U.S. Forest Service, 

which has been posting no-
drone warnings in firefight-
ing areas, had to issue another 
appeal after drone flights dis-
rupted wildfire operations at 
the San Bernardino National 
Forest in southern California 
twice in one week. “If a UAS 
is detected flying over or near a 
wildfire, we will stop airtankers 
from dropping fire retardant, 
helicopters from dropping 
water and other aerial firefight-
ing aircraft from performing 
wildfire-suppression missions 
until we can confirm that the 
UAS has left the area and we 
are confident it won’t return,” 
said Steve Gage, U.S. Forest 
Service representative on the 

Hanscom GIV crash docket: 
OEM and owner at odds
by Nigel Moll & Robert P. Mark 

The fatal crash of a Gulfstream 
IV attempting to take off  from 
Boston-area Hanscom Field on 
the night of May 31 last year is a 
standout among business aviation 
mishaps for numerous reasons, all 
of  which were up for discussion 
and speculation in the immediate 
aftermath of  the tragedy: flight-
control problems; pilot judgment; 
their apparent failure to adhere to 
required procedures; and the design 
effectiveness of a cockpit safeguard 
intended to prevent such a disaster.

The NTSB has yet to issue its 
final report on the probable cause 
of the accident but in the mean-
time, on July 31, GIV manufac-
turer Gulfstream Aerospace sent 
a 58-page “party submission” 
to the NTSB’s evidence docket–
ERA14MA271–that Board mem-
bers will consider in the process 
of  arriving at their final finding. 
Gulfstream’s contribution to the 
docket (http://dms.ntsb.gov/pubdms/
search/document.cfm?docID=43014
4&docketID=57175&mkey=89324) 
makes for sobering reading. 

The owner of the GIV, N121JM, 
filed a “non-party submission” to 
the docket as well (see page 36), in 
which it portrays the accident in a 
different light.

The accident claimed the lives of 
the two pilots, the flight attendant 
and all four passengers. The cap-
tain was the pilot flying when the 
aircraft failed to leave the ground 
and went off the end of Runway 11 
at speed after the attempt to take 
off  at BED was aborted. 

In its submission Gulfstream 
Continues on page 36 u 
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The Night Is Always Young at Latin America’s Bizav Show

Despite a downcast forecast for the Brazilian economy, the business aviation industry made the most of last month’s 2015 Latin American Business Aviation 
Conference & Exhibition held once again at São Paulo’s Congonhas Airport. It’s not until after dark when the networking action heats up at LABACE, with visitors 
enjoying a party atmosphere on the static display. There was a full turnout of business aircraft manufacturers (see pages 30 and 32 for more news from the show).

Continues on page 16 u 
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SPECIAL REPORT

Can a properly programmed computer do a 
better job of flying an airplane than a  
human? Aircraft could become more 
autonomous in the future, but pilots are not 
going to be replaced in the near or medium 
term. For now avionics makers are focused 
on creating technology that can truly  
collaborate with the pilot. Page 30
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Turbine Business Airplanes
Worldwide Deliveries 1H/2015 vs. 1H/2014

Pressurized airplanes only

Mfr./Model 1H 2015 1H 2014 %Chg.
Airbus
ACJ318* 1 0

ACJ319* 0 1

ACJ320* 0 2

ACJ321* 0 0

ACJ330* 0 0

Total 1 3 -66.6% 

Boeing
BBJ* 1 0

BBJ2* 0 1

BBJ3* 0 0

B777-300ER* 1 0

787-9* 2 2

Total 4 3 +33.3%

Bombardier
Learjet 70/75 14 8

Challenger 350 32 23

Challenger 605 8 14

Global 5000/6000 37 36

CL850/870/890 1 0

Total 92 81 +13.6%

Daher
TBM 900 25 20 +25%

Dassault∆

Falcon 900LX, 2000LXS, 2000S, 7X

Total 18 25 -28%

Embraer
Phenom 100 7 9

Phenom 300 29 30

Legacy 500 5 0

Legacy 600/650 3 8

Lineage 1000 1 2

Total 45 49 -8.2%

Gulfstream
G150/280 15 18

G450/550/650 58 59

Total 73 77 -5.2%

One Aviation
Eclipse 550 3 9 -66.6%

Piaggio**
Avanti II n/a n/a 0% 

Pilatus
PC-12 18 18 0%

Piper
Meridian 16 14  +14.3%  

Textron Aviation: Beechcraft
King Air C90GTx 9 7
King Air 250 17 17
King Air 350i/ER 29 32
Total 55 56 -1.8%
Textron Aviation: Cessna  
 Mustang 5 3
 M2 17 19
 CJ2+ 0 2
 CJ3+ 11 6
 CJ4 15 12
 Citation XLS+ 8 10
 Citation Sovereign+ 9 16
 Citation X+ 4 3
 Total 69 71 -2.8%
 Grand Total Jets 305 318 -4.1%
 Grand Total Turboprops 114 108 +5.5%
 Grand Total Jets/Turboprops 419 426 -2.3%

Bizjet deliveries 
down in first half
by Curt Epstein

Business jet deliveries worldwide remained 
sluggish through the first half of this year, declin-
ing by more than 4 percent from the same period 
last year, while overall airplane billings shrank 
by half a billion dollars, to $10.4 billion, accord-
ing to statistics released by the General Aviation 
Manufacturers Association (GAMA). 

OEMs handed over 305 jets in the first 
half, 13 short of the pace in last year’s first six 
months. However, the second-quarter deliv-
ery tally of 172 jets represented a healthy gain 
over the 133 deliveries in the first quarter and 
an improvement over the 164 private jets in last 
year’s second quarter.

Some industry analysts are rethinking their 
2015 delivery predictions in light of  the new 
numbers. Rolland Vincent, director of JetNet’s 
iQ forecasting product, said the company is 
downgrading its prediction of  approximately 

*Denotes green aircraft deliveries **Piaggio will report deliveries at year-end.
∆Dassault will no longer specify delivery totals for individual models.
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Turbine Commercial Helicopters   
Worldwide Deliveries  
1H 2015 vs.1H 2014

Mfr./Model 2015 2014
% 

Chg.
AgustaWestland
AW119Ke/Kx 8 10 

AW109Power 1  1

GrandNew 6  5

AW139 22  30

AW189 6  2

SW4 0 0

W3 0 0

Total 43 48 -10.4%

Airbus Helicopters
H120 1 3

AS350B2 3 9

AS350B3e/H125 41 63

H130 27 22

AS355NP 2 1

H135 9 16

H145 17 6

AS365N3 2 2

H155 2 5

H175 1 0

AS332 0 1

H225 7 11

Total 112 139 -19.4%

Bell
206L-4 5 8

407 45 45

429 21 19

412 3 8

Total 74 80 -7.5%

Enstrom
480B 1 5 -80% 

Robinson
R66 64 51 -20.3%

Sikorsky*
S-76 10 n/a

S-92 13 n/a

Total 23 29 -20.7%

*Sikorsky’s reported 2014 delivery totals did not specify helicopter models.

As we go to press

FREEMAN GROUP EYES  
NETWORK EXPANSION
Freeman Holdings Group, the 
largest licensee within the Million 
Air network, secured a $300 million 
line of credit last month that will 
be used to expand its current 
portfolio of 12 FBOs through both 
organic growth and acquisitions. 
“With the current cost of money, 
we feel it is advantageous for 
us to deploy some of the capital 
available to us to continue fueling 
our aggressive rate of growth,” 
said Freeman Holdings Group 
CEO Scott Freeman. “We intend 
to be an aggressive participant in 
the acquisition arena in the coming 
months in hopes of finding new 
locations and markets that will 
complement our current portfolio.”

EXPECT TFRs FOR 
PAPAL VISIT
The FAA released a flight 
advisory on August 20 saying 
it is planning to issue one or 
more TFRs covering the Pope’s 
planned visit to Philadelphia on 
September 26 and 27. While the 
advisory does not detail all the 
anticipated restrictions, it does 
specify a number of activities and 
types of operations that will be 
banned, including model aircraft, 
unmanned aircraft, aerobatic 
maneuvers, gliders, parachute 
operations, ultralights, lighter-
than-air (balloons), agricultural 
type spraying, banner towing, 
utility/pipeline patrols or aircraft/
helicopters operating from a ship 
or yacht. Philadelphia is one of 
three cities the Pope is scheduled 
to visit between September 
22 and 27. The others are 
Washington, D.C., and New York. 
Pilots should expect TFRs at all 
three locations. 

FLEXJET TO REINSTATE 
IBT ORGANIZING CREW
On August 19, an arbitrator 
ruled that three union-organizing 
Flexjet pilots terminated by the 
fractional provider earlier this year 
be reinstated and paid back pay, 
according to Teamsters Local 
1108. The pilots are members 
of the Flexjet Pilots Organizing 
Committee and working to form a 
union with IBT Local 1108, which 
represents the pilots at Flexjet 
sister company Flight Options. 
Following the pilots’ terminations, 
the IBT Airline Division filed suit in 
federal court. Under a confidential 
settlement, the parties agreed 
that the matter would be heard 
before an arbitrator. “The 
arbitrator found the terminations 
were without cause and that the 
pilots’ terminations resulted from 
retaliation for protected union 
activity in violation of federal 
labor law,” the union said. Flexjet 
chairman Kenn Ricci disagreed 
with the arbitrator’s findings, but 
said the company will abide by 
the ruling.

WEST STAR PLANNING 
CHATTANOOGA MRO
West Star Aviation will be 
opening a new MRO at 
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Metropolitan 
Airport. Its 20,424-sq-ft facility 

there will house engineering, 
avionics, cabinetry and 
upholstery shop functions as 
well as administrative offices 
and parts storage. The 3.92 
acres provide ample ramp space 
for aircraft movement, and 
another 15-acre site adjacent 
to the facility is earmarked 
for development. Operations 
will include paint facilities, 
maintenance hangars, back-shop 
activities and an accessory shop.

FLY ARKANSAS 
RELOCATES AT LIT
Fly Arkansas is preparing to 
open its third FBO location next 
month in a portion of the former 
Hawker Beechcraft complex at 
Bill and Hillary Clinton National 
Airport (LIT) in Little Rock, Ark. 
Earlier this year the Little Rock 
Municipal Airport Commission 
approved the planned lease of 
a 55,882-sq-ft section of the 
406,000-sq-ft former Hawker 
Beechcraft facility. Fly Arkansas, 
which took possession of 
the space last month, will 
occupy hangar and office 
space that were previously 
part of the Hawker Beechcraft 
jet completions facility. The 
company is renovating the 
facility and plans to install a 
50,000-gallon-capacity fuel farm.

RISE CHARTER SERVICE 
ADDS FREQUENCY
Rise, a Dallas-based all-you-can-
fly membership charter service, 
expanded its Beechcraft King Air 
350 service to the entire Texas 
Triangle in mid-August by adding 
eight scheduled flights between 
Houston and Austin. It started 
service with the eight-passenger 
turboprop twin in July on the 
Dallas-Houston and Dallas-
Austin routes. The Rise-branded 
King Air is operated by Monarch 
Air, a Part 135 charter operator 
based at Dallas Addison 
Airport. Rise memberships are 
available in Houston, Austin, 
Midland and Dallas. 

CONSTANT AVIATION 
OPENS BEECHJET MRO
Constant Aviation launched a 
dedicated Beechjet MRO facility 
at Cuyahoga County Airport. 
The company has accomplished 
multiple Beechjet upgrades from 
the Pro Line 4 to the Pro Line 
21 system, completed a PMA 
modification for a reinforced 
entry step and replaced a wing 
on one of the jets, as well as 
performing 55 D inspections in 
the past 36 months. 

JETEXPO SHOW  
OPENS THIS MONTH
Russia’s JetExpo opens its gates 
September 10 to 13 for three 
days of exhibits, static aircraft 
displays, conferences and 
seminars. The 10th annual event 
will host more than 80 companies 
showing their products and 
services to 8,000 expected 
visitors. There will also be more 
than 30 aircraft on static display 
at Moscow’s Center of Business 
Aviation Vnukovo-3 venue.
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z  Argus: July Activity Marks Recent High
North American business aircraft activity in July 

reached the highest level since February 2012, according 
to the latest report by market analyst Argus. The Argus 
July TraqPak Business Aircraft Activity report, which 
tracks IFR activity in the U.S. and Canada, shows flight 
activity in the sector in July up 3.7 percent over June and 
5.6 percent over July 2014. The fractional market showed 
its first year-over-year increase (2.8 percent) since 
November 2014. Part 135 activity showed the greatest 
increase over last year at 9.6 percent. Turboprops marked 
the greatest improvement, up 7.6 percent. Large-cabin 
aircraft were up year-over-year by 7 percent. Argus 
expected the improvements to continue last month, 
estimating a 4-percent increase in year-over-year flight 
activity overall.

z  Beechjet Flameout Mirrors Past Incidents
A Colombian-registered Beechjet 400A glided to a 

safe landing at Palanquero Air Base, Colombia, after 
suffering a dual-engine flameout during a July 28 flight 
from Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood (Fla.) Airport to Bogotá 
International Airport, according to a preliminary report 
from Colombia’s Grupo de Investigación de Accidentes 
and Incidentes. Registered as HK-4756, the twinjet was 
starting its descent into Bogotá from FL450; both engines 
flamed out at 44,800 feet while it flew through a maturing 
convective storm cell. After failed attempts to restart 
the aircraft’s engines, the crew performed a controlled 
descent and glided the aircraft to a safe landing. On the 
ground one engine was restarted, allowing the jet to taxi 
under its own power. A post-incident test showed that 
both engines were in operating condition. This marks the 
fourth known-flameout incident involving a Beechjet 400A. 
An NTSB final report into a June 2006 incident found that 
accretion of high-altitude ice crystals on the compressor 
vanes and their ingestion into the engine high-pressure 
compressor caused both engines to flame out when the 
pilots pulled back the power levers.

 z  NetJets Revenues Climb, Earnings Stumble
A 62-percent increase in aircraft sales helped NetJets 

revenues climb 16 percent in the second quarter and 
6 percent in the first half, parent company Berkshire 
Hathaway reported. But those returns were tempered by 
lower flight operations revenues that came from lower fuel 
cost recoveries and unfavorable foreign currency effects, 
the company said. That, coupled with other general/
administrative expenses such as aircraft cancellation 
fees, led to a 17-percent decline in earnings in the second 
quarter. NetJets earnings, however, are still up 14 percent 
for the first half, Berkshire Hathaway said.

z  Equus Markets SSBJ in Latin America
Supersonic business jet developer Aerion appointed 

South Florida-based Equus Global Aviation its exclusive 
authorized sales representative for Central and South 
America, including parts of the Caribbean, and Mexico. 
Aerion is targeting first flight of the three-engine, $120 
million SSBJ in the 2019 time frame, with entry into 
service expected in 2022.

z Fourth Baltic Bizav Forum Held in Latvia
More than 60 delegates from Russia and Europe 

attended the fourth-annual Baltic Business Aviation 
Forum that was held in Latvia last month. Presentations 
at the event largely focused on the current challenges 
facing the industry in the Baltic States and throughout 
the region. This included an update on the market for 
business aircraft sales, challenges posed in recruitment 
and Eurocontrol’s support of aircraft operators within the 
framework of aircraft emissions reporting. 

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter Global 7000 faces two-year delay
by Kerry Lynch

Citing development complexi-
ties, Bombardier is pushing back 
the Global 7000/8000 program 
by two years. At the same time, 
the Canadian airframer detailed 
plans to cut production of  the 
existing Globals–the 5000 and 
6000–by roughly 30 percent.

When Bombardier unveiled 
the Global 7000/8000 program 
in 2010 it hoped to begin deliv-
ering the large-cabin, long-range 
7000 next year. Now the company 
expects to deliver the first 7000 
in the second half  of 2018. In a 
briefing for financial analysts in 
late July, the company did not spe-
cifically mention a revised time-
line for the Global 8000, which 
is slightly shorter and has longer 
range of 7,900 nm, but the orig-
inal schedule had the 8000 enter-
ing service a year after the 7000.

Calling the 7000 a “game-
changing aircraft that will define 
a whole new category of business 
jet,” Bombardier CEO Alain Bel-
lemare conceded that develop-
ing the necessary technologies “is 
a challenge.” He singled out the 
advanced wing (optimized for both 
short-field and long-range perfor-
mance) as “the primary reason,” 
noting that “there has been some 
redesign.” But Bombardier also 
pointed to other elements, includ-
ing the new GE Passport engines, 
new advanced avionics and the 
four-zone cabin, its largest yet. 

The review of the program is 
“almost complete,” he said, adding 
the company is “confident in the 
performance of the aircraft and 
our ability to meet the new sched-
ule.” The first flight-test vehicle 
is in final assembly, with three 
more in various stages of  pro-
duction and assembly. Also, the 

integration system test and certifi-
cation rig has been commissioned.

Bombardier first acknowl-
edged the possibility of a schedule 
slip earlier in July, saying it was 
conducting a “full review of all 
aspects of the program, including 
its schedule.” The schedule slow-
down comes as the manufacturer 
has confronted cash struggles 
related to a two-year delay and $2 
billion in cost overruns in devel-
oping the CSeries airliner.

Production Cuts for  
Current Globals

Bellemare revealed the new 
Global 7000 schedule during the 
company’s second-quarter earn-
ings release. He also reaffirmed 
plans to scale back production of 
the current Globals to 50 or 60 a 
year–2012 levels. Bombardier had 
announced plans in May for curb-
ing production, but at the time did 
not specify the extent of the cuts; 
analysts predicted then that the 
rate would be pared to 50 or 60. 
The company also announced in 
May that it would lay off  up to 
1,750 workers.

Bellemare told analysts that the 
company has significantly ramped 
up Global production after receiv-
ing some large orders. Production 
had reached a rate of “80ish” a 
year, but a rate of 50 to 60 aircraft 
a year is more sustainable over 
time, he said. “We made the right 
call” on the production cuts, Bel-
lemare said, noting that weakness 
in Russia, China and Latin Amer-
ica hurt second-quarter orders. 

The extent of the Global 7000 
delay and production cuts did 
not come as a surprise. Rolland 
Vincent Associates president and 
JetNet iQ director Rollie Vincent 

said the announced plans are 
“entirely in line with our anal-
yses.” He noted that the origi-
nal production ramp up “was an 
internal decision and not reflec-
tive of overall market growth, in 
our view.” While the market has 
improved, “demand certainly did 
not increase at that rate. We think 
the production output change was 
influenced by a need to increase 
cash flow to finance new aircraft 
development programs.”

Vincent also characterized 
Bombardier’s claims of  market 
softness as “a big disconnect. Yes, 
emerging markets have weakened, 
but we see considerable strength 
in the U.S. market.” Pointing to 
the strong results reported by rival 
Gulfstream, he said, “The con-
trast…is stark. Corporate buyers 
are back in the market, and Gulf-
stream is engaging with them.”

Bellemare did say activity has 
been good so far in the third quar-
ter for Bombardier business air-
craft, for which the backlog has 
reached about $22 billion. The 
company’s business aircraft reve-
nues in the third quarter climbed 
12 percent to $1.8 billion as deliver-
ies jumped to 47 in the most recent 
quarter from 38 in last year’s second 
quarter. But orders slid to eight last 
quarter from 30 in the second quar-
ter a year ago. Margin in the second 
quarter was 6.6 percent, down from 
last year’s 7.5 percent.

The company has cut down on 
white-tail production. Bellemare 
said there might have been one 
aircraft produced but not sold 
in the quarter. “We understand 
what we have to do in the second 
half,” he said. “We believe we will 
be able to deliver everything that 
we’ve got.”  o

EMBRAER LEGACY 450 WINS BRAZILIAN APPROVAL

Embraer received type certification for 
its “mid-light” Legacy 450 from Brazil’s 
civil aviation agency, Agência Nacional de 
Aviação Civil (ANAC), on August 11. The 

company also announced that the twinjet has exceeded 
several of its guaranteed performance specifications. 

Two Legacy 450s participated in the certification 
effort, the first outfitted with flight-test instruments 
and the second with a production-conforming interior. 
Production of the Legacy 450 has begun and the first 
delivery is scheduled for the fourth quarter of this year. 
Embraer Executive Jets president and CEO Marco Túlio 
Pellegrini noted that the final version the Legacy 450 
has better range (2,575 nm versus 2,500 nm) and field 
performance (takeoff distance is 175 feet less, at 3,825 
feet, and landing distance is 217 feet shorter, at 2,083 
feet) than originally promised.

Embraer expects to receive FAA certification for the 
Legacy 450 in the “coming weeks,” with EASA approval to 
follow that. –C.T.

Embraer Executive Jets president and CEO Marco Túlio Pellegrini 
(center right) accepts certification papers for his company’s new 
Legacy 450 from ANAC deputy Dino Ishikura (center left). The 
pair are flanked by ANAC airworthiness superintendent Mario 
Igawa (far left) and Embraer vice president of engineering and 
technology Humberto Pereira (far right).
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z  G500 Flight-test Campaign Advances
Gulfstream Aerospace has begun preparing the next 

two G500s for flight. The first G500 has now completed a 
handful of test flights. Gulfstream, which announced its 
new G500 and G600 last October, flew the initial G500 on 
May 18, and as of mid-August the aircraft had accumulated 
more than 15 hours in five flights, reached a speed of 
Mach 0.80 and flown to 38,500 feet. The first G500 has 
undergone planned modifications–test equipment and 
an anti-spin parachute–to prepare for the next rounds of 
flights. Along with readying the next two models for flight, 
Gulfstream has begun production of a fourth flight-test 
G500 toward type certification anticipated in 2017. 

z  FSI To Build Sim for King Air 350 with Fusion 
FlightSafety International is building a new Beechcraft 

King Air 350 simulator that will be equipped with the 
upgraded Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion cockpit. 
The FS1000 level-D simulator will be stationed at 
FlightSafety’s facility in Atlanta, Ga., and is scheduled to 
enter service early next year. The simulator is expected to 
be available shortly after the new Fusion avionics suite on 
the 350 is certified, slated for later this year.

z Bizav Flying in Europe Inches Up in July
While July’s European business aviation activity was 

up 0.3 percent year-over-year, thus far 2015 is still lagging 
last year’s usage by 0.9 percent, according to statistics 
released last month by industry data provider WingX 
Advance. The month saw a total of 81,081 departures 
across the region, with growth in all six of Europe’s 
largest markets: France, Germany, the UK, Spain, Italy 
and Switzerland. Business aviation flights into Europe 
from the Middle East climbed by 22 percent in July, while 
flights from Europe to North America rose by 8 percent. 
The Hamburg, Germany-based company reported flight 
decreases still stemming from the political dispute 
regarding Russia-backed separatists in Ukraine, with the 
Russian market down 24 percent year-over-year; Ukraine 
was down 37 percent over the same span. 

z  NTSB Reports Uptick in GA Fatal Accidents
The NTSB published preliminary accident statistics 

for 2014 that point to a 14-percent spike in fatal 
general aviation accidents–to 253 last year from 222 
the previous year–despite a slight drop in the total 
number of accidents, to 1,221 from 1,224. While general 
aviation recorded fewer accidents, the accident rate for 
the sector worsened to 6.74 per 100,000 flight hours 
last year from 6.26 the previous year. On-demand Part 
135 operations, which include charter, air taxi, air tour 
and air medical flights, reported 35 accidents last year, 
down from 44 in 2013. Correspondingly, that accident 
rate improved to 1.02 per 100,000 flight hours last year 
from 1.30 in 2013.

z  Berkshire To Buy Precision Castparts 
Berkshire Hathaway is set to gain another foothold 

in the aerospace business with its planned $37.2 billion 
acquisition of Precision Castparts (PCC). On August 
10, Berkshire announced it had reached a definitive 
agreement to acquire PCC for $235 per share in cash 
and assumption of its outstanding net debt. The 
transaction, expected to close early next year, must 
still be approved by PCC shareholders and receive the 
necessary regulatory approvals. The acquisition would 
give Berkshire another major business in the aviation and 
aerospace markets, alongside NetJets and FlightSafety 
International. PCC produces structural investment 
castings and forged components, machined airframe 
components, and highly engineered critical fasteners, 
among other products.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter FAA seeks solutions to  
ADS-B privacy quandary
by Kerry Lynch

The FAA is weighing propos-
als to tackle one of business avia-
tion’s chief concerns surrounding 
the implementation of automatic 
dependent surveillance-broadcast 
(ADS-B) and the Jan. 1, 2020 
ADS-B equipage mandate: pri-
vacy. A general aviation work-
ing group that was part of  the 
larger ADS-B Equip 2020 panel 
recently delivered a white paper 
to the agency outlining potential 
approaches to handling aircraft 
and operator privacy and security 
concerns surrounding mode-S 
transponders. According to the 
white paper, “The core concern of 
the operator community is real-
time tracking of the geographic 
location of a specific aircraft.”

ADS-B-equipped aircraft 
transmit unique identification 
and position information either 
through the 1090-MHz extended 
squitter mode-S transponder (for 
all altitudes) or the 978-MHz Uni-
versal Access Transceiver (UAT) 
below 18,000 feet. 

The extended squitter or ES 
format can carry up to 49 param-
eters compared with three for 
mode-C and seven for ordinary 
mode-S. “The extended squitter 
message is broadcast rather than 
response to an interrogation and 
includes the ICAO address in 
each broadcast message,” the 
white paper noted, hence the key 
difference between an ordinary 
mode-S transponder and ADS-B 
out equipment.

Business aviation leaders have 
expressed reservations about the 
mandate because the 1090 MHz 
mode-S transponder identification 
codes can easily be detected, tracked 
online and traced to the operator, 
bypassing protections established in 
the former Block Aircraft Registra-
tion Request program. The code, 
a 24-bit address assigned to each 
U.S. aircraft registration number, 
is sometimes referred to as the air-
craft’s ICAO address. 

The tracking ability has been 
available for some time, in any 
mode S-equipped aircraft whether 
ADS-B enabled or not, but that 
ability has grown in recent years as 
the number of ground stations (or 
listening stations) has increased, 
noted Jens Hennig, vice president 
of operations for the General Avi-
ation Manufacturers Association 
(GAMA). These stations can be 
acquired for about $100, and hob-
byists and flight-tracking compa-
nies have strung together a global 
network that can keep track of 

any mode-S-emitting aircraft. 
The information gathered from 
the so-called listening stations is 
readily accessible on the Internet.

Ensuring Privacy and Security
NBAA has called privacy and 

security concerns one of the chief  
stumbling blocks for ADS-B 
equipage. “In transitioning to 
satellite-based navigation and sur-
veillance, we need to find a way to 
make accommodations for pri-
vacy, security and competitiveness, 
and we want to ensure that con-
cern is addressed as ADS-B moves 
toward implementation,” president 
and CEO Ed Bolen told a Next-
Gen Advisory Committee meeting 
earlier this year. “When it comes to 
ADS-B, we continue to believe that 
people should not have to surren-
der their security just because they 
board an airplane.”

The working group looked at 
several possibilities for address-
ing these concerns. These included 
making the FAA’s Aircraft Reg-
istry private. NBAA had offered 
that as a solution late last year, but 
the FAA responded that might 
not be possible given Freedom 
of Information Act requirements. 
Also, the agency was concerned 
that it is signatory to the Cape 
Town Convention that established 
the International Aircraft Regis-
try. This registry is important for 
financial interests.

A second solution was to step 
up the anonymity of  registered 
aircraft owners through LLCs 
or trust corporations. FAA data 
shows approximately 10,000 air-
craft are registered through trust 
corporations. But even with the 
veiled names of a trust corpora-
tion or LLC, careful mining of 
public records can unearth the 
ultimate owner.

Another possibility discussed 
was developing an anonym-
ity mode for the 1090ES data-
link. The anonymity mode exists 
for the 978UAT standard, but is 
not part of the 1090ES standard. 
This was purposefully omitted 
for 1090ES after objections were 
raised by Europe, the working 
group said in the white paper.

But other options presented by 
the working group might gain more 
traction. A longer-term option 
would be encrypting the mode-S 
1090ES datalink. The FAA is look-
ing at potential future changes to 
the operational performance stan-
dard (RTCA DO-260B), such as 
expanding the bandwidth, which 

might enable functions such as 
encryption. The changes, which 
would be under DO-260C, are not 
expected to be completed until after 
2020. Also, it is uncertain whether 
encryption will require funda-
mental design changes, whether 
it would be practical and whether 
it would truly achieve the privacy 
goal. The RTCA is looking into the 
technical feasibility of this option, 
said Doug Carr, NBAA vice pres-
ident of regulatory and interna-
tional affairs.

To address concerns in the 
shorter term, the working group 
discussed the establishment of a 
“privacy office” to administer the 
mode-S address codes and possible 
anonymous flight identifications. 
The group suggested that aircraft 
could regularly (daily or monthly) 
change codes if necessary; at pres-
ent the codes in the U.S. are static. 
NBAA has agreed to review mech-
anisms for making such changes 
and the frequency with which the 
codes would need to be changed. 

Technical Questions
Several technical questions 

raised by this option need to be 
ironed out, including the capa-
bility of existing transponders to 
change their assigned address and 
whether this would require a main-
tenance or pilot action. GAMA is 
exploring potential prospects for 
this option. Also, the FAA would 
need to determine whether fre-
quently changing an aircraft’s 
code has system implications.

Many unknowns remain for 
these options, including the cost 
to the operator or to the gov-
ernment. Carr stressed that the 
industry doesn’t have enough 
information yet to determine 
whether they are feasible. How-
ever, he added that changing the 
code or encryption “could be very 
effective.”

In the interim, the FAA has 
been open to suggestions, eager 
to encourage equipage. The num-
ber of aircraft equipping has accel-
erated. More than 13,000 are now 
ADS-B out compliant, and all 
but 200 to 300 of those are busi-
ness and general aviation aircraft. 
That is up from just a few thou-
sand a year ago. But how many 
thousands more that have yet to 
equip is unknown. Estimates vary, 
but all exceed 100,000.

The costs to equip have come 
down significantly, but many 
owners continue to wait to make 
sure the standards don’t change, 
to see if  outstanding issues get 
resolved, to ensure that a solution 
is available for their aircraft or to 
see if  prices drop further. Install-
ers are already reporting bookings 
in 2017, 2018 and 2019, Hennig 
said. The 2020 deadline is not 
going to change, he reiterated.  o
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z  Gulfstream: What Bizjet Slump?
During a second-quarter investor call, General 

Dynamics chairman and CEO Phebe Novakovic dismissed 
“speculation” and “rumor intelligence” by competitors of 
a slumping business jet market. She noted that subsidiary 
Gulfstream Aerospace “had its best second quarter [for 
new aircraft sales] since 2008.” The company’s order 
book grew by nearly $1 billion in the quarter, to $14.02 
billion, reflecting strong demand across Gulfstream’s 
product line. Gulfstream delivered 41 completed jets 
in the quarter, three more than in the year-ago period. 
Large-cabin jet shipments soared by seven aircraft, to 33, 
while midsize jet deliveries fell by four aircraft, to eight. 

z Cutter Aviation Teams with Go Rentals
Southwestern U.S.-based FBO chain Cutter Aviation 

entered into an exclusive partnership with Go Rentals 
to provide rental vehicles for passengers and flight 
crewmembers flying into Cutter’s locations at Phoenix 
Sky Harbor International and Deer Valley Airports in 
Arizona. The Go Rentals fleet ranges from compact 
Toyota and Honda sedans to luxury-spec Audi, Cadillac 
and Mercedes-Benz cars and SUVs. 

z  Textron Bullish on Bizjet Market 
Textron chairman and CEO Scott Donnelly is 

optimistic about the outlook for Textron Aviation, as the 
dominant North American business jet market remains 
“fairly strong,” he said during a second-quarter investor 
conference call. Donnelly categorized the business jet 
market in Russia and China as “weak” and said that 
Latin America and Europe are “very challenging.” During 
the quarter, revenue at Textron Aviation slid $59 million 
year-over-year, to $1.124 billion, attributable to fewer 
deliveries of King Airs and jets. However, it did log a 
quarterly profit of $88 million, up $60 million from a year 
ago. Backlog at the end of June was $1.4 billion, up $145 
million from March 31.

z  API Gets EASA OK for BBJ Winglet
The EASA approved the Aviation Partners Split 

Scimitar Winglet on Boeing Business Jets. The approval 
follows U.S. FAA supplemental type certification in 
April. The split winglet retrofit involves the addition of a 
scimitar-tipped large ventral strake to Aviation Partners’ 
blended winglet, replacement of winglet tip caps with 
new scimitar tip caps and strengthening of the internal 
winglet structure. The result, according to the company, is 
reduced drag and a range increase.

z  Rosekind Replacement Named for NTSB
The White House nominated former Massachusetts 

Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) chief Beverly Scott 
to become the next NTSB member. If confirmed, Scott 
would serve a term through Dec. 31, 2019, filling the 
vacancy created when former member Mark Rosekind 
left to become the administrator of the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration in December.

z ‘Air Cocaine’ Pilots Sentenced
Pascal Fauret and Bruno Odos–the pilots of Dassault 

Falcon 50 F-GXMC that was caught with 1,500 pounds 
of cocaine on board in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, 
in March 2013–have been sentenced to 20 years in jail 
by a Dominican tribunal for their “connection to commit 
international drug smuggling.” Their lawyer intends to 
appeal the decision and they are free until the appeals 
trial. The jury’s decision also includes the confiscation of 
the aircraft. The pilots–and the two passengers–maintain 
their innocence. The $26 million drug bust has become 
known as “Air Cocaine.” The operator was Lyon, France-
based Aerojet Corporate.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter AAIB: Taws warned Phenom 300 crew
by Nigel Moll

The Embraer Phenom 300 
that overran the runway at Black-
bushe Airport in southern Eng-
land on July 31 received multiple 
pull up warnings from its terrain 
awareness warning system (Taws) 
before touching down far beyond 
the threshold of the 3,474-foot 
runway with 1,437 feet of pave-
ment remaining, according to the 
UK’s Air Accidents Investiga-
tion Branch (AAIB) preliminary 
report, published on August 6. 

The accident destroyed the 
Saudi Arabian-registered jet (HZ-
IBN), inbound from Milan, Italy, 
and claimed the lives of all four 
people on board–the 57-year-old 
11,000-hour pilot and three pas-
sengers, which included mem-
bers of Osama Bin Laden’s 
extended family. The weather was 
good VFR, with visibility better 
than six miles, light wind and no 
low clouds.

Toward the end of a visual 
downwind to Runway 25, the Phe-
nom overtook a microlight and 
climbed slightly to pass ahead of 

and above the smaller aircraft. As 
this climb began, at approximately 
1,000 feet above aerodrome level 
(aal), the Tcas issued a descend 
resolution advisory (RA). 

The Tcas RA changed to main-
tain vertical speed and then 
adjust vertical speed, but the 
AAIB suggests these instructions 
might have been to resolve a second 
conflict with another aircraft above 
the Phenom, to the east of the field. 
Following this climb, the Phenom 
then descended at up to 3,000 fpm 
toward the threshold of Runway 
25. The Tcas annunciated clear 
of conflict when the jet was 1.1 
nm from the runway threshold, at 
1,200 ft aal and flying at 146 knots 
with the landing gear down and 
flaps 3 selected. Between 1,200 and 
500 ft aal the rate of descent aver-
aged approximately 3,000 fpm, and 
six Taws pull up warnings were 
triggered on final by a 2,500-fpm 
descent rate at 500 feet agl.

The aircraft operator esti-
mates that the landing weight 
was 14,378 pounds/6,522 kg. 

Embraer told the AAIB that 
at this weight the target thresh-
old speed would have been 108 
knots–42 knots less than the 
150 KIAS the aircraft was doing 
when it crossed the threshold of 
Runway 25 at 50 feet.

Tire marks show that the jet 
touched down 2,329 feet past 
the threshold with 1,437 feet of 
pavement remaining, and the 
FDR revealed that the touch-
down groundspeed was 135 knots 
(134 KIAS). Embraer told the 
AAIB the Phenom would have 
required 2,021 feet to come to a 
halt from this speed, noting that 
its calculation was based on a 
maximum-performance landing 
as demonstrated by test pilots 
during certification trials.

The aircraft overran the paved 
runway surface, 10 feet left of cen-
terline, before striking a three-foot-
high berm and briefly becoming 
airborne again. It then collided 
with several cars parked at an adja-
cent business. The wings detached 
and the aircraft exploded. o

The Phenom 300 touched down with 1,437 feet of runway 
remaining. Embraer estimates that it would have needed at 
least 2,021 feet to stop under the conditions that day.

2016 OLYMPICS SET TO BE  
LOST OPPORTUNITY FOR BUSINESS AVIATION

The Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro are shaping up to be another missed opportu-
nity for business aviation, according to ABAG, the Brazilian general aviation industry group. 
ABAG chairman Eduardo Marson Ferreira recently warned that Brazil’s authorities appear 
set to impose operational restrictions that will severely constrain the use of business aircraft.

ABAG director general Ricardo Nogueira said the Olympic Games (Aug. 5-21, 2016) look 
to be at least as much of a disappointment for the business aviation community as last year’s World Cup soccer cham-
pionship. “Years ago, when I was in the air force managing air traffic, there was a controllers’ slowdown, a protest about 
safety, and I said, ‘You’ve achieved safety. There’s nothing that makes air traffic safer than keeping all the airplanes on the 
ground,’” he said. “For the World Cup there was maximization of safety, achieved by minimizing general aviation. 

“It will be worse in August next year,” he predicted, before divulging that at a recent meeting with Brazil’s SAC 
(Civil Aviation Secretariat) he was shown plans for airspace control for the Olympics, to which he responded, “You’re 
taking Rio off the map!” For general aviation, he noted, the authorities are “minimizing the risk to zero, by not having 
any aircraft flying.”  – I.S.

LABACE
2015
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z  NASA Testing GA CFIT Avoidance Tech
Researchers from NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research 

Center are testing a ground-collision-avoidance technology 
for general aviation called the improved Ground Collision 
Avoidance System (iGCAS), to offer pilots both an audible 
and visual warning of approaching terrain. AIN flew an 
iGCAS-equipped simulator, and in simulated scenarios 
flying through mountainous regions it provided clear aural 
and visual warnings of approaching terrain as well as 
visual warnings and escape options–turn left or right–to 
avoid obstacles. Should the pilot fail to react to the initial 
warnings, the iGCAS switches to a demand mode in which 
it functions much like a traditional ground proximity warning 
system, telling the pilot to climb left or right until the terrain 
is no longer a threat. A final NASA research report is due by 
the fall, when the technology will be released for possible 
development by a third-party provider.

z TBM 900 Gets Off to Fast Start
A little less than 18 months after Daher rolled it out, the 

TBM 900, the newest member of the French turboprop 
single series, is the company’s fastest seller, according to 
Nicolas Chabbert, senior v-p of Daher’s airplane business 
and president of its Socata North America subsidiary. 
Chabbert noted the company has sold 100 of the aircraft, 
including taking orders for 48 this year. Daher handed 
over 25 TBMs in the first half of this year. 

z  Delta Kicks Off Private Jet Upgrades
Delta launched a private jet upgrade service for 

Delta SkyMiles Medallion members on July 31, flying a 
couple from Cincinnati to Atlanta in a Delta Private Jets-
operated Falcon 2000. The couple was originally set to fly 
on a Delta airliner when they received an email the night 
before offering the upgrade to a private jet. Delta Private 
Jets president Erik Snell and David Sneed, executive 
v-p and COO, accompanied them on the inaugural flight. 
Depending on aircraft availability, elite Delta SkyMiles 
members could be offered a flight on a chartered business 
jet operated by subsidiary Delta Private Jets. These 
upgrades cost $300 to $800, depending on the destination. 

z  GKN Buying Fokker Technologies 
Fokker Technologies will be acquired by GKN for 

€706 million ($780 million) in the fourth quarter, pending 
approval by “Fokker Works Council and trade unions, 
ITAR and CFIUS regulatory clearances and anti-trust 
clearance in the EU and the U.S.,” according to Fokker 
Technologies. The move will add Fokker’s expertise in 
commercial, military and business jet aero structures and 
component manufacturing and support to GKN’s global 
airframe and engine subassembly, transparency and fuel/
flotation systems manufacturing capabilities.

z  Gulfstream Adds Latin America Rep
Gulfstream, seeking to expand in Latin America, named 

Aerocardal its sales representative in Chile. Aerocardal 
is one of the largest charter and fixed-base operators in 
Chile and counts among its 15 aircraft two G150s. Based 
at Comodoro Arturo Merino Benitez International Airport 
in Santiago, Chile, Aerocardal will handle both commercial 
and government sales for Gulfstream. 

z  O2 Cylinders Falsely Certified
Danniel Hoose, owner of Shasta Fire Equipment in 

Redding, Calif., pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court, 
Sacramento, Calif., to one count of falsely certifying more 
than 570 oxygen cylinders for re-use, including re-use in 
aircraft. In May, a case was filed alleging that in the spring 
of 2013 Hoose represented that he performed hydrostatic 
testing on a special permit oxygen cylinder installed in an 
aircraft, when in fact no such testing had been done. 

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter More than ATC at stake 
in FAA reauthorization
by Kerry Lynch

As Congress prepares to begin 
debate in earnest about a com-
prehensive FAA reauthorization 
bill this month, attention has cen-
tered on the controversial pro-
posal to create a new organization 
to run air traffic control. But the 
bill is expected to cover myriad 
other issues, many of which have 
long been sought by the business 
and general aviation community.

The House Transportation & 
Infrastructure (T&I) Committee 
in July gave a sneak peak at what 
some of those issues might entail, 
releasing an outline of more than 
two dozen concerns the commit-
tee hopes to address in the bill.

To be called the Aviation Inno-
vation, Reform and Reauthoriza-
tion Act (AIRR), the bill is based 
on safety and efficiency; improved 
reliability for passengers; innova-
tion; and U.S. competitiveness, 
the committee said. The bill, the 
committee promises, “will help 
modernize the antiquated U.S. 
ATC system, improve aviation 
equipment and aircraft certifica-
tion, improve service for consum-
ers, strengthen the FAA’s critical 
safety and regulation missions, 
provide for airport infrastructure 
across the county and enhance 
the safe integration of unmanned 
aircraft systems.”

Certification Efforts
Two of the primary goals of 

the committee’s bill are to stream-
line certification and improve 
aviation safety. Simplifying the 
certification process has been one 
of the industry’s top issues, with 
General Aviation Manufacturers 
Association (GAMA) president 
and CEO Pete Bunce testifying 
on several occasions before vari-
ous congressional committees on 
the need for change.

“If we can make certifica-
tion simpler for companies, we 
can reduce costs,” he told AIN 
recently, adding that to spur 
more interest in the market “we 
have got to reduce costs.” Not 
only does it generate more inter-
est in the industry, it strengthens 
the industry, he said. This is espe-
cially true for start-up companies 
that do not have the deep pockets 
to fund costly projects and might 
struggle with an unpredictable 
certification process.

The industry’s message has got-
ten notice. One of the first T&I 
Committee hearings was on the 
cumbersome certification pro-
cess and the inconsistent approach 

to regulation. During a speech 
before the Aero Club of Washing-
ton in early June, T&I Committee 
chairman Bill Shuster discussed 
only two aspects of the bill: ATC 
reform and certification reform, 
underscoring their importance to 
the chairman and the committee.

“The current FAA bureau-
cracy undermines our global 
competitiveness and puts Amer-
ican jobs in jeopardy. This avia-
tion bill will enhance American 
companies’ abilities to compete 
and get their products to market 
faster,” Shuster said. “Cutting the 
red tape in this process, and other 
reforms we will provide for the 
agency, will greatly benefit our 
system and our economy.”

Shuster emphasized that the bill 
would streamline certification pro-
cesses while maintaining strong 
safety oversight. While the commit-
tee outline doesn’t provide many 
details, it does discuss greater use of 
delegation authority, one of the key 
requests of industry. It also specifies 
improved FAA inspector and engi-
neering training and development. 
The bill will attempt to foster better 
agency collaboration with industry 
and labor stakeholders and more 
transparency and accountability 
for both the FAA and industry, the 
outline adds.

The bill would call for cer-
tification performance metrics 
and goals to measure progress in 
improvements and include mech-
anisms to tackle delays in foreign 
validation of U.S. products. It will 
also call on the FAA to promote 
U.S. aerospace standards interna-
tionally. Regulatory consistency 
further will be addressed in the 
bill, the outline stated, but again 
it does not point to specifics.

The bill will have a measure 
or measures designed to improve 
general aviation safety through 
streamlined approval for equip-
ment installation on small air-
craft. The Aircraft Owners and 
Pilots Association has been push-
ing for a cheaper, quicker process 
to bring new safety equipment to 
older aircraft. Separately, the bill 
will include measures to promote 
testing and deployment of new 
safety technologies.

The bill’s safety measures will 
branch into other areas, from 
expediting the development of a 
pilot records database to improv-
ing aircraft tracking over oceans, 
strengthening voluntary safety 
reporting programs and improv-
ing safety workforce training. 

Another safety measure will 
direct the FAA to develop a plan 
to address cyber-security vulner-
abilities. The FAA came under 
criticism earlier this year from 
the Government Accountability 
Office, which reported that “sig-
nificant security control weak-
nesses” identified within the FAA’s 
hardware, software and commu-
nications equipment threaten its 
mission of safely and efficiently 
managing the airspace system. 

Unmanned aircraft systems 
(UAS) integration will receive 
attention in the reauthorization 
bill. Measures will be included to 
encourage wider use of UAS test 
ranges, to streamline approvals 
for commercial use of small UAS 
and to call for a study of privacy 
implications. Another measure 
will encourage development of 
sense-and-avoid technology.

Industry Wish List
A number of other measures 

are anticipated, or at least are 
on the industry wish list, but not 
included in the outline. The out-
line does not specifically address 
third-class medical or other Pilot’s 
Bill of Rights 2 pilot protections. 
FAA Administrator Michael 
Huerta indicated at EAA AirVen-
ture that Congress might need to 
play a role to help move the third-
class medical exemption.

Another measure on indus-
try wish lists is help with ensur-
ing that management fees are 
not treated as commercial ser-
vices subject to the airline ticket 
tax. Industry groups have been 
awaiting IRS guidance on this 
issue, but agency turnover and 
the approaching sunset of the 
current Administration appear to 
be slowing the IRS effort, even if  
it is on the priority list. Industry 
groups are now turning to FAA 
reauthorization legislation to 
resolve the issue.

FAA funding levels also play 
a key role in FAA reauthoriza-
tion. The outline does not spec-
ify long-term plans for funding, 
except that airport levels would 
remain unchanged. But with the 
promise of a new ATC organi-
zation, it is unclear how much 
of the FAA’s operations account 
would be eliminated, as well as its 
facilities and equipment funding. 
It is also unclear whether aviation 
taxes would remain the same or 
change in light of the potential of 
new user fees.

The T&I Committee is 
expected to debate the bill this 
month. The Senate has not dis-
cussed measures in its own bill or 
whether it will simply take up the 
House bill. But with controversial 
issues such as the independent 
ATC organization, consensus on 
the bill will likely be elusive.  o
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Challenger tire failures  
spur questions about safety
by Kerry Lynch

Reports of more than a couple of dozen 
failures of a certain Goodyear tire used on 
older Bombardier Challengers are spurring 
operators to question a potential safety 
issue with it. Leading the charge is Nick 
Popovich, president of aircraft reposses-
sion specialist Sage-Popovich.  

The issue surfaced when a tire failed on 
Popovich’s own 1983 Bombardier Chal-
lenger 601, N600NP, on March 1 this year 
at Marco Island, Fla. The aircraft was 
damaged when it ran off the runway into 
sand and the nose landing gear collapsed.

Popovich said video footage of the acci-
dent depicts the number-one tire failing on 
touchdown. After the accident, Popovich’s 
flight department investigated its training, 
crews, continuing education program, air-
craft and maintenance history and stan-
dards.  “Nothing suggested a failure on our 
end,” he told the FAA. 

When he later received a replacement 
aircraft, Popovich noticed a log entry 
related to a failure of the same tire part 
number. He also heard anecdotes of other 
failures and started to wonder if this was 
a common occurrence. He began survey-
ing other operators about their experiences. 
Reports of 27 similar incidents flowed in 
from operators involving Goodyear tire 
Part Number 256K43-3 on the Challenger 
600/601 series, he said. Popovich asked the 
FAA to look into the matter.

The FAA has been telling Popovich 
that the in-service tire events are being 
investigated by FAA Aircraft Certifica-
tion Offices, the Small Airplane Director 
and Transport Airplane Directorate Safety 

Management Branch. The agency cau-
tioned, however, that “tire failures on tur-
bine-powered aircraft are quite common” 
and that it needs more data to determine 
whether there is a safety problem. The 
agency told Popovich that the information 
it has to date is “insufficient to determine 
root cause, or the actual consequences of 
the failures.”

When asked about the issue, Bombar-
dier told AIN it is aware of Popovich’s 
concerns, but noted that the FAA has not 
found a safety issue. The company also 
noted that blown tires are often discarded, 
making it difficult to track a trend. But it 
pointed out, too, that the Challenger meets 
airworthiness requirements.

Goodyear told AIN it analyzed the 
tire on Popovich’s airplane at the time of 
the incident “and determined that its dis-
ablement occurred as a result of a com-
mon brake-related skid through, and was 
not due to any tread separation or manu-
facturing issue.” As for other reports, the 
company added it “responds to customer 
claims or complaints as we are notified.” 

In correspondence with operators, 
a Goodyear representative mentioned 
possible reasons for issues, including 
tire pressurization and foreign object 
damage. One of  the letters suggested 
that if  the problem were systemic, the 
company likely would have received an 
inquiry from Bombardier. The Good-
year representative, however, did men-
tion the potential for a manufacturing 
issue if  all the incidents involve the 
same tire size/part number. In that 

case, he said, “we might consider this 
a possibility.”  

While Popovich agrees that it is not 
unusual for tires to blow, the nature of the 
failure concerns him. In each of the inci-
dents the tires failed in a similar manner, 
he asserts, with the tread separating from 
the core, which Popovich said might raise 
questions of bonding issues.

The National Transportation Safety 
Board is still investigating the accident 
involving Popovich’s aircraft, but the pre-
liminary report notes that after touch-
down, the pilot was unable to extend the 
ground spoilers and felt no deceleration 
when he applied moderate brakes and 
held the control yoke forward. He was 
also unable to deploy the thrust reversers. 
“The PIC informed the copilot there was 
no braking energy.”  

The FAA had cautioned that there is 
still no final determination in that acci-
dent. But Popovich has his own theory: 
“Thinking through the logic of  aircraft 
systems leads one to wow [weight on 
wheels] system failure, i.e., the aircraft 

clearly thought it was in the air and there-
fore overrode the manual inputs of  the 
crew for brakes, ground spoilers and 
reversers,” he told the FAA.

Such a theory is not without precedent. 
The NTSB described a wow failure in its 
report of the 2008 crash of a Learjet 60 
that killed a well known Los Angeles DJ. 
The tires in that case were underinflated 
and failed.

Blown Tires  
Relatively Common

One operator in correspondence with 
Popovich reported having “a tire throw a 
big piece of tread. Can’t see where it was 
cut.” Others reported not only having a 
tread separation but also experiencing a 
wow fault. Another stated his aircraft had 
just incurred its third Goodyear tread sep-
aration and said he had met with another 
operator that had had either four or five 
similar incidents. Charter and manage-
ment firm Solairus confirmed to AIN that 
it experienced two incidents this summer. 

These issues involved tires that had 
logged between 29 and 141 landings. 
According to Popovich, the tires appeared 
to have had significant tread life remain-
ing and no signs of misuse. Popovich the-
orizes that the failures stem from a lack of 
adhesion between tread rubber and nylon 
breaker ply and/or cords. This causes the 
outer ribs to separate from the tire and led 
to damaged airframes, he asserted.

According to Popovich, it appears that 
the tires involved were manufactured in 
Brazil between 2004 and last year. 

Popovich worries that more incidents 
are occurring, but that because tire fail-
ures are not especially uncommon the 
incidents are not getting reported. He 
is convinced something must be done 
before someone gets hurt in an accident. 
Popovich was injured in his own acci-
dent and the aircraft was substantially 
damaged. “The situation is a danger, and 
this is the only tire approved for the air-
craft,” he told the FAA in an email. In the 
meantime, he said he’s working to obtain 
approval to use different tires.  o

One Challenger 601 owner had a tire failure on landing that Goodyear attributes to braking-related skid 
through. He disagrees with that verdict and decided to investigate whether such failures are common. Photo 
shows failure of the same series tire on another Challenger.

National Multi-Agency Coordinating 
Group at the National Interagency Fire 
Center in Boise, Idaho. 

As attention was drawn to these cases, 
the FAA released a statement saying it 
“wants to send out a clear message that 
operating drones around airplanes and 
helicopters is dangerous and illegal. 
Unauthorized operators may be subject 
to stiff  fines and criminal charges, includ-
ing possible jail time.”

The statement marked a shift for 
the agency, which had hoped to fos-
ter safe use through awareness cam-
paigns and educational efforts rather 
than enforcement actions. While those 
efforts (including the “Know Before 
You Fly” campaign) will continue, the 
agency also is working closely with law 
enforcement in an effort to curb the 
growing trends. While the FAA has lim-
ited authority over recreational UAS, it 
does have authority over airspace safety. 
The agency notes it has levied civil pen-
alties and has “dozens” of  open enforce-
ment cases. It also made an appeal to 

the public to report unauthorized drone 
activity to local law enforcement.

In the meantime, Congress, which has 
focused on facilitating the accommoda-
tion of authorized commercial UAS, has 
begun to discuss measures to help rein in 
these incidents. “The new data released by 
the FAA should sound the alarm,” said 
Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.). “During 
a serious wildfire in California last month, 
a drone delayed aerial firefighting opera-
tions by 20 minutes. The fire then quickly 
grew and torched several cars when it 
leapt a highway. Just yesterday in Fresno, 
a medical helicopter carrying a patient to 
the hospital missed colliding with a drone 
by just 20 feet.”

Feinstein pointed to projections that 
more than one million recreational 
drones will be flying by year-end. “The 
FAA has virtually no authority to regu-
late consumer drones and the effects are 
clear,” she said. Feinstein and Charles 
Schumer (D-N.Y.) had introduced leg-
islation in June that would fortify the 
FAA’s authority over recreational UAS 
and mandate requirements for new safety 
features such as collision avoidance soft-
ware and improved tracking mechanisms. 

“We support the FAA’s taking a more 
aggressive approach to assessing civil penal-
ties against operators violating those rules,” 
said Dave Mathewson, executive director of 
the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA). 
The growth of sightings highlights not only 
the need for stricter enforcement, but also 
the urgency for the FAA to finalize its small-
UAS rules, Mathewson added. “Whether fly-
ing a commercial UAS or a model aircraft, 
there are rules that prohibit careless and 
reckless operations,” he said. AMA mem-
bers have safely operated model aircraft for 
nearly 80 years, he maintained, but added, 
“Unfortunately, the same is not always true 
for the legions of new ‘drone’ fliers taking 
to the skies.” 

The Association for Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) 
echoed those sentiments. “The prolifera-
tion of  irresponsible UAS flights under-
scores the need for the FAA to finalize 
its small-UAS rules and more aggres-
sively enforce existing regulations,” 
said AUVSI president and CEO Brian 
Wynne. “Stricter enforcement will not 
only punish irresponsible operators, but 
it will also serve as a deterrent to others 
who might misuse the technology.”  o

Drone sightings
uContinued from page 1
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Flexjet accelerating  
delivery dates of G450s 
by Matt Thurber

Under an accelerated delivery 
plan in response to “heavy market 
demand,” fractional-share oper-
ator Flexjet will place six G450s 

into service by year-end. Flexjet 
placed an order for up to 50 
Gulfstreams in October last year, 
including the G450, G650 and 

the new G500, for which Flexjet 
“will be the North American 
launch customer and exclusive 
fractional provider,” according 
to the company.  

“Since we took delivery 
of  our first G450 in June, the 
response to these new long-
range aircraft has been so robust 
that we have asked Gulfstream 
to move up delivery of  our next 

two G450s to this fall, rather 
than mid-2016, as previously 
agreed to,” said Flexjet CEO 
Michael Silvestro. “Our [year-
over-year fractional share] sales 
for the year are up 20 percent 
and the marketplace clearly 
is hungry for extended-range 
products from Gulfstream.”  

Flexjet’s first G650 is slated 
for delivery early next year, 

and the first G500 is expected 
in 2018. The Gulfstream order 
originally was for 22 firm (10 
G450s, six G650s and six G500s) 
and 28 options. Two of  the 
options were moved up to accel-
erate the G450 deliveries, so the 
order now stands at 24 firm and 
26 options, according to Silves-
tro. “We still have flexibility in 
options across those three fleet 
types. Gulfstream was accom-
modating in the types we felt 
were most desirable.”  

Return to Growth
“In the fractional jet industry, 

you hear a lot about orders for 
new airplanes being delayed or 
cancelled, not accelerated,” said 
Flexjet chairman Kenn Ricci. 
“Not only have we had strong 
demand for the G450, but we also 
are seeing tremendous enthusi-
asm for the G650.” 

The company’s Gulfstreams, 
Learjet 75s, Challenger 350s, 
Global Expresses and Legacy 450s 
and 500s are or will be equipped 
with Flexjet’s customized LXI 
Cabin Collection configuration.

The first Embraer Legacy 
500 delivery is scheduled for this 
month, and Flexjet will take five 
this year. Legacy 450 deliveries 
begin in June next year. “We’re 
excited about [the Legacy 500],” 
he said. “It really rounds out 
our fleet, and I can’t wait to get 
it in the program.” The new air-
craft are expected to expand the 
Flexjet fleet by at least 50 per-
cent, if  not more, from about 
85 earlier this year “to the 
low to mid 100s,” according 
to Silvestro.

Recently Flexjet reregistered 
some Phenom 300s operated by 
sister fractional-share provider 
Flight Options with Flexjet N 
numbers. Silvestro explained that 
the two fractionals’ fleets aren’t 
being merged but that Flexjet 
was selected as the brand for 
new deliveries. “That’s the theme 
of  Flexjet,” he explained. “As 
we thought about the fleet, the 
Phenom became the product that 
would be more aligned with the 
Flexjet brand, and that’s why new 
deliveries of Phenoms are com-
ing on as the Flexjet brand, and 
we did start converting some Phe-
noms to Flexjet.” 

Silvestro sees Flexjet as hav-
ing returned to growth mode. 
“I’ve been in this sort of strate-
gic planning mode for the better 
part of a year and a half, and we 
started to execute in 2015; 2014 
was more of  a transition. I’m 
excited that the marketplace has 
responded. The third and fourth 
quarter are [typically] the most 
robust, and we’re headed into 
the busiest part of the year with 
great momentum.”  o
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NTSB points to carburetor in Ford crash
by Kerry Lynch

The National Transportation 
Safety Board cites the unseating 
of the carburetor metering jet 
and a lack of adequate carburetor 
maintenance instructions in the 
March 5 crash of a Ryan ST3KR 
(PT-22) piloted by actor Harrison 
Ford. A strong advocate for the 
general aviation industry, Ford 
was seriously injured when his 
aircraft, N3178, crashed shortly 
after takeoff from Santa Mon-
ica, Calif. In the recently released 
probable cause, the NTSB said an 
improperly installed shoulder har-
ness contributed to the severity of 
Ford’s injuries.

The Board cited as the proba-
ble cause of the accident: “A total 
loss of engine power during initial 
climb when the carburetor main 
metering jet became unseated, 
which led to an extremely rich fuel-
to-air ratio.” The lack of adequate 
carburetor maintenance instruc-
tions contributed to the accident.

Shortly after taking off, Ford 
alerted ATC that he had lost 
engine power. He made a left 
turn toward the airport, but soon 
realized he would not be able to 
reach it, the NTSB said. His air-
craft struck a treetop and crashed 
onto a nearby golf course. The 
investigation found the carbu-
retor’s main metering jet was 
unscrewed from its seat and 

rotated 90 degrees. This would 
have increased fuel flow through 
the main metering orifice, produc-
ing an extremely rich fuel-to-air 
ratio and causing loss of power, 
the NTSB said. The Safety Board 

believes the jet gradually loosened 
from its seat over time, eventually 
allowing it to rotate 90 degrees. 
The NTSB did not find any other 
mechanical issues that would have 
prevented normal operation.

The carburetor had been 
rebuilt about 17 years before the 
accident, but there were no per-
tinent instructions for the instal-
lation of the jet assemblies in the 
maintenance manual.  No log-
book entries were found regard-
ing carburetor maintenance.

Further, the NTSB noted 
that the shoulder harnesses in 
the front and rear seats were not 

factory installed. They did not 
have reinforcement material or 
doublers around the attachment 
in the seatback. “The lack of 
reinforcement allowed the attach-
ment bolt, washers and stop nut 
to be pulled upward and through 
the seatback structure during the 
impact sequence, which resulted 
in the pilot’s loss of shoulder-har-
ness restraint.” o
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SALES FACILITIES 
MERGE IN S. AFRICA

Textron Aviation melded 
the Beech and Cessna brands 
in January last year, and now 
that enmeshing is under way 
at its sales and support provid-
ers in South Africa. Last month 
Johannesburg-based Abso-
lute Aviation Group acquired 
Comair Sales, Services and 
Spares (CSS), based at Lanse-
ria International Airport. 

Absolute has long served 
as the Beechcraft distributor in 
50 countries across Africa. CSS 
has served from the outset as 
the authorized distributor for 
Cessna in South Africa. It han-
dles sales, maintenance and 
spares support for all Cessna’s 
piston aircraft, as well as for the 
Caravans and Citations, hold-
ing authorized service center 
status on a number of models. 

Neil Howard, Absolute 
Aviation Group CEO, said, 
“[This] acquisition ensures 
that we are well positioned to 
continue to differentiate our-
selves from our competitors 
into the future.” –M.P.
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PRODUCT SUPPORT
SURVEY 2015 SPECIAL REPORT 

Data compiled by David Leach
Text by Matt Thurber

Part 2: AVIONICS

T he lines between aircraft systems, avionics and cabin elec-
tronics are blurring; modern aircraft are an amalgamation 
of interconnected and mostly electronic systems, and the 

manufacturers that make these electronic elements have taken on a 
role as critical facilitators of the product-support effort. At the same 
time and especially in older aircraft, there remain plenty of so-called 
federated avionics products, standalone devices that do their jobs 
without a lot of interaction or integration with other avionics or 
aircraft systems. 

No matter what types of product are installed, however, the fact 
remains that any failure of the electronics often renders the aircraft 
unairworthy, and keeping aircraft in the air or available to fly is  
crucial. To underscore the importance of product support offered 
by avionics and cabin electronics manufacturers, AIN conducts 
an annual survey to see what readers think about the  
support they are receiving. Here are this year’s results.

Cockpit Avionics
Garmin is holding steady at the top of the AIN Avionics Prod-

uct Support Survey with the same overall average as last year (8.3). 
Rockwell Collins and Universal Avionics, in a tight race last year for 
second place, both scored the same second-place rating of 8.0 this 
year. To reach that rating, Rockwell Collins saw a 0.3-point bump 
this year, while Universal’s rating jumped 0.2. Third place this year 
was taken by Honeywell’s BendixKing division, which tallied the 
highest change in overall average, up 0.6 from last year.

Avidyne improved its standing from last year, moving up to 
fourth place and a 7.6 overall average, up from fifth place and a 
7.2 rating. Honeywell traded places with Avidyne this year but 
also saw a 0.1-point improvement in its overall average. Showing 
up for the first time in the survey results is Thales, which means 
that more AIN readers are flying with the company’s equipment. 

In the individual category ratings, both Garmin and Rockwell 
Collins scored the top rating (8.7) for overall product reliability. 
Garmin’s first place overall average was also aided by top scores 
in technical reps (tied with Rockwell Collins and Universal Avi-
onics at 8.1), warranty fulfillment (8.8), AOG response (also 
tied with Rockwell Collins at 8.1), cost of parts (7.5) and parts 
availability (8.7). Universal Avionics’s top category ratings also 
included an 8.0 for technical manuals.

Cabin Electronics
AIN received enough responses from readers this year to 

include five cabin electronics manufacturers, among them new 
addition Lufthansa Technik. The rankings for the first four  
companies this year changed from last year, with Satcom Direct 
adding 0.1 to tie for first place with Gogo Business Aviation at an 
overall average of 8.2. Honeywell, with a 0.2 bump to 7.5, moved 
up to a second-place tie with Rockwell Collins, the company with 
the highest jump in the overall average rating this year, up 0.8 to 
7.5. Newly listed Lufthansa Technik came in a close third at 7.4.

Gogo Business Aviation dominated the individual category 
ratings, with a 7.4 for cost of parts, 8.3 for AOG response, 8.7 for 
warranty fulfillment, 7.7 for technical manuals and 8.3 for overall 
product reliability. Satcom Direct was recognized for parts  
availability (8.5) and technical reps (9.0).

Although avionics and cabin 
electronics have grown more reli-
able with advances in technol-
ogy, there is no substitute for 
after-sale support when a piece 
of equipment fails. To learn more 
about this important facet of 
their business, we asked compa-
nies that make avionics and cabin 
electronics equipment to summa-
rize improvements in their prod-
uct support activities during the 
past year. Not all manufacturers 
responded.

Avidyne
Avidyne says it has ramped 

up its technical support staff  
to handle a growing base of 
customers, now that the new 
IFD540 and IFD440 touch-
screen navigators are certified 
and in service. In addition to 
expanding the support staff, 
Avidyne has consolidated sup-
port personnel at its Mel-
bourne, Fla. repair station to 
improve tracking of  repairs and 
to speed resolution of  customer 
issues. The MyAvidyne.com 

website has been upgraded, and 
Avidyne techs can more effi-
ciently analyze flight display 
logs using improved automated 
diagnostic tools.  

Century Flight 
Systems

There are more than 1,600 
STCs for installation of Century 
autopilots and many thousands 
of systems still flying and in need 
of support. “We pride ourselves 
on still supporting many systems 
that are 30 to 40 years old,” said 
business development manager 
Alan Flewitt. “Not many man-
ufacturers, with all honesty, can 
promise that level of product 
support.” The company’s cur-
rent product line includes the CI, 
C41, C2000, Triden and C4000 
autopilots.

Esterline CMC
Esterline CMC has consoli-

dated its Canadian MRO capa-
bilities into a single facility, the 
company notes, “to provide a 
more structured and focused 

service for its customers.” Ear-
lier this year, Esterline CMC 
acquired Barco’s avionics dis-
play line and it is completing the 
integration of those products. 
Esterline CMC is also expanding 
its MRO and distribution capa-
bilities in Europe, centered at 
facilities located in Belgium. Also 
under way is “implementation of 
lean transformation projects and 
process flow optimization.”

FreeFlight Systems
To keep up with the influx 

of  ADS-B equipment instal-
lations, for which FreeFlight 
Systems offers solutions from 
light aircraft to the largest air-
liners, FreeFlight says it is add-
ing manpower to continue 
improving customer support 
capabilities. 

New hires include Dave Gra-
ham, the NextGen customer sup-
port manager, and Brad Brunson, 
technical services manager, who 
is responsible for dealer and 
installer training and support. 

Earlier this year FreeFlight 
launched the Blue Care extended 
warranty and enhanced product 
support program. Included in 
Blue Care are exchange options 
and quick turnaround services 
to help keep customers’ aircraft 
in the air.

Garmin
A result of multiple “cus-

tomer-focused events” during 
the past year has been Garmin’s 
opening of a spares facility in 
Hong Kong. Another such facil-
ity is planned in Europe to aug-
ment the existing spares pool in 
the UK. Garmin has also simpli-
fied support processes, and cus-
tomers around the world can tap 
its 24/7 AOG support hotline. 
The avionics manufacturer says 
it “is dedicated to continuous 

Companies outline recent 
customer service initiatives

Avidyne’s IFD540 (above) and IFD440 touchscreen GPS navigators offer attractive features 
that are expected to lead to growing sales and the need for additional product support 
resources at its Melbourne, Fla. repair station.
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improvement of our products 
and support services.”

Gogo Business 
Aviation

Now fully rebranded as Gogo 
Business Aviation, the manufac-
turer of the only air-to-ground 
telecom system currently avail-
able says it has made a number 
of improvements during the past 
year. Gogo moved into a new 
building equipped with a techni-
cal support lab that can test and 
simulate real-world aircraft envi-
ronments to help support person-
nel troubleshoot problems more 
quickly. Gogo’s enhanced real-
time monitoring also facilitates 
the company’s “ability to deep-
dive into customer issues.” 

Among the improvements to 
the support process are more effi-
cient and intuitive phone routing; 
enhanced trouble ticketing system 
integrated with a new customer 
relationship management pro-
gram; more service and support 
personal, including the addition 
of staff in the UK; and a one-stop 
shop on the Gogo customer por-
tal for access to technical docu-
ments, service information letters, 

notices of changes, order tracking 
and usage monitoring.

Honeywell
Honeywell says customer feed-

back has driven improved access 
to information on its MyAero-
space.com customer portal. The 
terms of the Honeywell Avion-
ics Protection Plan (Happ) and 

Mechanical Protection Plan 
(MPP) have been lengthened to 
three years with a fixed 3-per-
cent escalation rate. For addi-
tional coverage, operators can 
add Happ Gold to existing 
Happ agreements for $30 per 
flight hour. Services provided 
with Gold include 24/7 world-
wide AOG road-crew support; 

counter-to-counter, first-morn-
ing and Saturday delivery; cov-
erage of additional fees for 
no-fault-found or recertifica-
tion of components; and access 
to technical documents, pilot 
guides, system descriptions and 
operation manuals. 

Honeywell has also deployed 
a mobile app, MyMaintainer, 
which allows technicians to 
access data stored in the onboard 
Data LAN Management Unit 
Wireless (DLMU-w) system. 
For security, only approved and 
certified devices can access the 
DLMU-w using the app. “It will 
also log fault history,” according 
to Honeywell, “and allow users 
to compare similar faults for 
ease of troubleshooting.” 

International 
Communications 
Group (ICG)

ICG began scheduling class-
room training for customers 
and dealers on its new eRouter 
products last month. “The 
product support team provides 
first-hand instruction on how 
to make the most efficient use 
of the eRouter, which provides 
scalable voice and data rout-
ing services designed for aircraft 
applications,” according to ICG. 

The company also tai-
lored its Operations & Flight 
Line Maintenance Train-
ing course for the 
NxtLink ICS-120A 
and ICS-220A Irid-
ium satcom systems 
to help answer any 
requirements and con-
cerns of avionics engi-
neers and technicians 
designing and installing 
data-link and flight-deck 
communication systems. 
The course was FAA 
approved for Inspection 

Authorization renewal train-
ing. ICG offers on-site training 
to help customers with their 
specific aircraft installation. 

Innovative Solutions  
and Support (IS&S)

IS&S has added field engi-
neering representatives at high-
volume airports for quick 
dispatch to customer locations, 
to expand customer service and 
support activities, especially for 
installation issues before, during 
and after modifications. 

For swifter problem solving, 
IS&S has developed software 
that helps customers “interface, 
identify and troubleshoot air-
craft installation and operational 
issues. 

“The end result allows faster 
diagnosis and correction of 
issues affecting the aircraft, which 
shortens maintenance downtime 
and maintains high dispatch reli-
ability and/or operational readi-
ness,” according to IS&S.

Mid-Continent 
Instruments and 
Avionics

In business for 50 years, Mid-
Continent Instruments and Avi-
onics, through its True Blue Power 
subsidiary, has become a supplier 
of lithium-ion main-ship batter-
ies for airplanes and helicopters 
as well as for experimental ama-

teur-built aircraft. To help edu-
cate the industry about the 

new batteries, Mid-Con-
tinent offers training at 
trade shows and events 
and its Lithium Batteries 
101 series. According to 
the company, the course 
“outlines proper main-
tenance, handling, stor-
age, shipping and safety 
regarding the technol-
ogy–not just True Blue 
Power products.” 

The company has added 
expanded ELT services as well 
as authorization of its Van Nuys, 
Calif. facility as a repair center for 
Trig Avionics (the Wichita head-
quarters holds the same authori-
zation). Mid-Continent continues 
to add to its overhaul/exchange 
pool so it can offer same-day 
shipping without expedited ser-
vice fees. Mid-Continent autho-
rized warranty centers have been 
added in Germany and Australia.

Rockwell Collins
Rockwell Collins solicits cus-

tomer feedback through sur-
veys, advisory boards and 
day-to-day interactions to iden-
tify “ways to retain and improve 
high customer satisfaction and 
reduce unnecessary callbacks,” 
the company said. Some of the 
improvements in the customer 
support effort are attributable to 

Continues on next page u 

2015 Average Ratings of Cockpit Avionics and Cabin Electronics
Overall 
Average 

2015

Overall 
 Average 

2014

Ratings 
Changes 

2014 to 2015

Parts 
Availability

Cost of 
Parts

AOG 
Response

Warranty 
Fulfillment

Technical 
Manuals

Technical 
Reps

Overall 
Product 

Reliability

Cockpit Avionics Manufacturers

Garmin 8.3 8.3 0.0 8.7 7.5 8.1 8.8 7.8 8.1 8.7

Rockwell Collins 8.0 7.7 0.3 8.2 6.5 8.1 8.3 7.6 8.1 8.7

Universal Avionics 8.0 7.8 0.2 8.2 7.0 7.8 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.5

BendixKing by Honeywell 7.7 7.1 0.6 7.9 6.7 7.8 8.0 7.5 7.5 8.6

Avidyne 7.6 7.2 0.4 7.2 6.8 7.8 8.7 6.3 7.8 8.5

Honeywell 7.5 7.4 0.1 7.7 6.1 7.8 7.9 7.7 7.5 8.0

Thales 5.9 N/A N/A 6.4 4.5 6.4 6.6 5.5 5.5 6.1

Cabin Electronics Manufacturers

Gogo Business Aviation (Aircell) 8.2 8.2 0.0 8.4 7.4 8.3 8.7 7.7 8.1 8.3

Satcom Direct 8.2 8.1 0.1 8.5 7.2 8.2 8.1 7.6 9.0 8.2

Honeywell 7.5 7.3 0.2 7.6 6.5 7.7 8.0 7.2 7.5 7.8

Rockwell Collins 7.5 6.7 0.8 7.7 6.5 7.7 8.5 6.9 7.7 7.5

Lufthansa Technik 7.4 N/A N/A 7.7 5.6 6.5 7.9 7.2 7.5 8.1

*Companies listed in order of their 2015 overall average
Ties are listed alphabetically
Bold indicates highest number in each category

Rating 1 2  3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10
Scale: 
 Inadequate Poor Average Good Excellent

Honeywell introduced the MyMaintainer mobile app to help operators gain easy access 
to data stored in the onboard Data LAN Management Unit Wireless, which logs fault 
history and enables comparison of similar faults to speed troubleshooting.

ICG’s NxtLink  
ICS-T20A Iridium 
satcom system

Falcon 900 EASy cockpit flight deck developed 
in partnership with Honeywell.
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SURVEY RULES AND METHODOLOGY
As with AIN Publications’ previous 

annual Product Support Surveys, the 
objective this year was to obtain from the 
users of business jets, turboprop airplanes 
and turbine-powered helicopters statistically 
valid information about the product support 
provided by business aircraft manufacturers 
over the last year and to report this 
information to our readers. 

The ultimate goal of the survey is to 
encourage continuous improvement in aircraft 
product support throughout the industry.

This survey was conducted via a dedicated 
website, created by AIN from the ground up to 
provide improved ease of use and to encourage 
greater reader participation.

AIN emailed qualified readers a link to the 
survey website and questionnaire. In total, 
16,338 readers were invited to participate in 
the survey. 

The survey website was open from May 
4 to June 12. Respondents were asked to 
rate individual aircraft and provide the tail 
number, age (less than 10 years old or 
more than 10), primary region of service 
and whether they used factory-owned 

or authorized service centers, or both. 
Respondents were also asked to rate, on 
a scale from 1 to 10, the quality of service 
they received during the previous 12 months 
in the following categories:
•  Parts Availability–in stock versus back 

order, shipping time.
• Cost of Parts–value for price paid.
• AOG Response–speed, accuracy, cost. 
•  Warranty Fulfillment–ease of paperwork, 

extent of coverage.
•  Technical Manuals–ease of use, formats 

available, timeliness of updating.
•  Technical Reps–response time, knowledge, 

effectiveness.
•  Overall Product Reliability–how the product’s 

reliability and quality stack up against the 
competition.

Respondents were also asked to recognize 
individuals who have provided them with 
exceptional product support and service. The 
list of these people is available online at www.
ainonline.com/above-beyond-2015. 

The 2015 AIN Product Support Survey re-
sults for aircraft were published in the August 
issue; engines will follow next month.� n

PRODUCT SUPPORT
SURVEY 2015 Part 2: AVIONICS

the Rockwell Collins Service First Cus-
tomer Support Center, which opened in 
the fall of 2013. 

Another effort, resulting from reviews 
of customer concerns, has been help-
ing customers with self-service support 
alternatives by adding information on 
the company’s website. Customers can 
use the Service First iOS or Android app 
to view a list of Rockwell Collins cus-
tomer support engineers and dealers. 
Support engineers are located worldwide 
to assist customers and dealers.  

Sandel Avionics
Sandel says that tracking of  customer 

satisfaction key performance indicators 
shows continued improvement, includ-
ing a 58-percent response rate to San-
del’s annual customer support survey 
and an average score of  4.5 out of  five. 
Repair turnaround times have improved 
during the past year, to 6.8 days during 
the first half  of  this year, significantly 
better than the 10 days the company 
was logging last year. Sandel expects to 
reach a target of  five days by year-end.

Trig Avionics
In the U.S., Trig Avionics has signed 

up Mid-Continent Instruments and 
Avionics as its approved service cen-
ter. In the rest of  the world, Austra-
lian Avionics provides support for 
Southeast Asia, while Trig’s Edinburgh 
headquarters in the UK supports 
European customers and those based 
in other parts of  the world. Trig’s sup-
port website provides detailed answers 
to ADS-B questions as well as free 

access to complete installation and 
user manuals.

TrueNorth Avionics
TrueNorth reports it has assigned a 

specialist manager to oversee operation 
of  the company’s reliability and main-
tainability program. As a result of  cus-
tomer feedback, it also added staff  and 
tools to improve product deployment, 
installation and training. TrueNorth 
also plans–at this year’s NBAA show–
to unveil “a new warranty program 
that will focus on further reducing 
turnaround times, and continuing to 
increase customer satisfaction.”

Universal Avionics Systems
Universal’s product support efforts 

include the FlightAssure extended 
warranty program and instructor-led 
and online operational training. The 
company also offers live support dur-
ing business hours. According to Uni-
versal, “Whether they are looking 
for a replacement part or a solution 
to an issue, customers can end their 
call knowing that someone is working 
with them.”  o

> Continued from preceding page

The TY92 high-power and compact 
VHF radio by Trig Avionics

Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd didn’t know what was coming – heck, he couldn’t even see the ground. But his goal 

was to reach the North Pole. And he found a way to make it happen. That’s the attitude we admire at NBAA. It’s 
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by Matt Thurber

The brave new world might someday 
move pilots out of the cockpit

Technology is marching ever 
onward, and it sometimes seems 
as though we are intent on elim-
inating all human involvement 
in complex operations–includ-
ing flying airplanes. Who among 
us has not wondered, after some 
accidents that have happened, 
whether a properly programmed 
computer might have done a bet-
ter job of flying the airplane?

The downward trend in the 
number of pilots in cockpits over 
the past decades seems to support 
that conclusion, too. Better tech-
nology directly eliminated the 
flight engineer position, and the 
two-pilot cockpit is completely 
normal now for the largest air-
planes. Even one-pilot cockpits 
are ordinary, both in simple air-
craft and in business jets that are 
fairly complex, from the lightest 
of Part 23 jets such as the Eclipse 
500/550 to the Part 25-certified 
Citation 500/560 operating under 
a single-pilot exemption.

So the industry has already 
made the shift from two- to 
one-pilot cockpits. Are fur-
ther reductions possible? Could 
the two-pilot flight deck of the 

airlines be shrunk further to 
one pilot? And what about the 
ultimate technological goal: a 
no-pilot passenger- or cargo-car-
rying aircraft? Is that where avi-
ation is headed? Other industries 
are already tackling this prob-
lem, from driverless Google cars 
to Canadian oil-extraction com-
panies looking to eliminate truck 
drivers. Travelers to Dubai who 
have sampled the city-state’s 
Metro system might be surprised 
to learn that it covers 47 miles 
of tracks without train opera-
tors (although wardens travel on 
trains to help with emergencies).

Aviation research is headed 
in this direction. The National 
Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration’s Safe Autonomous Sys-
tems Operations (SASO) proj-
ect has as its goal “to seek ways 
to safely integrate within the Na-
tional Airspace System the high-
est level of automation that is 
justifiable, but not to explore 
automation simply for automa-
tion’s sake.” NASA envisions 
a far more autonomous future 
when the FAA’s NextGen rede-
sign of the National Airspace 

System is fully implemented. 
The Defense Advanced Re-

search Projects Agency (Darpa) 
has signed contracts with three 
companies for research into an 
Aircrew Labor In-Cockpit Au-
tomation System (Alias). While 
some writers have character-
ized Alias as a flying robot co-
pilot that gets plopped into one 
of the cockpit seats, that isn’t ex-
actly accurate. Alias, according 
to Darpa, is “a tailorable, drop-
in, removable kit that would en-
able high levels of automation in 
existing aircraft and facilitate re-
duced need for onboard crew.”

Phase 1 of Alias involves 
developing “minimally inva-
sive interfaces” between today’s 
aircraft and automation sys-
tems that would be in the form 
of a “drop-in, removable kit.” 
This does not envision a beep-
ing, blorping Star Wars R2D2 
strapped into the right seat. The 
drop-in kit would be able to work 
in a variety of aircraft and relieve 
the pilot of having to provide 
“constant vigilance over lower-
level flight maintenance tasks.” 

According to Darpa, “The 
program intends to leverage the 
considerable advances that have 
been made in aircraft automa-
tion systems over the past 50 

years, as well as the advances 
that have been made in remotely 
piloted aircraft technologies, 
to help shift and refocus pilot 
workloads, augment mission 
performance and improve air-
craft safety.” The three compa-
nies working on Alias are Aurora 
Flight Sciences, Lockheed Mar-
tin and Sikorsky.

The primary arbiters of the 
interface between pilots and air-
craft remain avionics manu-
facturers, although airframe 
manufacturers influence these 
design decisions, too, because it 
is their money that pays for the 
avionics. 

To find out where avionics 
design is headed in view of these 
trends, AIN interviewed four 
manufacturers of today’s highly 
integrated avionics to find out 
whether they are working on tech-
nology that would reduce or elim-
inate pilot positions and what it 
would take to achieve that goal. 

Rest assured, however, pilots 
are not going to lose their jobs 
in the near- and medium-term 
future. This is not just because 
the technology isn’t quite there 
yet but also because passengers 
still want someone up front in 
the airplane who has a stake in 
the outcome, and not a remote 

operator guiding their fate from 
an office building. 

There is no question that a con-
vergence of technological capa-
bility is taking place. Unmanned 
aircraft of all types are grow-
ing in proficiency, in exponential 
leaps and bounds. And there is a 
tangible problem in developing 
enough pilots to fill the needs of 
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) 
operators all over the world. 

Perhaps someday this will 
result in large no-pilot aircraft, 
maybe starting with cargo car-
riers. In an age when self-driv-
ing cars are already plying public 
roads and when in our lifetimes 
we may relinquish ordinary driv-
ing duties, this may not necessar-
ily come as too much of a surprise.

Rockwell Collins  
Studies Feasibility

Last year NASA’s Ames 
Research Center signed a four-
year contract with Rockwell 
Collins to study single-pilot 
operations (SPO). This is not 
a new concept; NASA’s Flight 
Deck Display Research Lab 
held a meeting in 2012 to dis-
cuss SPO, and it was attended by 
aircraft manufacturers (Boeing, 
Cessna, Eclipse), avionics man-
ufacturers (GE, Honeywell, 

Special Feature:

Rockwell Collins is working with  
NASA on a single-pilot operations 
concept, which includes a 
supplemental “super dispatcher”  
on the ground to assist the sole pilot.
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Rockwell Collins), United Air-
lines and university and govern-
ment representatives.

The goal of the Rockwell Col-
lins SPO contract, still in its first 
year, according to Mike Matessa, 
senior systems engineer at the 
Rockwell Collins Advanced 
Technology Center, “is to explore 
the feasibility of single-pilot and 
reduced-crew operations. We’re 
looking at concepts and technol-
ogies that would enable [this], and 
any gotchas.”

One technology that is hav-
ing a big influence on this work 
is airborne connectivity, accord-
ing to Geoffrey Shapiro, also a 
senior systems engineer working 
with Matessa at the Advanced 
Technology Center. “A corner-
stone of making this work is a 
robust ground network to help 
pilots in the air,” he explained. 
“We’ve had the capability of 
autolanding for a while. We’re 
taking that a few steps further.”

However, he added, the system 
wouldn’t depend on even a low-
bandwidth connection, although 
broadband connectivity would be 
optimal. “We know that connec-
tivity will fail; that is inevitable. 
But there are safeguards in place 
to make sure that it is safer than 
current operations.”

The initial concept that 
Matessa and Shapiro are evalu-
ating includes a sole pilot in the 
cockpit supplemented by a “super 
dispatcher” on the ground. This 
dispatcher would monitor multi-
ple aircraft, but if a pilot needed 
piloting assistance, the dispatcher 
could call in a remote second 
pilot to help out. 

One requirement to make this 
concept work would be physio-
logical monitoring of the pilot in 
the air. This would make sense in 
a setup where only two pilots are 
flying, say, a long-distance trip, 
and SPO is used while one pilot 
rests. “If the pilot has a heart 
attack, we need to know that,” 
Shapiro said. “Do we need to 
bring the other crew up there?”

This isn’t just about moni-
toring pilots to make sure they 
are alive and healthy. “Automa-
tion monitoring requires that 
pilots engage with the system,” he 
added. “It’s critical to know that 
the pilot is engaged with the auto-
mation and has proper situational 
awareness. This is critical technol-
ogy that has to be mastered.”

For example, what technol-
ogy would facilitate communica-
tion between a sole pilot and the 
super dispatcher or ground-based 
pilot? After all, Matessa pointed 
out, professional pilots still have 
problems communicating with 
the pilot a few feet away. “We’re 
starting to add enabling technol-
ogy like video and shared docu-
ments and indicators of activity, 

and it’s definitely helping their 
ability to understand what the 
other person is doing. Even sep-
arated, they are able to complete 
tasks but give better ratings about 
how they feel they performed.”

The Rockwell Collins work 
involves simulation of SPO and 
exploring various scenarios, 
such as figuring out how SPO 
can handle systems failures on 
the airplane, an airport closing 
because of weather, reroutes and 
so on. “It looks encouraging,” 
Shapiro said, “and is definitely 
worthy of continued study. We 
don’t see any showstoppers yet.”

Although this research isn’t 
focused on a no-pilot cockpit, it 
will have to consider incapacita-
tion of the sole pilot. “The abil-
ity to do an automated landing at 
the nearest airport is an essential 
concept for safety, and it would 
feed into this,” Matessa said.

“The important element is to 
know what humans are good at 
and what automation is good 
at, and striking the right bal-
ance,” Shapiro said. “Humans 
are fantastic decision makers. 
You don’t want to turn this all 
over to automation. Humans are 
a great check against computers, 
to make sure they’re doing what 
they’re supposed to be doing. 
Computers are great monitors. 

“A hybrid approach takes 
advantage of what machines 
and humans are good at. Basic 
piloting skills are not going 
away. We’re not saying that folks 
[should not be] hand flying and 
are not required to have basic 
airmanship, no way. The pilot 
role may be changing a little bit, 
but it’s not changing as much as 
you would think.”

Honeywell Looks to  
Human-Machine Interface

“I’m not a big fan of the idea 
of non-piloted aircraft,” said 
Bob Witwer, Honeywell vice 
president of advanced technol-
ogy. “I don’t know that there is 
such a thing or will be for a long 
time. Just like anything else that 
we do when we’re doing aero-
space design, what are the mis-
sion needs? We really need to 
understand the mission.”

In Witwer’s opinion, the focus 
should be less on reducing the 
number of pilots in a cockpit 
and more on human-machine 
collaboration. 

Historically, he sees the drop 
from three to two pilots coincid-
ing with the advent of the flight 
management system (FMS). At 
the other end of the spectrum is 
a modern UAS, which replaces 
the airborne pilot with fuel that 
enables a much longer and more 
far-reaching mission. 

In the air transportation 
arena where carrying humans is 

the mission, he sees passengers 
being hesitant about any fur-
ther reduction in cockpit crew 
numbers. Even with one pilot, 
he explained, “we need to have 
the vehicle be fully autonomous. 
It needs to be fully non-pilot-
resident capable,” with assis-
tance available from the ground. 
“You’re only one heartbeat away 
[from disaster]. The only differ-
ence between two and one pilot 
is how often you have to invoke 
the no-pilot part. This isn’t about 
eliminating humans. One way or 
another humans will be involved 
in mission management.”

At its most fundamental 
level, Witwer sees this technol-
ogy playing out as a way for the 
pilot and the machine to oper-
ate “hand in glove,” collabora-
tively. “Think Luke Skywalker 
and R2D2. When humans and 
machines can interact in that 
way, it’s better than a fully auto-
mated or fully human-based sys-
tem. Humans and computers 
are each better at a lot of things. 
How to mesh them together is 
our focus. If it leads to greater 
levels of crew reduction, that 
could well work. But there can’t 
be any degradation at all in 
safety. If it doesn’t drive better 
safety, whatever crew configura-
tion we’re at, then it hasn’t been 
a step forward.”

Two technological develop-
ments mesh with the future Wit-
wer envisions. One is faster and 
more reliable airborne connectiv-
ity, such that aircraft are always 
online and become part of a node 
in a network. More important, he 
added, is “the ubiquitous use of 
[portable] computing devices in 
the cockpit.” 

Until relatively recently, it was 
a given that all of the techno-
logical capability had to be resi-
dent on the aircraft–in the FMS, 
for example. But that attitude is 
changing, and where certification 
is not required, portable devices 
are taking on increasingly impor-
tant roles. It will be important 
for avionics designers to consider 
how to “provide superb human-
machine capability” with these 
new devices, he suggested. 

This could further develop 
into the use of expert systems, 
either installed on portable 
devices or even available from the 
ground, given good enough con-
nectivity, he said, “crunching all 
kinds of data in the background, 
so it’s always sitting at the ready 
to provide pilots with guidance. 
It might even anticipate that and 
detect the pilot’s profile and give 
him what he needs when.” 

Witwer imagines a porta-
ble device on which a pilot 
could practice an instrument 
approach while in cruise. “From 
my point of view, those kinds 

of capability end up, at a min-
imum, helping us go down this 
path of better human-machine 
capability and collaboration.”

He isn’t keen on the idea 
of eliminating pilots entirely 
because there are too many 
ways technology can fail, stem-
ming either from fundamental 
design issues that didn’t consider 
all the vulnerabilities of a sys-
tem or from intentional attacks 
on the system. One example is 
the Germanwings crash, where 
a suicidal pilot decided to lock 
his colleague out of the cock-
pit. This was clearly not some-
thing that designers considered 
when cockpit doors were secured 
against terrorist attacks. “Any 
time humans are involved it’s vir-
tually impossible to prevent the 

one-in-a-million [event where 
someone] does something they 
shouldn’t,” he said.

“Therein lies one of the big 
concerns,” Witwer added, “about 
going to full automation and get-
ting humans out of the loop: 
making sure you have super-high 
levels of availability and integ-
rity of all the systems, and that 
nobody can monkey around with 
them. If you rely on connectiv-
ity with onboard automated sys-
tems, then you have to deal with 
the question of malicious and 
nonmalicious problems.” 

He cited as one example of 
an unforeseen malicious problem 
the fire that closed the Chicago en 
route control center in Septem-
ber last year, which caused huge 

Honeywell doesn’t necessarily agree that moving pilots out of the cockpit should be the 
goal, and what makes more sense is helping pilots work better with the aircraft. To that 
end, Honeywell’s synthetic vision (above) and combined vision (below) are perfecting 
the real-time outside view of the world, to help pilots better manage the mission.
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problems managing the center’s airspace. 
“I bet a lot of people were happy those air-
planes had pilots flying them,” he said.

For pilots who are flying now, there 
has been a subtle transition that is helping 
them do their jobs with greater safety and 
efficiency. Traditionally, pilots had one 
display for tactical information (heading, 
airspeed, attitude, autopilot modes and 
so on) and another for strategic infor-
mation (nav displays, 2-D moving maps). 
“There was a hard line between tactical 
and strategic,” he noted.

Now many pilots are flying with syn-
thetic vision systems (SVS), which present 
an animated 3-D view of the outside world. 
“I would offer that we’ve made it much 
more natural to fly the airplane,” he said. 
“We migrated from mechanical instru-
ments to a similar presentation that hap-
pened to be electronic. Now we allow the 
pilot to think mission-wise. That’s the big-
gest advantage of the SVS view; it’s more 
like what the pilot would want to think 
about to manage his mission. Mission-
wise, there is no hard line between right 
now and five to 10 minutes from now.”

This fits in with what Witwer and his 
team focus on when designing complex 
systems. “Always give the pilot what he 
needs, only what he needs [if it is super-
fluous it can be confusing and mislead-
ing]; only when he needs it [understand 
what the point of the mission is, and if  
it’s not germane, don’t give it]; give the 
pilot this information in a way that’s intu-
itive, unambiguous and easy to under-
stand [there are times when touch can be 
a helpful modality, and times when voice 
can be helpful].

“I’m going to keep my [team] totally 
fixated on continuing to advance this 
whole notion of machine-human col-
laboration and [on] pilots understand-
ing what the machine is doing. Where the 
pilot will sit is a decision that will [come] 
down to who cares.”

Universal Avionics Cites Cost, Safety
Universal Avionics CEO Paul 

DeHerrera sees two key drivers lead-
ing to development of technologies for 
single-pilot and autonomous (no-pilot 
on board) aircraft: cost of operation 
and safety concerns. “Before a complete 
changeover to autonomous operations, 
an increase in oversight will begin to gain 
traction in future cockpits,” he explained. 
“This will include video recording [and] 
pilot, flight path and flight condition 
monitoring for the various phases of 
flight. For instance, deviations exceed-
ing some predetermined distance from 
the scheduled flight path could trigger an 
onboard system to take action, including 
ground-based alerts and in extreme cases 
the complete override of control.”   

There are some technologies deployed 
that help facilitate single-pilot operation, 
he pointed out, such as autofeathering pro-
pellers and autopilot emergency descent 
and unusual attitude recovery modes. Fur-
ther development is needed for avionics to 

make a decision, although some of these 
systems already do so. 

“In addition,” he added, “this type 
of  operation will require extremely reli-
able datalink at sufficient bandwidth 
to enable a reliable link to the ground 
for the transfer of  instructions or emer-
gency operation. Depending on the spe-
cific situation, the onboard computer 
might provide a warning before execut-
ing a specific task, but it will act more 
like a co-captain [taking action] instead 
of  just providing awareness and wait-
ing for pilot action in the case of  sin-
gle-pilot operations, or in autonomous 
flight will execute automatically or as 
directed by ground control.”

While cost might dictate a move to sin-
gle-pilot or autonomous flight in cargo 
aircraft first, a track record of safe opera-
tions there “would prove to the public that 
aircraft can be flown safely and, in many 
cases, just as safely as with two pilots or in 
autonomous flight without pilots.” 

Before this can happen, however, some 
infrastructure would have to be deployed, 
including “strategically placed ground 
stations that could ‘accept’ an aircraft 
for autonomous control,” according to 
DeHerrera. 

“The limits of line-of-sight for auton-
omous control of aircraft mean that the 
onboard FMS would need to be able to 
look at a database of autonomous ground 
stations. It would also need to evaluate the 
fuel on board [and] distance to station and 
fly the aircraft autonomously to a safe alti-
tude, placing the aircraft in line of sight 
above the closest ground-based control sta-
tion. This would enable the aircraft to be 
flown from a ground-based operation and 
land safely at a nearby airport,” he said.

Thales Taps Technology
The Thales design philosophy isn’t 

intended to eliminate pilots from cock-
pits. Of  more importance is using 
technology to help pilots fly more effi-
ciently and safely. 

No matter how many pilots are on 
board, said Richard Perrot, avion-
ics vice president of  marketing, “[The 

pilot] remains at the heart of  the deci-
sion, and at the same time he is getting 
better information. We really want the 
pilot to be able to manage the flight. As 
we’re providing more accurate informa-
tion in the cockpit, the work is much 
easier because the decisions will be 
much easier.”

There is ample evidence that sole 
pilots can handle complex aircraft, he 
added, mainly in the military. “We’re 
doing it in general aviation as well.” But 
airlines and larger business jets continue 
to require two pilots and even three for 
long-range trips. 

“We’ve reached a level of complexity 
that is almost a maximum for the pilot,” he 
said. To fix this problem, Thales continues 
to refine its Avionics 2020 design philos-
ophy. “Our philosophy is to simplify the 
man-machine interface and present infor-
mation in the most clever way we can: the 
right information at the right time.” 

The primary Avionics 2020 interface 
is a large touchscreen that covers the 
entire instrument panel. “Instead of ask-
ing the pilot to go to the system to search 
for information, [we] bring the informa-
tion to the pilot. The pilot remains in the 
center of the loop, but all systems are 
reworked to bring him more value.”

This might lead to the need for fewer 
pilots, he said, “because the way to oper-
ate the avionics might be easier, with less 
workload.” This could make operations 
such as ferry flights safe when flown by 
one pilot. Or a long-range business jet 
trip could achieve an equivalent level of 
safety with two pilots instead of three.

The Avionics 2020 design is aided also 
by advances in airborne connectivity. 
“We’re able today to bring information 
on board for the pilot to manage his mis-
sion,” he said. “This was not possible in 
the past. Connectivity is really an enabler 
for this new era.”

Another area that is already showing 
connectivity benefits is the sharing of 
weather and sensor data from aircraft 
to aircraft. Large fleets of  airliners are 
being equipped with systems that can 
send data to weather providers, which 

disseminate information based on that 
data to other customers and fellow 
fleet members. Aircraft today typically 
maintain trajectory information in the 
FMS, Perrot explained, while the best 
weather information is disseminated 
to dispatchers on the ground. By mix-
ing on board the most current weather 
information with the trajectory, he said, 
“This gives us the most accurate predic-
tion for the pilot, so it’s a real help. And 
if  three hours ahead the pilot decides to 
modify his flight plan, he will be able to 
avoid weather or turbulence.”

Pilots have been testing Avionics 2020 
concepts in simulators for a few years and 
so far, he said, “Surprisingly they have 
had good reactions. We thought they 
would be conservative, but it has been 
completely the opposite. They immedi-
ately thought that the organization of 
information is putting them at the heart 
of the cockpit. They were pleased to see 
that it reduced their workload without 
reducing important information.”

Thales has also been testing head-
mounted displays with Avionics 2020. 
“This opens a huge landscape of applica-
tions for the pilot,” Perrot added. “We are 
sure it brings added value in the cockpit 
in some aircraft where you cannot install 
a head-up display. We’re pretty sure this 
kind of technology will be implemented 
in the commercial world before 2020.”

Whether all of the Thales Avionics 
2020 research translates into widespread 
changes depends on the regulatory cli-
mate. “I don’t think regulations will be 
removed too fast,” he said, “and regula-
tions can change only if we provide the 
same level of safety as we have today. 

“The only thing we can do is provide 
the most appropriate technology to sup-
port manufacturers with a new cockpit 
philosophy. Today we have made tre-
mendous progress in terms of the man-
machine interface and the information 
presented to pilots, and thanks to con-
nectivity we can bring much more value 
in terms of mission management. It 
depends on the willingness of manufac-
turers to implement this technology.”  o
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The Thales philosophy, shown in its Cockpit 2020, is to help 
pilots, no matter how many, fly more efficiently and safely.
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Avionics industry posts  
sales gain in second quarter

Avionics sales for business and 
light aircraft climbed 3.1 percent 
during the second quarter this year 
over the first quarter, but fell year-
over-year by 8.5 percent (first half  of 
2015 versus the same period in 2014), 
according to the Aircraft Electron-
ics Association’s second-quarter 2015 
Avionics Market Report. Forward-fit 
($624 million) and retrofit avionics 
sales ($568 million) exceeded $1.192 
billion in this year’s first half. In that 
period, 64.5 percent of  sales were in 
the U.S. and Canada and 35.5 per-
cent in the rest of  the world. 

“While there was a general improve-
ment of 3.1 percent in the second 
quarter when compared with the first 
three months of the year, a decrease 

in year-over-year sales might indicate 
that the industry is facing some eco-
nomic challenges,” said AEA president 
Paula Derks. “The report also shows 
that a significant portion of the year-
over-year decline in sales dollars is tak-
ing place in markets outside the U.S. 
and Canada, and perhaps the strength 
of the U.S. dollar is having an impact 
on sales in those regions.” 

The avionics market report 
assumes net sales prices for cockpit 
and cabin hardware and software, 
portable units and noncertified air-
craft electronics, as well as all other 
hardware, batteries and chargeable 
product upgrades. Not included are 
repairs, overhauls, extended warran-
ties or subscription services.  –M.T.
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z  Iridium Satcom-maker ICG 
Sold to Rockwell Collins
Rockwell Collins has purchased International 

Communications Group, the Newport News, Va.-
based Iridium voice and data communications 
systems and services provider. Rockwell Collins 
says it will integrate ICG’s products and services into 
its Commercial Systems portfolio. Rockwell Collins 
bought ICG for an initial purchase price of $50 million, 
and it might pay another $14 million of post-closing 
consideration. ICG, which employs about 100 people, 
will remain at the Newport News location. 

Rockwell Collins has developed its own 
satcom systems and could presumably design 
Iridium transceivers. “We certainly have the skills 
and capabilities,” said Steve Timm, vice president 
and general manager for Air Transport Systems, 
“but ICG’s current programs and positions 
accelerate our satcom maturity and complement 
our overall connectivity and information-
management strategies.” 

ICG had also contracted to build an Iridium 
satcom for Honeywell, branded by Honeywell, and 
that relationship will not change, he added. “We 
have several pre-existing relationships, including 
Honeywell, that we will continue.” 

z  Simphonē   Datalink Picked for 
Fans Upgrade Project
A U.S. government program selected the 

TrueNorth Avionics Simphonē   Fans-1/A Data Link 
Unit Plus to upgrade 12 Citation Ultras. Equipage 
with Future Air Navigation System (Fans) capability 
is required for some North Atlantic routes and 
altitudes, and more will be added in the future. 

With Fans-1/A approval, pilots can fly more direct 
routes with tighter spacing, and the equipment 
automatically transmits position information to 
ATC and allows text-type messaging between 
pilots and controllers. The TSO approval for the 
TrueNorth Simphonē   DLU makes development of 
STC installation packages simpler, according to 
TrueNorth CEO Mark van Berkel.  

z  Tcas 7.1 Upgrade for Early Citations
Textron Aviation has received certification for 

the 7.1 software upgrade on Tcas II installed in early 
Citations. The upgrade is already required for later 
aircraft weighing more than 12,500 pounds or with 
seating for 19 passengers operating in European 
airspace. Those with airworthiness certificates 
issued before March 1, 2012, must be upgraded 
by Dec. 1, 2015, and the upgrade can be installed 
at Textron Aviation factory-owned service centers. 
Models affected include the CJ2, Citation II/SP, 
Citation SII, Bravo, V Ultra, Encore, Encore+, Excel, 
XLS, Citation III/ VI/ VII, Sovereign and X. 

z  STC Coming for Challenger ADS-B
Flying Colours expects to receive an FAA STC 

for ADS-B out in the Challenger 604 and 605 this 
month. Following FAA approval, the STC should 
be validated by Transport Canada and EASA. The 
STC was developed by the St. Louis, Mo. branch of 
Flying Colours, but the company’s other locations–
in Peterborough, Ontario (Canada) and Singapore–
will also be able to install the upgrade. 

Flying Colours has been developing the 
Challenger ADS-B out upgrade for the past 12 
months and plans to take orders for it at this year’s 
NBAA show in November.  – Matt Thurber

NE W S UPDATE

News Note
Avionica’s new 4G cellu-
lar module helps speed 
delivery of flight safety 
data captured by Avionica 
quick access recorders 
(QARs). The new 4G avCM 
is compatible with Avionica’s 
miniQAR Mk III and avSync 
flight data analysis soft-
ware, according to president 
and CEO Raul Segredo, and 
delivers data up to six times 
faster than the 3G module. 
The 4G module includes an 
integrated internal cellular 
antenna and Ethernet-type 
ground-support interface, 
all in a housing coated with 
a scratch-resistant black 
anodized surface. Avionica 
expects to receive FAA cer-
tification of the 4G avCM 
in the third quarter, and it 
will be installable under an 
approved model list STC for 
250 aircraft types. n

AVCON STCs LEARJET 60 AHRS UPGRADE 

Butler National’s Avcon Industries subsidiary received STC approval to upgrade 
the attitude heading reference system (AHRS) in the Learjet 60 from the original 
Rockwell Collins AHC-85 to the Collins AHC-3000A. 

Bombardier Learjet partnered with Butler on the upgrade program, and oper-
ators can have the installation done through Butler National’s Butler Avionics sub-
sidiary in New Century, Kan., which is a Rockwell Collins-authorized installation/
repair facility. 

The upgrade replaces the AHC-85 with the AHC-3000A computer and adds the 
ECU-3000 external compensation unit. There are two key benefits to the STC: one 
is the ability to replace one of the two AHC-85s at a time, which helps spread the 
cost; and much simpler cockpit-based setup and calibration of the ACH-3000A. 
The modification at Butler Avionics takes two to three days. 

“The partnership with Learjet in facilitating the AHRS STC reinforces our 
commitment to the long-term support of Learjets,” said Butler National pres-
ident and CEO Clark Stewart.  –M.T.

Flight-plan filing via SkyVector 
Online flight-planning portal Sky-

Vector launched FAA flight-plan-fil-
ing capability for all of its users in late 
July. “Our graphical weather products, 
FBO directory and worldwide charts 
have made us indispensable for pre-
flight decision-making intelligence,” 
said SkyVector founder David Graves. 
“Filing was the obvious next step.” 

Pilots can use SkyVector’s drag-
and-drop route builder–driven by a 
new flight-planning engine–to gener-
ate accurate flight plans built on their 
aircraft performance profile and the 
winds aloft. The system will automat-
ically compute any recently cleared or 

ATC preferred routes using the same 
aircraft and wind data, allowing the 
pilot to select the most efficient route 
for that day. Once the planning is 
done, briefing and filing are just a 
click away.

Through integration with Lock-
heed Martin Flight Service, all flight 
plans filed via SkyVector are instantly 
available to Lockheed Martin special-
ists. The integration with Lockheed 
Martin services brings advanced tools 
to pilots filing via SkyVector, includ-
ing adverse conditions alerting service 
and surveillance-enhanced  search-
and-rescue.  –C.T.

HELIPARK NAMED DEALER FOR GARMIN IN BRAZIL 

São Paulo-area heliport and maintenance center Helipark has signed a deal with 
Garmin International to purchase avionics directly from the factory, simplifying the 
process and saving cost for customers. Among many other products, Garmin sup-
plies digital glass cockpits for helicopters, such as its G500H panel. 

Helipark is an authorized service center for AgustaWestland, Bell Helicopter, 
Robinson Helicopters and Russian Helicopters, as well as for powerplant manufac-
turers Rolls-Royce and Turbomeca, with ANAC certification for maintenance on Air-
bus Helicopters.  –I.S.

ASSOCIATED STCs 
757 FANS

Associated Air Center has 
obtained an STC for installation 
of a Fans/CPDLC system on the 
Boeing 757-200. The future air 
navigation system (Fans)/con-
troller-pilot datalink communica-
tion (CPDLC) system includes an 
ICG Iridium satcom and equip-
ment supplied by Universal 
Avionics and Astro-Med. 

While the company didn’t 
provide details of the specific 
type of equipment, Universal 
manufactures FMSs, data-
link systems and flight data 
recorders used by many Fans 
installers. Astro-Med makes 
data-acquisition systems. 

The new equipment 
includes a new Acars, the sat-
com, a cockpit voice recorder 
and new VHF com, GPS and 
Iridium antennas. 

Associated worked with 
sister company StandardAero 
and its Springfield, Ill. orga-
nization designation authori-
zation to certify the upgrade. 
Associated previously certified 
a Fans/CPDLC system in a Boe-
ing 737-300, and both were 
done at the company’s Dallas 
Love Field repair station. 

“This certification repre-
sents another significant indus-
try accomplishment,” said 
Associated president James 
Colleary. “Whenever an in-house 
team can develop an engineer-
ing data package to support the 
installation and integration of an 
FAA-certified CPDLC/Fans sys-
tem for an out-of-production 
Boeing aircraft, it’s a serious 
technical achievement.”  –M.T.
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Latin American show took place last month,  
as regional economy struggles and growth stalls
by Ian Sheppard 

For the past two years those 
visiting the Latin American Busi-
ness Aviation Conference & Exhi-
bition (LABACE) in São Paulo 
have been disappointed to find 
cold and drizzly wintry weather. 
This year sweltering tempera-
tures and blue skies prevailed right 
through the event (held August 
11 to 13). However, Brazil’s econ-
omy and currency have gone in the 
opposite direction. With entrance 
fees raised to deter unqualified vis-
itors, the official show entrance 
tally reached 9,819.

Once again, LABACE was 
staged at a makeshift site at São 
Paulo Congonhas Airport. Most 
of  the major OEMs were pres-
ent in force this year, includ-
ing Dassault, Textron (Cessna, 
Beechcraft and Bell Helicopter), 
Gulfstream, Embraer, Viking Air 
(with its Twin Otter 400), Pilatus 
and Daher, in some cases repre-
sented by local dealers. Even an 
ATR twin turboprop regional 
airliner squeezed in, demonstrat-
ing how half  of  its cabin can be 
outfitted with VIP seats. In fact, 
the whole site setup was delayed 
while the ATR was brought 
through the hangar to reach its 
parking place on a static display 
occupied by 48 aircraft. 

Unlike most business aviation 
shows, the Latin American event 

offered little in the way of news 
and no planned press conferences, 
only an opening session and a cou-
ple of seminars. Meanwhile, in true 
Brazilian fashion the main exhibi-
tion tent started to fill only in mid-
afternoon, after a midday opening 
each day, but then continued to be 
busy until 8 or 9 p.m. 

Various local and international 
companies were present, although 
one theme that was less prominent 
this year was the local business avi-
ation airports–with only Catarina, 
to the west of São Paulo toward 
Sorocaba, exhibiting. In fact, Cata-
rina is the only airport that looks 
likely to be built. (See article on 
Brazil’s airports on page 32.)

Getting better access to air-
ports for business aviation con-
tinues to be a theme in Brazil. 
The situation is summed up in 
some ways by the nature of  the 
LABACE show, squeezed into 
a corner of  the Congonhas Air-
port site while it looks for a bet-
ter, more permanent home. There 
was talk again of  its moving to 
Campo de Marte to the north of 
the center of  São Paulo, a pop-
ular helicopter field with a good 
exhibition center close by; or to 
São José dos Campos or, eventu-
ally, to somewhere like Catarina 
once it is operational. Moving to 
Rio is perhaps a possibility but 

certainly not for next year, when 
the city is hosting the Olympics. 
At press time ABAG had indi-
cated it might try to shift the dates 
of  LABACE 2016 from mid-
August to late August, after the 
Olympics close, but Congonhas 
will still be the venue.

One issue that received atten-
tion was education and training, 
with Embry-Riddle Aeronauti-
cal University there as a show 
sponsor and heavily promoting 
its involvement in the country, 
which dates back several decades 
but has only recently regained 
significance, offering a range of 
courses and initiatives to engage 
Brazil’s young, aeronautically 
minded people.

No Growth
LABACE didn’t grow this year. 

It was much the same as in 2014 
except with fewer aircraft on the 
static display, although that wasn’t 
really noticeable. While HondaJet 
was the most prominent debutant–
the company took a large chalet 
spot right in front of the main han-
gar–the Cessna Citation Latitude 
and Embraer Legacy 450 were also 
stars of the show, with the com-
pany announcing receipt of Bra-
zilian certification of the aircraft 
on the opening day. Embraer was 
present in force though it didn’t 
bring a Lineage, and Dassault and 
Gulfstream were planted at the 
south and north ends of the static, 
respectively.

The final question for all these 
exhibitors, however, is when this 
show–now established as the main 
bizav event in Latin America–will 
become less a Brazil show and 
more a show for the region. ABAG 
director general Ricardo Nogueira 
was insistent that the exhibitor list 
reflected accurately the demand 
for aircraft and aircraft-related 
products and services in the vari-
ous countries, but this didn’t ring 
wholly true when there are FBOs 
in various parts of South and Cen-
tral America that weren’t present. 
So, does the region need a Latin 
American Business Aviation Asso-
ciation as an umbrella? There are 
no signs that any such organization 
is waiting in the wings.  o
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Citation M2 Approved for  
High-Elevation Airports

Textron Aviation’s Citation M2 received certification to 
operate at airports with field elevations of up to 14,000 feet 
msl. “This allows customers operating out of high-elevation 
airports, like many found throughout Latin America, to do 
more with their aircraft,” said Chris Hearne, vice president of 
Textron’s jet division. The improved performance allows the 
M2 to fly nonstop from La Paz, Bolivia, to Quito, Ecuador; or 
São Paulo, Brazil; or Buenos Aires, Argentina. The 100th M2 
is slated for delivery in the fourth quarter of this year. First 
delivered in 2013, the twinjet is powered by the Williams FJ44 
and is equipped with Garmin G3000 avionics and a redesigned 
interior seating as many as seven.

Embraer Delivers First Mexican Legacy 500
Embraer Executive Jets delivered the first Legacy 500 for a 

customer in Mexico. The midsize twinjet, which was awarded 
type certification from Mexico’s Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
in June, will be operated by Transpaís Aéreo, a subsidiary of 
Lomex Group’s aeronautics division. Embraer said the Legacy 
500 is well suited for the Mexican market because of its 
runway performance and transcontinental range. With a range 
of 3,125 nm, the jet can fly nonstop from Toluca to Manaus, 
Brazil, or from Cancun to Vancouver, Canada. About 20 Legacy 
500s are now in service since the first one was delivered late 
last year, an Embraer spokesman told AIN.

Brazil’s Avantto Partners with Acass 
on International Aircraft Sales

São Paulo-based business aircraft sales and acquisition, 
management and fractional firm Avantto has partnered with 
Acass to gain better access to the international market for 
aircraft sales, Avantto president Rogério Andrade told AIN at 
LABACE 2015. Besides having aircraft sales offices worldwide, 
Montreal-based Acass also offers crew support, aircraft 
management, ferry/delivery, interim lift, entry-into-service 
assistance and safety management system (SMS) compliance. 
“Having a company like Acass, which has representative 
offices in more than 50 countries and a broad distribution 
network, will help us to be more effective in providing service 
to our customers, since the market for buying and selling 
aircraft is not restricted to Brazil,” Andrade said. 

UAS Expands in Asia-Pacific,  
Targets Americas

UAS International Trip Support has forged three new 
partnerships in the Asia-Pacific region to strengthen its 
foothold in the region. T&T Aviation has been announced  
as UAS’s preferred commercial aviation partner in Vietnam.  
UAS has also entered into partnerships with IASS in Tokyo 
and Sari Biomantara on the island of Bali, Indonesia. Through 
the new agreements UAS offers priority parking, FBO access, 
tailored pricing and dedicated staff. 

Waypoint Inks New Leasing Deal,  
Plans Regional Expansion

Helicopter finance company Waypoint Leasing has closed 
a second transaction with Brazilian rotorcraft operator Líder 
Taxi Aereo, which provides support for the offshore oil-and-
gas industry. The deal covers the purchase and leaseback of 
a Sikorsky S-92. “This transaction strengthens our presence 
in a significant helicopter leasing market in Brazil and 
demonstrates our commitment to delivering operators tailored 
leasing that maximizes operational flexibility,” said Waypoint 
CEO Ed Washecka. Líder is Brazil’s largest aviation service 
provider, offering maintenance, charter, aircraft management 
and ground handling. Having already delivered 10 helicopters 
to operators in the region, Ireland-based Waypoint announced 
it will open a Latin American regional office in Rio de Janeiro 
next January. The office will be headed by Steffen Bay, the 
company’s vice president of sales and marketing.  

NEWS FROM LABACE 2015

REPORT

Positioning an ATR 72 for display underscored the extent of the space crunch at Congonhas.
The crowded ramp necessitated that the aircraft be towed through the hangar to its spot.
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As cockpit technology advances, one thing never changes: The Best Safety Device in Any Aircraft Is a 

Well-Trained Crew. The advanced-technology systems built into today’s aircraft offer many benefi ts and 

advantages. While the understanding and appropriate use of automation are important, developing and 

maintaining core airmanship skills are paramount, especially in emergency situations. A crew’s fi rst 

focus in an emergency should be fl ying the aircraft and maintaining or working to return to stable fl ight. 

Only when the plane is under control should attention turn to analyzing the situation, determining the 

cause and, fi nally, taking corrective action. A new series of courses from FlightSafety enables crews 

to experience and recover from challenging situations – based on analysis of actual incidents – that 

demand solid fl ying skills, swift and accurate decisions and precise communication.

ADVANCED PILOT COURSES 

• Upset Prevention and Recovery

• Rejected Takeoff Go/No-Go

• Energy Management

• CRM/Human Factors LOFT

AIRMANSHIP SKILLS
MAINTAIN PROFICIENCY WITH FLIGHTSAFETY’S 

ADVANCED  PILOT COURSES

These advanced courses will bring fl ight 
crews a level of ‘exceptional knowledge’ 
that is important for safe operations.”

– Randy Gaston, Vice President, Flight Operations 
Gulfstream Aerospace

“

Randy Gaston has been with Gulfstream for more than 
20 years and was chief test pilot during development of the 
GV. He is a graduate of the USAF Test Pilot School at Edwards
AFB. Randy was test pilot with the FAA Aircraft Certifi cation 
Offi ce and chief test pilot for the B-1B bomber.



Slowing economy hinders 
airport projects in São Paolo

by Richard Pedicini

As commercial and busi-
ness aviation grow in Brazil, 
and especially in São Paulo, 
they compete for limited airport 
infrastructure. The populist fed-
eral government has explicitly 
stated that commercial avia-
tion has priority for airport real 
estate and slots at the large air-
ports of Guarulhos, Campinas 
and Congonhas.

Plans for several new dedi-
cated business airports (Aerov-
ale, Catarina and Rodoanel/
Harpia/Aeroparque) and one 
privately owned commercial 
airport (Caieras) have been 
announced in recent years, and 
Sorocaba Airport, owned by the 
state rather than federal gov-
ernment, has broken ground on 
a new control tower. However, 
Brazil’s current economic crisis 
has slowed all aviation growth 
and scaled back or halted many 
of the airport projects. 

Mixed-use Airport Plans 
Guarulhos (or Cumbica) 

Airport (GRU) carries more 
passengers than any other air-
port in the country. Built in 1985 
and ceded to private manage-
ment two years ago, the airport 
has since added a new passen-
ger terminal, parking garage 
and other improvements. Also, 
in June ANAC, the civil aviation 
agency, granted approval for 
GRU to install a Cat IIIa ILS, 
the country’s first such system.

A GRU spokesman told AIN, 
“At the moment, we have no 
new plans for business aviation,” 

noting that, “At airports that 
operate mostly commercial 
flights with a large passenger 
volume, as is the case with Gua-
rulhos, attention is more focused 
on facilitating the flow of people 
safely and efficiently.” GRU has 
ramp space with 20 positions for 
business aviation (four for heli-
copters and 16 for airplanes).

Campinas Viracopos Air-
port served freight and regional 
traffic for many years, but in 
2008 Azul picked the field to be 
its hub and the airport has never 
looked back; it expects to han-
dle more than 10 million pas-
sengers this  year. Ambitious 
expansion plans call for new 
terminals, runways and park-
ing garages, but published plans 
include no specific provisions 
for business aviation.

To meet future metropolitan 
aviation needs, a proposal was 
floated to build a new commercial 
airport in Caieíra, 22 miles/35 km 
northwest of São Paulo financed 
by $9 billion real (US$2.7 bil-
lion) in private capital. However, 
in January this year the president 
vetoed the bill that permitted pri-
vately owned airports. 

Dedicated Facilities for 
Business Aviation 

Of all the proposals for new 
airports, the Rodoanel dedicated 
business aviation airport is the 
closest to São Paulo’s business 
center. Launched with some 
fanfare and with a battery of 
political and aviation luminaries 
in attendance, the project met 

with opposition citing its envi-
ronmental impact, a concern 
that has been raised for other 
airports as well.

AIN was told soon after the 
launch that the project part-
ners had not purchased the land 
but only had an option to buy. 
Before LABACE, an industry 
executive characterized the proj-
ect’s obstacles as “political in 
nature” and said, “It’s not going 
to happen at this  time.” So far 
there has been no construction.

Aerovale in Caçapava, 
beyond São José dos Campos 
toward Rio de Janeiro, predates 
all other business aviation pro-
posals in the São Paulo region, 
having begun the regulatory 
process in 2009 and started con-
struction in 2012.

The airport was planned to 
be viable as a business condo-
minium with an airstrip serving 
tenants. Owner and sole investor 
Roger Penido claimed that when 
the new law passed allowing pri-
vate business airports to charge 
landing fees, “the Secretary of 
Civil Aviation called and asked 
if we’d like a permit.” 

In January the airport pro-
jected a June opening, but as of 
press time 69 percent of the work 
had been finished, and the run-
way was in the completion stage. 
In March a federal prosecu-
tor, alleging environmental and 
wetlands violations, persuaded 
a judge to freeze construction. 
News accounts in April said 
the firm had filed for protec-
tion from its creditors, although 

the debts in question are said 
to be small in comparison to 
the investment in the Aerovale 
project. The airport’s market-
ing director, Noeli Penido, told 
AIN before LABACE, “The 
project is going ahead and we 
predict that everything [runway 
and business building lots] will 
be ready by the end of 2017. We 
hope to ask for certification of 
the runway by June 2016.” 

São Paulo Catarina Aero-
porto Executivo is part of a 
development that includes an 
operating retail outlet mall and 
a projected high-rise office park 
and residential condominium. 

The Catarina development is 
at the 37-mile/60-km point on 
the Castello Branco highway, in 
São Paulo’s neighbor city of São 
Roque. The airport will occupy 
1,285 acres of the 1,730-acre site. 
Plans call for moving 14 million 
cubic meters of earth to create 
the airport, and more than half  
the earthmoving had been done 
by July, with completion antic-
ipated by November. Project 
developer JHSF told AIN that 
“work is on schedule” for inau-
guration of the first phase of the 
airport, including the main run-
way, in next year’s first half.

The licenses Catarina needs 
and has secured include permis-
sion to charge fees for airport 
operations, obtained from the 
federal Civil Aviation Secretar-
iat; construction permits, from 
civil aviation agency ANAC; 
airspace circulation permis-
sion, from airspace authority 
DECEA; environmental licens-
ing, from state environmen-
tal agency CETESB; and other 
state and city authorizations. 

Catarina’s developers hope 
it will become an “interna-
tional business airport” since 
its 8,103-foot main runway will 

accommodate aircraft capable of 
long-range operations. But it’s a 
long road to obtain permissions 
from agencies such as the tax 
authorities and the federal police. 

At Brazilian international air-
ports, private jet passengers are 
bused to the main terminal to get 
in line for immigration along with 
commercial passengers, a pro-
cedure that predates the current 
populist  administration. JHSF’s 
affirmation that it “maintains a 
permanent dialogue with airport 
regulatory authorities” for inter-
national licensing and on-site 
customs and immigration under-
scores the size of the challenge. 

The Catarina Business Air-
port project includes space 
for MRO facilities, FBOs and 
leased hangars. 

Finally, Sorocaba Airport’s 
proximity to São Paulo (a little 
over an hour by car), its 4,859-
foot runway and a business-
friendly local government have 
attracted major business aviation 
facilities. Pratt & Whitney Can-
ada, Gulfstream and Dassault 
Falcon have MRO facilities at 
the airport, and Embraer inau-
gurated a new MRO facility and 
its first branded FBO there this 
year. Next to Embraer’s facil-
ity, similarly sized and privately 
owned WWA (World Way Avi-
ation), with a hangar and FBO, 
plans to hold its inauguration in 
the coming months.

Contractors broke ground 
on the airport’s control tower in 
April, financed by state airport 
authority DAESP after funds 
weren’t forthcoming from the 
federal government’s regional 
aviation program. A second bid-
ding process is needed to equip 
the tower, which is expected to 
start operating in October next 
year. Plans to make the airport 
international are uncertain.  o

LABACE
2015

Private and business 
aircraft compete for 
ramp and runway space 
with airlines serving 
São Paulo. While airline 
traffic has diminished 
during the economic 
downturn, observers 
expect the congestion 
problem will resurface 
following recovery.
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MIGHT LABACE MOVE TO CAMPO DE MARTE?
A perennial question at LABACE is where the event will be held the 

following year. Federal airport administration company Infraero con-
trols Congonhas, the current site, and each year the norm is for ABAG 
to get a signed contract only a few months before the fair takes place. 
The Congonhas space is crowded, a fact made plain when the ATR 
exhibited by Star had to be brought in right through the hangar. Isn’t 
there an alternative to Congonhas?

There is a second downtown São Paulo airport, Campo de Marte, 
across the street from the city’s main convention center, Anhembi. 
There are obstacles, however: Campo de Marte is the city’s first and 
oldest airport, and no one knows how much weight the runway will 
bear–though it does handle Lockheed C-130 Hercules for the Brazil-
ian Air Force aeronautical materiel park, which is located there. The 
5,250-foot runway is shorter than Congonhas’s 6,234 feet and oper-
ates only VFR.

AIN spoke at LABACE with representatives from JP Martins Aviação, 
which operates two hangars at Campo de Marte. ABAG alternate coun-
selor Paulo Martins told AIN, “Congonhas has always been the choice, 
for its commercial appeal. An Airbus or a Boeing Business Jet couldn’t 
land at Campo de Marte. But Marte is usable for nearly all the other air-
craft at LABACE. If for some reason Congonhas can’t be used, Campo 
de Marte is the first alternative.”  –Richard Pedicini 
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GE mulls U.S. turboprop MRO 
by Mark Huber

GE Aviation is contemplat-
ing construction of a U.S.-based 
overhaul center for its H-series 
turboprops, according to Matt 
Gerus, GE Aviation senior mar-
keting manager for turboprop 

engines. “As the fleet size grows 
we are seriously taking a look at 
putting an overhaul shop in the 
U.S.,” Gerus told AIN. 

At present, engines need-
ing overhaul are shipped to the 

Walter factory in the Czech 
Republic. Shipping takes seven 
to 10 days each way. GE bought 
Walter Engines in 2008. Wal-
ter is best known for its M601 
turboprop engine, with more 

than 1,500 produced since 
1975. After it acquired Wal-
ter, GE took the core of  that 
engine’s technology and com-
bined it with advanced mate-
rials and design features such 
as a new compressor section 
with a two-axial blisk ahead of 
a centrifugal third stage. This 
improved engine became the 
basis for GE’s new H series of 
turboprops, and the H75 (750 
shp) has been selected to power 
the Nextant G90XT, a reman-
ufacture of  the 90-series Beech 
King Air. Nextant expects to 
receive certification for that 
aircraft in the third quarter of 
this year. 

“GE undersold how good 
this engine is,” said Jay Heublein, 
Nextant executive vice president 
of global sales and marketing. 
“Our performance data shows a 
10- to 12-percent improvement 
in specific fuel consumption 
over the standard PT6 engines, 
which is just incredible.” 

Protracted  
Inspection Intervals 

TBO for the H75 will be 
4,000 hours. However, not all 
overhauls are created equal, 
Gerus noted. Averaging around 
$200,000, the GE overhaul 
encompasses not just the turbine 
but the propeller governor and 
fuel control unit as well. “You 
are pulling the whole engine 
off; you don’t have to pull com-
ponents off at weird intervals 
and send them back individu-
ally. When you get the engine 
back from us, all of the rele-
vant accessories have been over-
hauled.” The H series requires 
no midlife hot-section inspec-
tion, uses a fuel slinger instead 
of fuel nozzles and employs an 
axial stage compressor instead 
of reverse flow. 

“On a PT6 you typically have 
a 200- to 400-hour fuel nozzle 
cleaning regime, which we com-
pletely avoid. There’s no main-
tenance to the fuel system at 
all,” Gerus said. “Because we 
don’t have clogging nozzles or 
hot spots in the combustion 
chamber, you get even thermal 
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The 850-hp GE H85 drives the updated 
Let L-410NG. The increased engine 
power yields a max cruise of 225 knots. 
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distribution and we can avoid 
the hot-section inspection.” 

There are relatively minor 
inspections required on the H75, 
and GE is phasing them to coin-
cide with required inspections 
on the G90XT at 100-, 300- and 
900-hour intervals. The H75 
comes with a 1,000-hour/24-
month warranty, but Gerus said 
that GE is looking to extend it. 
GE also currently does not offer 
an hourly maintenance plan for 
the engine, but that could also 
change as the number of engines 
in the field grows, Gerus said. 

“Turboprop annual utili-
zation is typically low and the 
ownership cycle is six to seven 
years. The first two owners don’t 
need to worry about overhaul; it 
is the third owner who is going 
to bump into it. Convincing the 
first guy to pay for an hourly 
maintenance plan is tough. An 
aircraft on the program is worth 
more in the marketplace, but 
you need to convince the owner 
of that and create that value. 
Remember, the first owner is 
paying for something he may 
never use. The valuation ser-
vices, banks and insurance com-
panies also will play a role in 
generating greater acceptance 

among turboprop owners, and 
there are distinct benefits from 
being enrolled. It gives the 
owner piece of mind, know-
ing what maintenance costs are 
going to be.”  

Program Update
GE is making progress on its 

other turboprop programs as 
well, according to Brad Mottier, 
vice president and general man-
ager of business and general avi-
ation and integrated systems. 

GE also is working with 
agricultural aircraft manufac-
turer Thrush to certify the H80 
to run on diesel fuel, currently 
30 to 40 percent less expensive 
than jet-A. 

Demand to burn diesel is 
coming mainly from operators 
in South America, and some 
Brazilian operators are already 
flying with it. A demonstration 
program was recently completed 
with the EASA. While those test 
results are pending, GE is work-
ing with the EASA and Brazil’s 
ANAC to certify diesel in the 
H series. “We think it’s going 
to be a big deal,” Mottier said, 
noting the Russians’ long expe-
rience with running the Wal-
ter M601, the progenitor of the 

H series, on diesel for ground 
power units. However, Mottier 
cautioned that regulatory barri-
ers make approval of diesel for 
the H series in the U.S. unlikely 
in the near term.  

Mottier noted the July first 
flight of the Let L-410NG, a 
19-seat twin turboprop powered 
by 850-shp H85s. He said GE 
worked with Let to develop new 
gearboxes that reduce the pro-
peller speed to 1950 rpm from 

2080 rpm. GE is also working 
with Ikhana on the Twin Otter H 
series modification that is under 
development. Meanwhile, work 
continues on the single-lever 
EEC power unit GE subsidiary 
Unison Industries is develop-
ing for the Nextant G90XT. The 
EEC is coupled with a backup 
mechanical fuel control unit and 
has automatic torque, speed and 
temp limits that prevent exceed-
ances and thereby bring down 

the cost of engine overhauls. 
Mottier said that GE is posi-

tioning itself  to be the engine 
provider of choice for the next-
generation regional turboprop 
and would take advantage of 
any related business aviation 
applications. Research on this 
front is continuing at the GE 
research center and wind tunnel 
in Oklahoma alongside Dow-
ty’s concept of a new generation 
of propellers.  o
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 In Nextant’s G90XT, a King Air 
remanufacture, GE’s H75 engines will 
replace the original P&WC PT6A-135s.
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says, “This accident occurred because the 
flight crew deviated from approved proce-
dures and training that left the gust lock 
engaged and attempted to continue takeoff 
with a recognized flight control anomaly, 
rather than promptly executing a coordi-
nated abort procedure.” 

The company points to the crew’s fail-
ure to follow the Airplane Flight Manual by 
not disengaging the gust lock before engine 
start, not checking for freedom of flight 
control movement after engine start and 
not confirming elevator freedom of move-
ment at 60 knots during the takeoff roll. The 
60-knot point is when there is sufficient air-
flow for the elevator to begin floating, send-
ing important flight-control feedback to the 
pilot holding the control wheel. 

Gulfstream says the crew never discussed 
the abnormal position of the gust lock han-
dle at any point after engine start until the 
aircraft achieved rotation speed. There were 
no crew communications related to any air-
craft pre-flight or checklist activity while 
loading passengers, departing the park-
ing position and taxiing to the runway. As 
was their custom, the crew did not perform 
the required flight control sweeps to con-
firm the controls were free to move at any 
time before rotation speed, according to the 
report, which cited recorded data. 

The crew also disregarded a rudder 
limit CAS message despite spending 10 
seconds discussing the warning. They did 
not discontinue the takeoff despite being 
unable to push the thrust levers to their 
normal full-power position on the quad-
rant, another warning that the gust lock 
was engaged. The crew continued the take-
off, engaging the autothrottles, and some-
how managed to bypass the interlock. 
Gulfstream said the lock moved on its own 
during the takeoff roll, “either through 
pilot awareness and deliberate movement, 
or through a gust lock detent pin failure 
within the handle.”

In its July 31 submission, the OEM also 
acknowledges that after the accident it dis-
covered that the gust-lock interlock system 
used on the GIV and GIII does not meet 
the required throttle movement limitations. 
During its post-accident investigation, 
Gulfstream discovered a design defect in 
the gust lock system on the GIV that, “while 
limiting throttle movement when engaged, 
did not achieve its stated six-degree throt-
tle movement limitation.” Gulfstream said 
that although this defect was never noticed 
on more than 500 aircraft delivered over 25 
years, those aircraft still safely completed 
more than two million takeoffs. 

Despite the defect, Gulfstream’s inves-
tigation, as well as the NTSB’s, “demon-
strates that the interlock as it existed on the 
accident aircraft achieved its safety intent of 
limiting the operation of the aircraft, which 
was recognized by the crew early in the take-
off roll.” Gulfstream said the flight crew 
responded improperly, “attempting to dis-
engage the gust lock while continuing with 
the takeoff instead of immediately abort-
ing the takeoff and following proper unlock 
and engine start procedures.”

At approximately 60 knots, the pilot not 

flying noticed the gust lock was not stowed 
and attempted to release it, an action that 
also caused a reduction in takeoff thrust. 
Once the crew realized the gust lock was 
engaged and the elevator movement was 
abnormal at the 80-knot callout, they 
apparently did not react, an omission that 
Gulfstream attributes to lack of situational 
awareness. The crew  “incorrectly assumed 
they had resolved the gust lock issue…and 
continued the takeoff roll, without comment, 
through decision speed V1 (119 knots) and 
Vr (125 knots). At this speed, and with the 
rudder trim hydraulic preload, the aerody-
namic forces acting on the elevator surface 

were now contributing to the preload on the 
gust-lock hooks, preventing full disengage-
ment.” Gulfstream said the two pilots exhib-
ited “a loss of situational awareness as the 
throttles and engine power are reduced and 
remain reduced for 13 seconds before Vr.” 

 At rotation, the first time the captain 
attempted to move the control column, the 
physical restriction of the gust lock became 
obvious. He said “lock is on” seven times 
over the next 12 seconds. Gulfstream said, 
“Still fixated on accomplishing an immedi-
ate takeoff, the crew’s initial reaction to this 
unexpected condition was for the pilot not  
flying to continue troubleshooting the gust 

lock system instead of immediately begin-
ning a rejected takeoff. When the abort did 
begin, the brakes were engaged 11 seconds 
past Vr and the throttles were not brought 
to idle for another four seconds as the thrust 
reversers were deployed.” 

Gulfstream asserts that if, at the moment 
the pilot flying first announced that the gust 
lock was engaged, or even 2.5 seconds after 
his sixth callout, the takeoff rejection had 
been accomplished in a coordinated man-
ner–full brakes and power levers to idle 
simultaneously–the aircraft would have 
stopped on the paved runway.  o

Hanscom GIV crash
uContinued from page 1

In its submission to the NTSB docket on the Bedford crash, Gulfstream provided an illustration of the sequence of events leading to the May 31, 2014 crash.

GIV OWNER PORTRAYS HANSCOM CRASH IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT

In an 11-page “non-party submission” sent to the NTSB’s docket 
on June 15 this year, the owner of the Gulfstream IV that crashed 
attempting to take off from Hanscom Field on May 31 last year asserts 
that it cannot be determined whether the gust-lock handle was in the 
up/on, down/off or an intermediate position when the pilots started 
the engines, when they lowered the flaps to 20 degrees or when they 
began their takeoff roll. The submission is signed by two managers of 
SK Travel, named as the owner of the GIV, N121JM. 

While Gulfstream maintains that “this accident 
occurred because the flight crew deviated from approved 
procedures and training and left the gust lock engaged 
and attempted to continue takeoff with a recognized 
flight control anomaly, rather than promptly executing a 
coordinated abort procedure,” the owner lays the blame 
primarily on what it asserts is a defective gust lock system.

“The probable cause of the accident,” the owner’s 
submission proposes, “was the failure of the gust lock 
mechanical power lever interlock to restrict the move-
ment of the power levers to a maximum 6° +/-1° above ground idle 
with the gust lock system engaged, which allowed the engines to pro-
duce enough power to accelerate the aircraft to rotation speed (VR) 
without ‘unmistakable warning’ to the flight crew that the gust lock was 
engaged.” The owner also cites these contributing factors: 
•  The lack of any GIV crew alerting system indications (warning or 

caution lights or aural warnings) that the gust lock was on with the 
engines running.

•  The failure of the accident flight crew to perform a proper flight con-
trol check after engine start.

•  The lack of a gust lock mechanical interlock override system (similar 

to the GII and GIII systems).
•  The flight crew’s attempt to abort the takeoff with insufficient run-

way remaining after following the GIV Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) 
emergency procedure for an “Immovable Flight Control, Elevator 
Control (Pitch)” and guidance in the GIV AFM’s line-up checklist 
regarding the expected delay in rotation if the flight power shutoff 
handle is pulled at rotation due to a flight control problem.

The aircraft owner further notes that “an informal 
technical inspection on nine in-service GIVs found that 
with the gust lock in the up/on position, the forward 
throttle movement varied from 18.2 degrees to 24.2 
degrees from the throttle levers’ full-aft position.”

Addressing the issue of whether the GIV met the 
design requirements of Part 25 certification, the owner 
continued, “The GIV gust lock system was required to 
comply with 14 CFR §25.679, which mandates that, if the 
gust lock system, when engaged, prevents normal oper-
ation of the control surfaces by the pilot, then it must 

either ‘automatically disengage when the pilot operates the primary 
flight controls in a normal manner’ (§25.679(a)) or ‘limit the operation of 
the airplane so that the pilot receives unmistakable warning at the start 
of the takeoff.’ (§25.679(b)). The accident aircraft did not either automati-
cally disengage the gust lock system when the accident flight crew moved 
the primary flight controls or provide the accident flight crew ‘unmistakable 
warning at the start of the takeoff’ that the gust lock system was engaged.” 
From this, the owner infers that “the accident aircraft did not comply with 
the requirements” of FAR Part 25.679.

The owner’s “non-party submission” can be found at http://dms.
ntsb.gov/public/57000-57499/57175/578150.pdf –N.M.





India’s bizav group seeks   
new classification system
 by Neelam Mathews 

For the first time, India’s 
Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation (DGCA) is proposing 

to allow different regulatory 
codes for aircraft based on their 
all-up weight. The new policy 
would define two categories of 
aircraft: more or less than 5,700 
kg (12,566 pounds).

The country’s Business Air-
craft Operators Association 
(BAOA) has welcomed the 
DGCA report proposing this 
change as a positive first step 
toward regulations more suit-
able for non-airline operations. 
Reacting to the DGCA report, 
the BAOA is further asking for 
separate standards and recom-
mended practices for scheduled 
and nonscheduled operators; 
currently the two types of oper-
ation are lumped together under 
many of the same rules. The asso-
ciation has suggested subclassifi-
cations for the two categories.

“You cannot equate a small 
operator flying three aircraft of 
Challenger 605 weight class, for 
instance, with an airline oper-
ating 70 narrowbodies,” said 
BAOA managing director R.K. 
Bali. The association has recom-
mended that business aircraft be 
separated into above-5,700-kg 
and below-5,700-kg categories. 
The same distinctions should 
apply to differences between 
business aircraft and commer-
cial jets, he said, as each category 
needs “different rules for crew 
licensing, extended twin-engine 
over-water operations [Etops], 
medical certification and [crews’] 
minimum flying hours.”

Relief is also being sought on 
restrictive flight- and duty-time 
limitations, which for smaller air-
craft, BAOA says, should be based 
on India’s “domestic require-
ments for air connectivity…” 

The DGCA is also in the pro-
cess of finalizing an e-governance 
plan that will enable all aircraft 
operators–to process approv-
als and clearances online. The 
list includes more than 90 items 
and will be in place by year-end. 
Users will be able to access it by 
March 31 next year. This will be a 
boon to business aviation in par-
ticular as it “will reduce timelines 
for clearances, given the DGCA’s 
undersized manpower,” Bali told 
AIN. He added that business air-
craft often suffer delays in official 
approvals because the DGCA is 
short of staff. 

A private charter operator told 
AIN the new plan would intro-
duce transparency and deadlines 
would have to be adhered to. o
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Indian business jet operators, such as these at Delhi International 
Airport, are pressing their government to go further in reforming 
regulations than simply categorizing aircraft by all-up weight.
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U.S. Customs tuning in 
to business aviation
by Kerry Lynch

The U.S. Customs and Bor-
der Protection (CBP) is turn-
ing its attention to business and 

general aviation with plans to 
establish a working group that 
will delve into various industry 

issues. CBP Commissioner Gil 
Kerlikowske announced the 
plans for the working group dur-
ing a recent meeting with NBAA 
president and CEO Ed Bolen.  

While details weren’t re-
vealed, Doug Carr, vice presi-
dent of regulatory and interna-
tional affairs for NBAA, said 
the group likely will be similar 
to advisory groups CBP created 

for air transport and cargo.
To begin meeting later this 

year, the group will provide a 
venue to raise the visibility about 
concerns specific to business and 
general aviation, Carr said. From 
a business aviation standpoint, a 
number of Customs issues have 
centered on processes that were 
established for airline opera-
tions, but are not as appropriate 

for business aviation. The group 
will provide an opportunity to 
educate and heighten awareness 
about the unique requirements 
of business aviation, Carr said.

As important, he added, the 
effort would enable the indus-
try to work more collaboratively 
with Customs. Bolen said that 
during his meeting with Ker-
likowske, they “also identified 
further opportunities for collab-
oration, with a goal of simplify-
ing business aviation procedures 
while maintaining an equivalent 
level of safety and security.”

Facilities for  
Business Aviation

CBP has worked with the 
business aviation community 
on several issues in recent years, 
such as improving the processes 
for the Southern Border Over-
flight Exemption and pre-clear-
ance restrictions in Shannon, 
Ireland. More recently, Customs 
has teamed with the industry to 
re-establish a presence at Van 
Nuys, Calif., following a nearly 
decade-long absence, and to open 
a new facility in Columbus, Ohio.

But Carr noted several issues 
remain regarding entry into the 
U.S., from availability at loca-
tions and hours at Customs 
service to Global Entry require-
ments that funnel business 
aircraft passengers into the com-
mercial terminals.

The new working group is 
expected to focus on expedit-
ing business and general aviation 
arrivals into the U.S., NBAA said, 
adding it is pushing for improved 
facilitation of N-registered air-
craft returning to the U.S. and 
streamlined processing require-
ments for international arrivals.

The business aviation com-
munity is continuing to work 
with Customs to establish bases 
at new locations or to return to 
former locations, Carr noted. He 
pointed to Van Nuys, noting it 
is “huge” for general aviation in 
that area. But Customs formerly 
was located at several of the air-
ports in the region frequented by 
business aviation and pulled out 
about a decade ago.  

To attract a Customs pres-
ence, FBOs have been investing 
in and building the facilities to 
Customs’ standards. But Carr 
noted that the requirements for 
Customs facilities are designed 
for processing passengers arriv-
ing at airline terminals rather 
than business aviation terminals, 
standards that create a challenge 
for the FBOs.

In addition, attracting such 
a presence requires Customs re-
sources, which means invest-
ment on the government’s end. 
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Carr acknowledged that this can 
be an obstacle. But he also noted 
that Customs is one of the gov-
ernment’s top revenue raisers. 

Negotiations are under way at 
several more locations, Carr said, 
noting the Mid-Atlantic and 
Northeast regions of  the U.S. 
are among the general areas that 
have business aviation commu-
nities seeking greater access to 
Customs. “There are communi-
ties we hear from regularly” seek-
ing expanded Customs, he said.  
“There are some hot spots.”

Beyond securing new Cus-
toms facilities, NBAA also is 
hoping for improved accessibility 
at existing facilities. Some have 
limited hours, which make night-
time arrivals difficult. NBAA 
believes one way to take the pres-
sure off U.S. arrivals is to expand 
the CBP presence at foreign pre-
clearance facilities before U.S. 
operators return home. 

Global Entry is another pro-
gram that Carr said could be tai-
lored better for business aviation 
use. A number of locations do 
not have access to Global Entry 
or must channel through the 
commercial terminals.  “Gen-
eral aviation gets introduced into 
an airline system that really isn’t 
designed to do what business 
aviation needs it to do,” he said.

That concern is thematic with 
a number of Customs programs, 
including eApis (the electronic 
advance passenger information 
system). Carr noted the business 
aviation community has a high 
rate of compliance, but the for-
mat is still designed for airline use.

Another target area is South-
ern Border Crossing Exemption 
requirements, he said. “We’ve 
seen a great improvement in 
Southern border overflights,” he 
said. Customs in 2013 expanded 
the accessibility for the exemp-
tion permitting aircraft without 
a passenger aboard to bypass 
designated portal airports before 
entering the U.S. But the asso-
ciation believes the process can 
still be improved for business air-
craft, Carr said.  o
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CBP working on 
options for bizav
uContinued from page 42

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BIZAV OPERATORS HAIL NEW VNY CUSTOMS OFFICE
A celebration of the return of international clearance services for flights to Southern California was held on August 12 

at Van Nuys Airport. Before the new U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) facility opened at Van Nuys on May 21, 
pilots had to fly to Los Angeles International for clearance, then reposition. To use the new facility, operators must pay user 
fees to Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA), which then pays CBP to cover costs of operating and staffing the new service.

FBO Signature Flight Support advanced about $225,000 to build the new 1,528-sq-ft facility, which is part of the Sig-
nature West FBO. The new CBP facility includes an interview room, inspection room, office space and security features. 
The event was attended by (l to r) Jess Romo, VNY airport manager; Maria Sastre, president and COO of Signature Flight 
Support;  congressmen Brad Sherman and Tony Cárdenas; Los Angeles city councilwoman Nury Martinez; and Deborah 
Flint, LAWA’s new executive director. Anne Maricich, CPB acting director of field operations, was also on hand.

Local operators and pilots are happy to see international clearance services return to Van Nuys, eight years after it 
was removed from local airports. “We’re pretty fired up about that,” said Jason Middleton, CEO of Camarillo-based 
charter operator Silver Air, which flies international trips in large-cabin Gulfstreams.   –M.T.
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Midwest carrier offers 
scheduled Caravan service
by Mark Huber

The flight from Ironwood, Mich., to 
Chicago has been delayed several hours 
by weather, and the grandmotherly sta-
tion agent is offering to make the eight 
waiting passengers free pizza. It’s all part 
of the folksy service at Air Choice One. 

The airline operates a fleet of eight nine-
passenger Cessna Grand Caravans resplen-
dent in executive interiors with six slide/
swivel/reclining single leather seats. And 
it is adding a pair of new Grand Caravan 
EXs with the Garmin G1000 system and 
TKS anti-icing. Air Choice flies with two-
pilot crews, but there’s no beverage service, 
movies or in-flight Internet. There are no 
overhead bins, but there is space to bring 
aboard large purses or laptop bags and 
everything else usually fits in the underbelly 
cargo pods. Need a bathroom? Well, there 
is a chemical bowl under a three-place rear 
bench seat, but you really don’t want to do 
that–even on a two-hour flight. However, 
you do get large private-jet-class legroom 
and a nice view out the Caravan’s big win-
dows while cruising low (at altitudes from 
6,000 to 9,000 feet) and slow (155 to 180 
knots). And you can’t beat the price: $153 
round-trip from Ironwood to Chicago, less 
than it costs to feed gasoline into a midsize 
SUV ground pounding over the same route. 

Passengers seated in the first row imme-
diately behind the cockpit during sum-
mer months also get the added thrill of 
being able to see the pilots dodge those 
big magenta blobs on the weather radar. 

And once you get on the ground at O’Hare, 
you are treated to an up close and personal 
rolling tour of the north side maintenance 
hangars during a delightful 20-minute taxi 
in, often from Runway 27R/9L. “They’re 
quite proud of their real estate down there,” 
quipped one company pilot before takeoff. 

The Chicago flights deplane at well 
worn Terminal 3. Reminiscent of  sim-
pler times, passengers step off  the air-
plane onto the ramp and are greeted by 
the wafting odor of  burning kerosene 
and the occasional pelt of precipitation, 
before being directed down a labyrinth 
bordered by Jersey wall that sends them 
past the luggage loading docks that ser-
vice the jet bridge set and into the build-
ing and up the stairs to a real restroom.  

Benefits of Essential Air Service
Air Choice One provides service along 

a handful of U.S. Department of Trans-
portation subsidized Essential Air Service 
(EAS) routes in the Midwest that connect 
cities such as Ironwood, Burlington, Fort 
Dodge and Mason City, Iowa; Decatur, 
Ill.; Jonesboro, Ark.; and Jackson, Tenn., 
to its twin hubs at Chicago O’Hare and 
St. Louis Lambert. 

Air Choice One is able to offer passen-
gers these flights for fares that cumula-
tively do not even meet direct operating 
costs because of  the EAS subsidies it 
receives. EAS was formed in the wake of 
airline deregulation in 1978 to ensure that 

rural communities continued to receive air 
service. Initially, 15-seat or larger aircraft 
were mandated for these routes, which cur-
rently serve 163 communities. However, 
in 2011, Congress passed changes to the 
EAS program that were later signed into 
law (Public Laws No: 112-27 and 112-55). 
Those changes prohibited EAS to com-
munities whose annual passenger subsi-
dies were greater than $1,000, regardless 
of proximity to the nearest airline hub, and 
waived the requirement that communities 
receive EAS on 15-seat or larger aircraft.

That opened the door for airlines like 
Air Choice One, even though the U.S. 
DOT is moving to enforce the Depart-
ment of Transportation and Related Agen-
cies Appropriations Act of 2000 that bans 
subsidies for communities in the lower 48 
states receiving per-passenger subsidies 
that exceed $200 unless those communi-
ties are at least 210 highway miles from a 
medium or large airline hub airport. At 219 
miles from Minneapolis-St.Paul (Minn.) 
International, Ironwood just squeaks over 
the mileage limit. All EAS communities 
have until September 30, based on data 
from the previous calendar year, to ensure 

compliance with the $200 subsidy cap or 
face subsidy termination. Communities 
failing to comply with the cap can apply for 
a waiver and the DOT does not intend to 
engage in any enforcement action or show 
cause orders until next year, thereby giving 
the appeals process time to run its course.  

While using smaller aircraft on EAS 
routes makes airline service viable for 
small communities like Ironwood, pop-
ulation 5,183, it can also cause frustra-
tion with travelers used to carriers with 
more resources and flexibility to rebook 
passengers when difficulties arise. Such 
was the case in August for Diane Narey, 
who booked a flight on Air Choice One 
to visit friends in northern Wisconsin. 
Her flight from Chicago was initially can-
celed for unspecified “operational issues,” 
then reinstated but delayed. Her return 
flight was canceled twice in two days for 
weather, causing her to forfeit her ticket 
on a connecting airline, unexpectedly miss 
several days of work, and ultimately drive 
316 miles to Milwaukee and purchase a 
last-minute fare ticket home to St. Louis 
on Southwest. “This ‘bargain airline’ was 
certainly no bargain for me,” she said.  o
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Air Choice One will be adding two Cessna Grand Caravan EXs to its current fleet of eight Grand Caravans.  
The aircraft offers flights to a number of small Midwest cities from its hubs at O'Hare and St. Louis Lambert.

Reynolds Jet takes over 
Procter & Gamble site
by Mark Phelps

Charter/management pro-
vider Reynolds Jet has signed 
a long-term exclusive lease 
on “Hangar 4,” the former 
Procter & Gamble corporate 
flight headquarters at Cincin-
nati Lunken Field. Reynolds 

Jet will offer its charter and 
managed-aircraft clients con-
trolled hangar space (more than 
27,000 sq ft); direct fueling from 
the on-site fuel farm; on-site 
third-party maintenance up to 
major inspections and repairs; 

ground-handling service such 
as offloading luggage, han-
dling and positioning, fueling 
and servicing.

“We are now in complete 
control of the customer’s expe-
rience,” said Allan Mann, v-p 
of operations for Reynolds Jet. 
In addition to the hangar space 
under roof, the Hangar 4 site 
includes 60,000 sq ft of  ramp 
area; more than 20,000 sq ft 
of  passenger lounge and shop 
space; garage parking for 16 
cars; and a secure, coded-gate 
17,000-sq-ft outdoor parking 
lot. All told, the site’s footprint 
is 217,355 sq ft.

Hangar 4 was built in the 
1920s as the Aeronca Aircraft 
factory, builders of  one of  the 
first successful light aircraft in 
the U.S., the C-2 “flying bath-
tub.” Procter & Gamble acquired 
the site in 1950 and it became 
home to its fleet of  corporate 
DC-3s. It has been upgraded and 
enlarged several times since then, 
and Procter & Gamble left the 
site in 2006. Reynolds signed a 
lease last month that gives it con-
trol of the facility until 2037.  o

Lunken Field's Hangar 4, site of Procter & Gamble's flight department for more than 50 
years, will house the Reynolds Jet charter and management fleet at least through 2037.

NOTED INVENTOR AND AVIATOR  
FORREST BIRD DEAD AT 94

Dr. Forrest Bird, 94, died 
August 2 at his Air Lodge com-
pound in Sagle, Idaho. A noted 
aviator, Bird was also an inventor 
who held more than 50 aircraft 
STCs and more than 200 patents. 
While serving in the U.S. Army Air 
Corps during WWII, Bird began his 
research into human respirators 
and invented the anti-g pressure 
suit regulator that assisted flight 
crew breathing up to 40,000 feet.  

After the war, Bird began 
attending various medical 
schools and inventing a series 
of respirators. His most famous 
was the Babybird pediatric respirator in 1970, credited with reduc-
ing the infant mortality rate associated with respiratory problems 
from 70 percent to less than 10 percent and saving millions of lives.   

Bird was inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in 
1995 and received numerous awards during his career. They include 
the Lifetime Scientific Achievement Award in 1985 and 2005, the 
Presidential Citizens Medal from President George W. Bush in 
2008 and the National Medal of Technology and Innovation from 
President Barack Obama in 2009. He is the recipient of the 2012 
Lindbergh Foundation annual award, presented to “an individual 
whose life’s work demonstrates a balance among technology, the 
environment and the quality of all life on earth.” � –M.H.

Dr. Forrest Bird receives the 
Presidential Citizens Medal from 
President George W. Bush in 2008. 
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Operators ready for Cuba flights
by Kerry Lynch

The White House campaign 
to thaw relations with Cuba is 
not only sparking new interest 
in travel there, but also is gradu-
ally easing the process of getting 
there. However, trade and travel 
restrictions remain.

On August 14 Secretary of 
State John Kerry raised the flag 
of the U.S. Embassy in Havana, 
Cuba, for the first time in 54 
years. That act was symbolic 
of the renewing of relations 
that President Barack Obama 
set in motion last year. Obama 
announced in December that he 
planned to take a number of ini-
tiatives to re-establish ties with 
the Caribbean nation and facil-
itate travel and trade. These ini-
tiatives have had a direct effect 
on business aircraft travel there.

Specifically, two key changes 
have eased the process for pas-
sengers and operators. The first, 
which came earlier this year, 
involved a regulatory change 
that essentially eliminated a 
requirement for passengers to 
obtain a license through the U.S. 
Treasury Department’s Office of 
Foreign Assets Control before 
travelling to Cuba. 

The Second Big Change
The second significant 

change came on July 21. The 
White House removed Cuba 
from the list of State Spon-
sors of Terrorism. One of the 
results of this action was the 
elimination of a requirement 
for operators to obtain a tem-
porary sojourn license from the 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
(BIS) before flying to Cuba.

That was a major step for 
operators. “The approval pro-
cess has been difficult,” said 
Doug Carr, vice president of 
regulatory and international 
affairs for NBAA, who added 
that it used to take some oper-
ators several months to obtain a 
temporary sojourn license.

As the White House has 
taken these steps, the number 
of parties interested in travel-
ing to Cuba by private aircraft 
or charter has picked up nota-
bly, said Keith Foreman, a mas-
ter trip support specialist for 
Universal Weather & Aviation. 
In fact, Foreman noted that 
he is often spending anywhere 
from half the day to the entire 
day working with parties mak-
ing inquiries about Cuba travel. 
The issue has begun to attract 
so much interest that Universal 

is planning to hold an informa-
tional session at the upcoming 
NBAA Convention to discuss it.

Eyeing a new market, Jim 
Parker, owner of Caribbean 

Flying Adventures, launched a 
Cuba flight-planning service and 
escort travel service during EAA 
AirVenture at Oshkosh, Wis. 
Almost immediately, Parker had 

500 aircraft owners ready to sign 
up, he said.

Carr noted that operators and 
travelers have been laying the 
groundwork for travel to Cuba 
for some time. “People are try-
ing to get ahead of the curve for 
when the restrictions relax,” he 
said, noting that NBAA gets calls 
weekly from interested parties.

Priester Aviation is among 

the operators that recently 
undertook the extensive and 
timely process to receive FAA 
approval for travel to Cuba. 
This was done even though the 
charter and management firm 
hadn’t previously received a 
huge influx of requests.  

“Although Priester had not 
experienced a huge demand for 
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flights to Cuba, we wanted to be 
in a position that allows our cli-
ents to be restriction-free,” said 
Cory Ruffolo, vice president of 
marketing for Priester.

But the interest level changed 
after Priester announced it 
had obtained U.S. govern-
ment approval. “We received an 
inflow of trip requests. We are 

still experiencing flow of inqui-
ries daily,” Ruffolo said, adding 
that interest comes from both 
aircraft owners and would-be 
travelers. Within the first several 
weeks of receiving clearance, 
Priester began planning the first 
three trips in and out of Cuba.

Despite the significant steps 
toward the opening of chan-
nels between the U.S. and Cuba, 

the trade embargo remains in 
place and White House actions 
did not lift existing restrictions 
on travel; those actions would 
require congressional action. 

Travel remains limited to 12 
categories related to education, 
research, athletics/public perfor-
mance, humanitarian, missions, 
journalistic activity, government 
business, and certain export 

transactions such as informa-
tion exchange, among others. 

Charter operators also must 
still have the U.S. FAA add 
Cuba into their approved oper-
ations specifications. To obtain 
Ops Spec approval, Priester 
needed to work with the Trea-
sury’s Office of Foreign Assets 
Control, along with its local 
FAA Flight Standards District 

Office in Chicago and FAA 
headquarters in Washington, 
D.C., to satisfy all the necessary 
requirements, Ruffolo said.

Flights to and from the U.S. 
must go through one of about 20 
“portal” airports,  and commer-
cial and private operations must 
secure landing permits from 
Cuba. But the landing permis-
sions have changed. Once lim-
ited to passenger drop-off and 
pick-up only, aircraft are now 
permitted to stay one night and 
are authorized to make one flight 
while in Cuba, Foreman said.

Expect Changing Rules
Requirements for travel to 

Cuba remain dynamic. “It is all 
changing,” Parker said, noting 
that regulators are still catching 
up to the changed requirements 
alongside operators and trav-
elers. Foreman met with Com-
merce Department officials in 
mid-August, when they advised 
of the changes in temporary 
sojourn licensing requirements 
and the landing permissions. 

More changes could be on 
the horizon. At least three bills 
have been floating around Con-
gress to ease the travel and 
trade restrictions, but it is not 
yet known when or if  action 
will be taken.

As more people seek to travel 
to Cuba, there are several out-
standing concerns. While most 
business aviation traffic goes 
into Havana, Cuba has a num-
ber of other airports. But much 
of the infrastructure there 
remains an unknown. 

Also, Foreman noted, access 
to parts for an AOG is one 
of  the top concerns. Parts are 
not readily available, and the 
export of  replacement parts 
for aircraft repair had not been 
authorized. This is one of  the 
issues that the industry has 
been working with the U.S. 
government to try to remedy.

Further, many insurance car-
riers have restrictions in their 
policies against Cuba travel. 
Foreman advises operators and 
travelers to keep an extensive 
paper trail for travel to Cuba. 
The U.S. government can always 
go back and check to make sure 
travel was for intended purposes, 
he warned. Violators could face 
stiff penalties. 

But Foreman is not as con-
cerned about the permitting on 
Cuba’s end. This process could 
take as little as a few hours in 
cases of emergency to two to 
three days for the typical per-
mits. “Cuba has always been 
receptive and welcoming,” he 
said, adding that the stumbling 
blocks have been on the U.S. 
government’s end.  o
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Market poised to pick up again 
after a typically slow summer

On Wall Street there’s a saying that goes, 
“Sell in May and go away,” which alludes 
to the market’s typical seasonal slowdown 
that begins in the summer and carries into 
early fall. It speaks more to the low volume of 
stocks bought and sold, presumably as traders 
take summer vacations. While it’s more a 
clever quip than sound investment advice, 
the same type of behavior seems to descend 
upon the used jet markets, as owners light up 
turbines and launch on omnidirectional paths 
to fun-in-the-sun destinations. September 
almost always brings a back-to-work attitude 
when it comes to aircraft buying and selling, 
and this year is poised to stay true to form. 

Despite the anticipated cyclical lull, 
current inventory, surprisingly, sits below 
both the year-ago level and the 12-month 
moving average and never saw much of the 
typical summer build. This past December 
saw a multiyear low of 2,217 aircraft for 
sale, and that number has gained about 
50 as we enter what is typically the most 
active sales period of the year. The summer 
slowdown can actually be beneficial to 
a broker whose inventory is often left 
uncomfortably low after a busy spring. The 
summer respite affords the opportunity to 
rebuild listings to be ready when buyers 
return to the market in greater numbers 
during the last four months of the year.  

While inventory has been whittled down, 
prices continue to adjust, in most cases 
downward, but recently in a more linear 
fashion than the drastic drops in the recent 
past. Aircraft age, price, popularity and 
location are some of the catalysts that can 
directly affect the time an aircraft spends on 
the market. Consider that over the past six 
months a Citation XLS spent 494 days on 
the market, while its successor model XLS+ 
spent just 113 days. The popular super-mid 
Challenger 300 has averaged about 260 days 
on the market during that same time span and 
the Gulfstream G550 only 229 days. Models 
that are in favor at any given time can spend 
even less time. Consider the Falcon 2000EX 
EASy: with few to choose from, the time on 
market is only 173 days.

Chinese Market Slowing
JetNet shows 28 aircraft for sale in China, 

or about 10 percent of the aircraft registered 
there. That’s not an inordinate amount by 
any means, but the fact that 10 of the 28 
were placed on the market within the last 
three months might be more telling. Several 

months ago an industry counterpart who 
used to be quite active in China shared with 
me that China overbought, and since that 
time signals have emerged to lend credence 
to his statement. Other anecdotes have 
circulated about ready-to-deliver aircraft 
earmarked for China that are instead calling 
the manufacturer’s floor home for now. Some 
appear to be deals, while others seem to be 
priced above market. Perhaps the recently 
devalued yuan will allow willing sellers to 
part with their aircraft, but for now we’ll keep 
a watch on new market entrants as well as 
the day counter for aircraft already listed. 

Exporting from China may require 
jumping some hurdles. With an attractively 
priced, readily available supply of used 
aircraft elsewhere, prices will have to be 
compelling enough to attract buyers. While 
the 10 that recently hit the market have 
been out there for only a short period of 
time, another 12 have been on the market 

for more than 400 days and some of those 
significantly longer than that. With a handful 
of exceptions, most of the offerings in China 
are large-cabin aircraft, including ACJs, BBJs, 
Lineage 1000s and Legacy 650s, G550s, 
Globals and the Falcon 900LX and 7X and 
the like. Most are 2010 model year or newer. 

A Europe-based industry counterpart 
explained how challenging it is to sell 
anything in Europe unless it had an “N” 
registration. This is clearly where owners 
of “B” registered aircraft are likely to find 
their challenges. For serious sellers, the 
workaround might be to reposition the aircraft 
to a location allowing easier access to buyers. 

Buyers returned to the market in full force 
last year. That activity has tapered slightly 
during the first two quarters of this year, but 
the breather seemed widely anticipated. 
While figures are not yet available for the 
current quarter, by many accounts it was 
more active than one would expect. As we 
head to the final and historically most active 
quarter, we could see inventory dip below 
last year’s multiyear low.  n

Bryan Comstock is a cofounder and managing 
director of aircraft broker Jeteffect.

Pre-Owned Update  by Bryan A. Comstock
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Two-year Inventory Trend
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Pre-owned pricing instability remains
by Curt Epstein

As the pre-owned business 
jet inventory continues to shrink 
from its peak in 2009 at the 
height of the economic down-
turn, when approximately 18 
percent of the fleet was avail-
able, to a current level of around 
10 percent, according to indus-
try data provider JetNet, prices 
of available business jets have 
yet to stabilize.  

“[The market has] been pretty 
irrational for the last few years,” 
said consultant Gil Wolin, as he 
moderated a panel discussion on 
the topic at NBAA’s Regional 
Forum at Teterboro Airport. 
Formerly tried and true indica-
tors of aircraft demand–such 
as rising U.S. corporate profits–
have remained decoupled from 
the start of a new boom cycle, 
causing uncertainty to linger.

“The market is so fluid and so 
transient that, quite frankly, if I 
just did a G550 thirty days ago, 
I’d have to start from scratch 
again today,” said Joseph Zulu-
eta, a licensed aircraft appraiser 
and managing partner of Flor-
ida-based Aeronautical Systems.

Expect Volatility
In the past, buyers and sell-

ers would depend on aircraft val-
uation guides, but the volatility 
in pricing these days can leave 
those trailing the current val-
ues, according to some industry 
sources. “With the price guides, 
you need to realize that the min-
ute you’ve got that book in the 
mail it’s already 90 days old,” 
said Zulueta. 

Speaking at the JetNet IQ 
Summit in New York City in 
June, Steve Varsano, founder 
of aircraft brokerage The Jet 
Business, noted serious discrep-
ancies between the values iden-
tified in the publications, on the 
order of several million dollars in 
some cases. “Residual values are 
impossible to forecast accurately, 
but what’s worse is you can’t 
even tell what something’s worth 
today according to the industry 
experts,” which he identified as 
Vref and the Aircraft Bluebook.  

Varsano points to the 
crowded market as both a bur-
den and a plus. More than 145 
different makes and models are 
available for sale. “In the old 
days,” he said, “it was small, 
medium and large-cabin air-
planes. Now every little inch, 
there’s another aircraft in 
between and they compete with 
themselves.” Despite that com-
petition, he believes the sheer 
number of models will actually 

serve as an eventual brake on 
falling jet prices. “There’s a 
squashdown effect that is now 
slowing all those depreciating 
numbers. For example, a GV 
today is somewhere in the $12- to 

$15 million price range, under-
neath that is a G450 and then 
there’s a GIV, GIII and GII; 
there’s not much room for these 
to go down even further because 
there’s too much support from 

other models underneath.” 
Regardless, for the finan-

cial community, the focus on 
residual values is now sharper 
than ever, according to Michael 
Amalfitano, the former head 
of Bank of America’s corpo-
rate aircraft finance division. 
He noted that in the past, busi-
ness aircraft in a stable market 
would depreciate on average 4 

to 6 percent a year. “It didn’t 
matter what cabin class it was 
or how big it was, or how far it 
went, and after the financial cri-
sis, there was an absolute bifur-
cation of cabin class,” he said. 
“The large-cabin marketplace, 
the midsize marketplace and 
the small marketplace, by cabin 
class, those are three different 
decay curves now.”  o
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PlaneSense adds jets 
to all-turboprop fleet
by Mark Patiky 

When George Antoniadis 
launched PlaneSense offering 
fractional shares in the Pilatus 
PC-12, he raised a few eye-
brows. Like the fabled David, 
he would be taking on Goli-
aths such as NetJets, Flexjet 
and Flight Options. But Anto-
niadis appeared to have even 
more working against him. 
PlaneSense was a startup offer-
ing shares in a 1,500-nm-range 
turboprop single while the other 
fractionals flew a broad array 
of jets with far greater range 
and speed, not to mention sex 
appeal. Perhaps the biggest risk 
was that the aircraft was totally 
unknown in the U.S., and the 
manufacturer itself had no track 
record in America. 

Antoniadis intuitively rec-
ognized that what seemed like 
his enterprise’s weakness would 
turn out to be its strength. Fast 
forward 20 years. Three major 
fractional ownership providers 
have disappeared, the second 
largest firm was swallowed by 
its competitor, and the launch 
firm and leader in jet cards dis-
solved under the wing of one of 
the two remaining giants. 

Throughout all these industry 
climbs and descents, economic 
turmoil, consolidation and 
dropouts, however, PlaneSense 
stayed the course. Thanks to the 
clarity of Antoniadis’s vision, 
the company emerged stronger 
than ever, and it remains one of 
three major fractional providers 
that continue to be viable. 

Why? “PlaneSense owners 

understand the unique capa-
bilities of the Pilatus PC-12,” 
said Antoniadis. They take full 
advantage of the airplane’s 
exceptional ability to oper-
ate anywhere, particularly into 
small airfields off limits to jets, 
such as the 2,300-foot strip at 
Fishers Island off the Connecti-
cut coast. And the PC-12 does 
that with unprecedented econ-
omy, dramatically lower own-
ership and operating costs than 
the least expensive jet program 
and with time differentials on 
typical trips that amount to mere 
minutes. Furthermore, while jets 
may claim higher speeds in the 
air, the Pilatus, with its ability to 
negotiate the shortest runways, 
can land closer to the ultimate 
destination, and that means less 
time on the ground.

Taking on the Major Players
“In early 1994 we had been 

carefully watching the devel-
opments in the fractional own-
ership space,” said Antoniadis. 
“We were a small aircraft man-
agement company at the time, 
and I was thinking about how 
to make our mark in the indus-
try. You can’t compete against 
FedEx with one truck, and you 
can’t start with 100 trucks either. 
So we tried to define a new 
space: we would find a cost-ef-
fective, modern-design aircraft; 
we would develop a product that 
was extremely cost-competitive; 
and we would focus unrelent-
ingly on service,” he said.

“We started thinking about 
turboprops, and we thought pos-
sibly a single-engine turboprop.” 
After numerous trips to Switzer-
land, Antoniadis was convinced: 
the PC-12 was the airplane to bet 
the business on, “and we did,” he 
said. “There is no question, the 
single-engine aspect was a big 
risk, but I felt that was counter-
balanced by an airplane with a 
brand-new design and the ergo-
nomics, engineering and effi-
ciency to go with it.” 

The first PlaneSense PC-12 
was delivered in September 
1995. “We used it as a demon-
strator to attract clients,” he 
said. The second aircraft arrived 
six months later and the third a 
year after that in 1997. “Then 
we started accelerating,” said 
Antoniadis. While Antoniadis 
spoke with AIN recently, the 
newest aircraft to enter the pro-
gram had just arrived from 

Switzerland, bringing the fleet 
to 34 airplanes.

One of the attractive aspects 
of the PC-12 is that it can land 
on long hard-surface runways 
or on short, grass or gravel 
backwoods strips. “When you 
arrive in a PlaneSense PC-12, 
you might possibly be land-
ing literally in the backyard of 
your destination,” he said. “Last 
year we flew into approximately 
800 different landing fields that 
range from major airports such 
as JFK to private grass strips. 
Our clients expect that.” 

Jet Operations
Now, PlaneSense is making 

a new departure. The company 
is the launch customer for the 
Pilatus PC-24 twinjet, and it has 
six on order, to complement its 
fleet of turboprops. First deliv-
eries are expected in 2017. 

What prompted the move? 
“We had looked at multi-engine 
jets years ago,” Antoniadis said. 
“Our clients had been using 
seven-, eight- or nine-seater jets 
for longer-range flights and they 
told us that if we had a jet offer-
ing, they would be using ours. 
So we started thinking about 
a jet, and now we are making 
good on that thought. The idea 
is that we will offer jet capabil-
ity married to the unique quali-
ties of the PC-12.” That will give 
PlaneSense a significant advan-
tage in the fractional ownership 
environment as the only PC-12 
and PC-24 fractional operator 
in the U.S.

With all the new jets on the 
market, why the PC-24? “There 
are definitely others, and we have 
always looked closely at what’s 
out there, but an airplane has 
to offer much more than perfor-
mance,” he said. Dispatch reli-
ability for an airplane that will 
fly a thousand hours a year or 
more was a powerful driver, but 
the decision went beyond that. 
“It’s the maintenance philoso-
phy, the backup support, parts 
availability and subsystems reli-
ability,” he said. “It’s the dia-
logue with the manufacturer 

and the ability to pollinate ideas 
to make the airplane better. All 
of those things are important.”

The PC-24 carries the capa-
bilities of the PC-12 into the jet 
arena, said Antoniadis. The air-
plane has a large door like the 
PC-12 and can operate to and 
from extremely short fields. Pro-
jected figures indicate a 2,690-
foot balanced field length along 
with the ability to fly out of 
unprepared airstrips as well as 
paved runways. 

With its unmatched field 
performance, said Antonia-
dis, “The PC-24 will let us fly to 
places that no other jet of that 
size could ever go.” That means 
virtual year-round access to hot 
and high Rocky Mountain air-
ports even with contaminated 
runways, which typically ham-
per jet operations. The PC-24 
promises to be an impressive 
performer by many other mea-
sures. It will climb at 4,000 fpm, 
cruise at 45,000 feet and 425 
knots and fly 1,950 nm.

Because of its close relation-
ship to the PC-12 turboprop, 
the new jet offers several other 
advantages. Its Honeywell flight 
deck has full commonality with 
that of the PC-12 NG, which 
simplifies flight crew transition. 
In addition, the PC-24 boasts 
the largest cabin and the largest 
entry door in its class–as big as 
the cargo door in the PC-12. 

With first delivery of the 
PC-24 planned for 2017, 
PlaneSense is buying a different 

jet in the interim. “The Nextant 
400XTi is the airplane that is 
going to help us build the jet 
program so we’re prepared when 
the PC-24 arrives,” explained 
Antoniadis. The first Nextant 
400 has already arrived, and it 
immediately began garnering 
attention from current PC-12 
owners who want greater range 
and speed for longer-distance 
flights. The Nextant 400s will 
become part of the PlaneSense 
core fleet, and they will be avail-
able as an upgrade for PC-12 
owners. An hour-exchange rate 
will apply to the PC-12 owner’s 
annual allocation, said Antonia-
dis. The company will not sell 
shares in the jet program until it 
is a year out from deliveries of 
the PC-24s.  

Antoniadis is enthusiastic 
about the future. While he takes 
risks, nothing is a gamble. Every 
move is precisely calculated. “I 
will tell you that I am excited 
every day. I am happy to see how 
this company has developed 
from the beginning through the 
difficult times of 2009 and 2010 
to today. We have an extremely 
loyal following, we have a high 
percentage of retained own-
ers at contract renewal and we 
are optimistic about the growth 
opportunity that we see ahead 
of us,” he said. o
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Fractional profile

PlaneSense carved a niche operating a fleet of PC-12s, above. It will begin flying 
jets in the coming months with the Nextant 400XTi, below, as it awaits projected 
2017 delivery of the six Pilatus PC-24s it ordered at EBACE 2014.

PlaneSense president and CEO 
George Antoniadis took a risk betting 
he could cultivate a market for travel 
in single-engine turboprops, and  
he hopes the introduction of jets  
will pay off as well.
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CJ4s fly as mini airliners 
at Germany’s Hahn Air
by Curt Epstein

It might not be the first to try 
it, but for the past five years Ger-
many’s Hahn Air has operated 
one of the world’s smallest inter-
national airlines, using only busi-
ness jets. The Dreireich-based 
company currently conducts 
two scheduled flights a week, 
round trip between Dusseldorf 
International Airport and Lux-
embourg, using a pair of Cita-
tion CJ4s that see charter usage 
when they are not serving as mini 
airliners. According to manufac-
turer Cessna, the CJ4 is the first 
jet in its class to achieve autho-
rization for use in airline service.

Maintaining scheduled ser-
vice on a dedicated route–even 
only two flights a week–is a pre-
requisite for the company’s air-
line status and acceptance by 
the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), of which 
Hahn Air is a member. Accord-
ing to the company, the heart 
of its business lies in the inter-
line agreements it has established 
with hundreds of airlines. With 
an interline agreement, Hahn 
Air partners can sell their flights 
on the Hahn Air HR-169 ticket 

through travel agents in markets 
where they would normally not 
be able to sell their flights. These 
distribution services account 
for the major portion of Hahn 
Air’s business.

The carrier began operation 
as an independent regional air-
line in 1994 using turboprops 
such as the Swearingen Metro-
liner, and acquired its first busi-
ness jet, a CJ2, in 2005. It then 
switched to the Beechcraft Pre-
mier I until 2011, when changes in 
IATA’s Operational Safety Audit 
(IOSA) warranted an upgrade to 
the CJ4, the first of which Hahn 
Air acquired in 2011. Another 
was delivered in December 2013, 
and a third last year replaced the 
original aircraft.

To pass the IOSA, which 
assesses the operational man-
agement and control systems 
of an airline and accommodates 
both FAA and EASA standards 
for commercial air transport, the 
twinjet required modifications, 
according to Hahn Air gen-
eral manager and COO Daniel 
Rudas. These included installa-
tion of  a lockable cockpit door, 

modification of  the emergency 
exit floor path lighting, the addi-
tion of  emergency markings to 
various potentially dangerous 
external protuberances such 
as the pitot tube, the angle-of-
attack vane and static discharge 
wicks, and revision of the emer-
gency information card at each 
of  the eight passenger seats. 

‘Wow Factor’
As a commercial carrier, 

Hahn Air codeshares with Lux-
embourg airline Luxair and 
also conducts connecting flights 
from major airlines to Luxem-
bourg Findel Airport, trans-
ferring through Dusseldorf. 
Passengers who typically arrive 
on larger commercial aircraft are 
unprepared for their next leg of 
the trip, according to Rudas. 

“Normally they don’t know what 
they are expecting, it’s not a GA 
terminal, it’s a normal airline ter-
minal, and then they arrive at the 
airplane looking for a passenger 
jet and, oops, it’s a private jet,” 
he told AIN. “That’s the moment 
of the ‘a-ha’ and the ‘wow’ effect, 
and when we land, every passen-
ger asks for photos. It’s nice.” 

The 155-mile flight takes 
approximately a half  hour.  
For the morning Luxembourg-
bound segment passengers are 
provided with a cold breakfast; 
snacks are offered for the after-
noon return flight, with self-
serve coffee, tea and soft drinks 
always available. Tickets sell for 
between €250 and €500 one way, 
depending on when they were 
purchased and whether the res-
ervations are changeable. “The 

flight is short, and if  we’ve got 
three passengers we’re operat-
ing more or less break even,” 
said Rudas. 

Those short flights are bal-
anced by longer charter flights to 
destinations such as the Canary 
Islands, which take more than 
four hours from Dusseldorf. 
“Hahn Air has plans to extend 
its service to medium- and long-
haul flights,” said Rudas, add-
ing that the carrier purchased 
a new Cessna Citation Sover-
eign in August for delivery this 
November. 

With its all-business-jet air-
line service, Hahn Air has already 
outlasted a failed U.S. venture 
built on a similar business model. 
In 2000, Chicago-based New-
WorldAir Holdings launched a 
flight operation named Indigo, 
which offered “regular and fre-
quent” service between the 
Windy City and New York, start-
ing with Dassault Falcon 20s 
and later upgrading to a pair of 
16-seat Embraer Legacy Shuttles. 
While the company at one point 
planned expansion to 50 aircraft, 
it found neither the time nor the 
funding it needed as the country 
entered a recession and venture 
capital dried up. Several other 
ventures have tried unsuccess-
fully to provide per-seat opera-
tions on business jets.  
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To be approved for airline service, Hahn Air’s Citation CJ4s had to be outfitted with 
lockable cockpit doors to separate the crew from the eight passengers in the cabin.

Since acquiring its first Cessna CJ4 in 2011, Germany’s Hahn Air has used its pair 
of Citation CJ4s in scheduled airline service between Dusseldorf and Luxembourg.

Charter firm JetSuite 
signs on to FAA’s ASAP
by Matt Thurber

JetSuite is the latest charter 
operator to sign up for the FAA’s 
Aviation Safety Action Program 
(ASAP), which is administered by 
the Air Charter Safety Foundation 
(ACSF). JetSuite operates a fleet 
of Citation CJ3s and Phenom 100s 
and is headquartered in Irvine, 
Calif. According to JetSuite, it is 
one of fewer than 2 percent of 
Part 135 charter operators that 
has implemented an ASAP, which 
went live on June 15.

While JetSuite has imple-
mented a safety management 
system (SMS), that is still not a 
regulatory requirement for char-
ter operators. But the ASAP helps 
with the process because the vol-
untary reporting that is part of an 
SMS is also central to the ASAP, 
according to Robert Hamel, Jet-
Suite’s safety manager. 

Under the ASAP, report-
ers (pilots, mechanics, dispatch-
ers and other personnel) have a 
mechanism for documenting any 
hazard or safety-related issue, 
without fear of punitive action 

by the FAA. Reports are sub-
mitted online and studied by 
JetSuite’s event-review commit-
tee. Reporters can also elect to 
fill out a NASA Aviation Safety 
Reporting System form automat-
ically for that event. 

If for some reason a reporter 
can’t get online right away, there 
is a process for calling a telephone 
number and leaving a message; the 
reporter then has three days to fill 
out the online form. “We want to 
make sure they have every ave-
nue available to report [an issue],” 
Hamel said, “in case they’re at an 
FBO and the Web is down.” 

As part of the implementa-
tion of the ASAP, JetSuite issued 
a learning notice to its employees. 
They in turn must acknowledge 
that they have read the notice, 
Hamel explained, and this also 
gives them an opportunity to add 
any comments or concerns. “The 
initial feedback has been wonder-
ful,” he said. “It’s been positive 
every time we talk to the pilots 
and mechanics.” 

JetSuite employees’ reporting 
of issues in the ASAP also helps 
participants at other companies, 
because the ACSF shares de-iden-
tified information with ASAP-
using members. This could help 
JetSuite see specific issues related 
to the types of aircraft it operates 
or more generic flight or mainte-
nance issues that arise among fel-
low charter operators.  

Hamel recommends that 
more charter operators join the 
ASAP. “There’s lots of room for 
growth,” he said. “If they’re con-
sidering it and think they don’t 
have the resources, the first call 
should be to the ACSF; the peo-
ple there can alleviate a lot of 
concern.” The ACSF, he pointed 
out, “does a lot of the heavy lift-
ing,” including working with an 
operator’s FAA regional office 
to set up the memorandum of 
understanding that governs the 
program and provides protection 
for reporters. 

“The process is relatively 
easy,” he added. “There’s really 
not much of a downside to it. It 
creates another avenue for pilots, 
mechanics and dispatchers to 
report safety concerns, and it 
will improve safety in our opera-
tion and others. And it eliminates 
the possibility of severe repercus-
sions from the FAA.”  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Turbine Business Airplanes
Worldwide Deliveries 1H/2015 vs. 1H/2014

Pressurized airplanes only

Mfr./Model 1H 2015 1H 2014 %Chg.
Airbus
ACJ318* 1 0

ACJ319* 0 1

ACJ320* 0 2

ACJ321* 0 0

ACJ330* 0 0

Total 1 3 -66.6% 

Boeing
BBJ* 1 0

BBJ2* 0 1

BBJ3* 0 0

B777-300ER* 1 0

787-9* 2 2

Total 4 3 +33.3%

Bombardier
Learjet 70/75 14 8

Challenger 350 32 23

Challenger 605 8 14

Global 5000/6000 37 36

CL850/870/890 1 0

Total 92 81 +13.6%

Daher
TBM 900 25 20 +25%

Dassault∆

Falcon 900LX, 2000LXS, 2000S, 7X

Total 18 25 -28%

Embraer
Phenom 100 7 9

Phenom 300 29 30

Legacy 500 5 0

Legacy 600/650 3 8

Lineage 1000 1 2

Total 45 49 -8.2%

Gulfstream
G150/280 15 18

G450/550/650 58 59

Total 73 77 -5.2%

One Aviation
Eclipse 550 3 9 -66.6%

Piaggio**
Avanti II n/a n/a 0% 

Pilatus
PC-12 18 18 0%

Piper
Meridian 16 14  +14.3%  

Textron Aviation: Beechcraft
King Air C90GTx 9 7
King Air 250 17 17
King Air 350i/ER 29 32
Total 55 56 -1.8%
Textron Aviation: Cessna  
 Mustang 5 3
 M2 17 19
 CJ2+ 0 2
 CJ3+ 11 6
 CJ4 15 12
 Citation XLS+ 8 10
 Citation Sovereign+ 9 16
 Citation X+ 4 3
 Total 69 71 -2.8%
 Grand Total Jets 305 318 -4.1%
 Grand Total Turboprops 114 108 +5.5%
 Grand Total Jets/Turboprops 419 426 -2.3%

740 business jet deliveries world-
wide this year to 717, slightly less 
than 2014’s total of  722. If  that 
proves correct, it would snap 
the industry’s modest three-year 
delivery growth streak.

Volatile Global Markets
“While the second quarter 

generally improved over the first, 
our industry is still being buffeted 
by volatile global markets and 
contraction within the energy 
sector,” noted GAMA president 
and CEO Pete Bunce. 

“There are reasons to be con-
cerned, especially with energy 
market weakness and China and 
Russia, but it’s far from clear that 
it’s going to damage total num-
bers when North America still 
looks really good,” said Richard 
Aboulafia, v-p of analysis for Teal 
Group. “That might be the great 
irony in the whole thing: everyone 
put their faith in the BRICs and 
globalization just at the moment 
North America was roaring back.” 

Among the major makers of 
purpose-designed business jets 
(that is, not bizliners) only Bom-
bardier posted a gain in deliveries 

over the first half  of the year, 
handing over 11 more aircraft in 
the first six months of the year 
than in the same period last year. 
Production of the new Challenger 
350 continued to ramp up, as the 
company delivered nine more of 
the super-midsize jet than it did 
through the first six months of 
last year when it entered service. 

The Canadian airframer also 
nearly doubled last year’s first-
half production of Learjet 70/75s, 
but the large-cabin Challenger 
605 saw first-half deliveries fall 
by six aircraft from the 14 deliv-
ered in the first half last year. 

Dassault will no longer pro-
vide individual model delivery 
information on Falcon business 
jets and instead will consolidate 
them under the civil aircraft cat-
egory, the totals of  which it will 
release twice a year. For the first 
half, the French OEM recorded 
18 deliveries, compared with 25 
in the same period last year. 

“The beginning of  the year 
is always slower,” said Dassault 
Aviation CEO Eric Trappier. 
The OEM said it still expects 
to meet its anticipated delivery 
total of  65 Falcons for the year. 

Embraer handed over four 
fewer jets in the first half of this 

year, for an 8-percent decline. The 
addition to its lineup of the Leg-
acy 500 (five delivered in the first 
six months of the year) was bal-
anced out by five fewer deliver-
ies of the larger Legacy 600/650.

In Savannah, Gulfstream also 
noted a slight decline in year-
to-year delivery totals, mainly 
among the smaller offerings, 
equating to a 5-percent slide.

For Textron Aviation’s jet busi-
ness, the first half was a mixed 
bag. While the Wichita manufac-
turer handed over two fewer jets 
in the first half of the year com-
pared with the same period last 
year, of the eight models in its 
lineup, half saw upticks.

One Aviation, which began 
offering the Eclipse 550 last year 
(as Eclipse Aerospace), posted 
six fewer deliveries of  the VLJ 
than it did during the first half  
of 2014.

Among the heavy-iron makers, 
Boeing exceeded its first-half 2014 
delivery totals with the addition 
of a private 777-300ER, while Air-
bus delivered two fewer ACJs over 
the same period. Embraer handed 
over one Lineage 1000 during the 
first half of the year, compared 
with two in the first six months 
of last year.

While turboprop deliver-
ies overall declined by nearly 
10 percent year-over-year, the 
high-end pressurized segment 
enjoyed a gain of  5.5 percent 
over the same period last year. 
Daher continued to ramp up 
production of  the TBM 900, 
delivering five more through 
the first half  of  the year than 
in the same span last year. 
Piper improved deliveries of 
the Meridian by two for a gain 
of  more than 14 percent year-
over-year, while Pilatus PC-12 

deliveries remained static at 18. 
The turbine-powered helicop-

ter segment also saw deliveries 
decline over the first six months 
this year compared with the first 
half of 2014. “It’s clear energy 
markets are affecting the rotor-
craft world too,” noted Aboula-
fia. “The civil helicopter numbers 
look more like a certain trend than 
the business aircraft numbers do.” 
That softness was reflected in the 
overall helicopter industry bill-
ings, which fell by nearly 17 per-
cent year-over-year.  o

First-half deliveries
uContinued from page 4

 
AW109 GRANDNEW SOLD IN BRAZIL

On the opening day of the LABACE 2015 show, 
AgustaWestland announced the sale of an AW109 
GrandNew helicopter to Cristalia, a corporate oper-
ator in Brazil. The aircraft will join the nearly 150 

AgustaWestland light twins (GrandNew, Grand and Power) operating 
in the country. 

The GrandNew’s avionics suite has EFIS with synthetic vision and 
fully compliant GPS-based navigation equipment that allows for all-
weather operations. 

Orders for nearly 350 Grand and GrandNew helicopters have been 
placed by more than 210 customers in some 40 countries, according 
to AgustaWestland. Missions for these models include executive trans-
port, higher-density passenger transport, law enforcement, emergency 
medical service, search-and-rescue, harbor pilot shuttle, maritime patrol 
and water pollution monitoring.  –C.T.

LABACE
2015
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Completion & Refurbishment by James Wynbrandt

AAC Takes 90th Head-of-State 
Completion Project

Associated Air Center signed a 
completion contract for a green Airbus 
A320 head-of-state completion for an 
undisclosed Middle Eastern customer. The 
project is the company’s 90th head-of-
state completion, noted James Colleary, 
president of AAC. AAC’s Dallas facility 
received the ACJ in July, with redelivery 
scheduled for September next year.

The cabin layout will feature a 
bedroom, private lounge, dining area, large 
entertainment lounge and a staff area. A 
JetWave (Ka-band) Satcom system will 
provide onboard connectivity.

AAC currently has two widebody 
projects–a 747-8i and a 787–under way 
at its Dallas facilities. Both aircraft are 
scheduled for redelivery later this year.

Amac Delivers Major Completions Projects
After a two-year completion, Amac 

Aerospace of Switzerland has redelivered 
its first head-of-state Boeing 747-8i. The 
cabin incorporates custom furniture, exotic 
materials, bespoke artwork and peripheral 
cameras located around the exterior of  
the aircraft. 

Bernd Schramm, Amac’s Group COO, 
said the project challenged the company 
with “new learning curves [that] have 
enabled Amac to refine and better our 
products and procedures, and given valuable 
insights into what is feasible” that will pay 
dividends “on our next widebody project.”

Amac also returned a BBJ3 737-900ER 
to service following a cabin interior 
reconfiguration that included upholstery 
for new seats and installation of electrical 
high-low tables and a new handmade 
carpet. Existing divans were modified to be 
more functional and comfortable.

Amac has also received a refurbishment 
contract for a BBJ 737-700, calling for 
reupholstering all cabin seats and divans 
and the addition of a customized hand-
made cabin carpet. The company is also 
scheduled to perform multiple cabin 
modifications on a 777-200 as part of a 
new heavy base maintenance contract.

PAC Completes 747-8 Seating Projects
PAC Aerospace completed fabrication 

and delivery of custom seating for four 
private 747-8s, the Florida-based company 
announced last month. The aircraft 
required more than 460 seats, 99 percent 
of them with full motorized operation, 
including track-and-swivel, slouching with 
leg rests, and six different types of lie-flat 
deluxe sleeper seats, as well as berthing 
divans. The projects required 17 new 16g 
certifications for forward, aft, side-facing 
and angled installations.

The company also provided the 
undisclosed completion centers with 
head-injury criteria tests for each aircraft’s 
interior design and detailed components 
maintenance manuals and illustrated parts 
list documentation for each seat type.

Jet Aviation Singapore  
Performs Global 8C Inspection

Jet Aviation Singapore has undertaken 
the interior refurbishment of a Bombardier 
Global in conjunction with the first 8C 
inspection of the aircraft performed in 
the Asia-Pacific region. The inspection 
is being performed at the company’s 
recently expanded MRO facility at Seletar 
Aerospace Park. The refurb project 
includes restoration of the aircraft’s 
woodwork, a soft material refurbishment, 
new flooring and complete refinishing of 
the cabin’s sidewalls and headliners.

Jet Aviation Singapore has an 80,000-
sq-ft hangar.

Fokker, Comac Team on ARJ21-700 Bizjet
Fokker Services will convert China’s 

Comac ARJ21-700 regional jet into a 
business jet through a Netherlands-based 
joint development program. Plans call 
for final completions and outfitting to be 
performed at Comac’s Shanghai Aircraft 
Manufacturing division. Fokker’s previous 
regional-to-bizjet conversions include the 
CRJ700 and its own F28 and F70. Peter 
Somers, president of Fokker Services, said 
the company is “especially excited to 
be involved in the conversion of the first 
Chinese-built business jet.”

Meanwhile, parent company Fokker 
Technologies is to be purchased by GKN 
for $760 million, the sale closing in 
the fourth quarter pending approval by 
employee representatives and EU and U.S. 
regulatory authorities. Company reps had 
not responded to AIN’s inquiries about the 
impending sale’s impact on Fokker Services 
operations by press time.

SmartSky, Jet Aviation Partner on  
Global Express Wi-Fi

Jet Aviation St. Louis and SmartSky 
Networks will jointly certify and install the 
first airborne 4G LTE-based wireless Internet 
network on a Global Express. The resulting 
supplemental type certificate will be aimed 
at the retrofit market, for type owners and 
operators seeking to take advantage of 
airborne Wi-Fi that delivers what SmartSky 
has said is “more than 10 times the typical 
speed and capacity of existing networks.” 

Charlotte, N.C.-based SmartSky plans 
to beta-launch its innovative air-to-ground 
network, SmartSky 4G, late this year, 
followed by the rollout of nationwide 
commercial service next year. n

Associated has two widebody projects under way at 
Dallas, with delivery planned for next year.

Comac announced the first customer for a regional 
variant of the 90-seat jet last year.
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Airliners, military aircraft make debuts at GA gathering 
by Kerry Lynch and Matt Thurber

The 2015 edition of  the 
Experimental Aircraft Asso-
ciation’s annual AirVenture in 
Oshkosh showed a resiliency in 
the industry, with attendance 
figures returning to 2005 lev-
els, the number of  new exhibi-
tors on the rise and new aircraft 
on display.

Total attendance was up by a 
couple of percentage points to 
about 550,000, drawing attend-
ees from a record 80 countries. 
About 140 new exhibitors dis-
played their wares, pushing the 
total to 800, and more than 
10,000 aircraft flew in for the 
event. On one day alone, 3,100 
aircraft movements were logged 
over a 14-hour period. This was 
the highest single-period total 
in more than three years, EAA 
chairman Jack Pelton said.

“Our final attendance fig-
ure continues to demonstrate 
strong excitement and renewed 
optimism for the wide variety 
of  aviation activities offered 
throughout the week,” Pelton 
said. “AirVenture 2015 exceeded 
our expectations on many 
levels.”

The number of  showplanes 
rose slightly to 2,668, includ-
ing more than 1,000 home-
builts, almost as many vintage 
airplanes and an array of war-
birds, ultralights, light sport air-
craft, seaplanes, rotorcraft and 
aerobatic aircraft. AirVenture 
marked the first appearance of 

the F-35 Lightning II at a civil-
ian airshow and the first time 
Boeing’s B-52H Stratofortress 
bomber was displayed on the 
ground at Oshkosh (the B-52 
has done flybys in the past). The 
B-52 was stationed at Boeing 
Plaza near the Airbus A350, 
which also had marked its first 
demonstration at the airshow. 
“It’s a mix you will never see 
anywhere else on earth,” said 
an EAA spokesman.

Other highlights marked 
Burt Rutan’s decades of work, 
the NASA centennial, the 70th 
anniversary of the end of World 
War II, the 75th anniversary of 
the Battle of  Britain and the 
Apollo 13 mission.

EAA created a new “neigh-
borhood” called Aviation Gate-
way Park designed to showcase 
imagination and emerging tech-
nologies. Pelton and Piper CEO 
Simon Caldecott opened the 
facility with scissors delivered 
to them by quadcopter. 
The locale featured an 
innovation center, a 
drone cage, educa-
tion/career center and 
a forums area.

The 80- by 80- by 
30-foot drone cage high-
lighted the focus on 
unmanned aircraft systems. 
It was used for flight demon-
strations and daily drone flying 
competitions. Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University hosted 

a Small Unmanned Aerospace 
System (sUAS) Challenge that 
included both obstacle and 
speed courses. The EAA spokes-
man called these efforts a “new 
step for us” to prepare for the 
emergence of these technologies.

As in the past, AirVenture 
served as a forum for a number 
of government leaders, includ-
ing FAA Administrator Michael 
Huerta and NTSB chairman 
Christopher Hart. 

As important to Pelton as 
the events was a return to the 
roots of  the show. In recent 
years, the show drew criti-
cism for the staging of  certain 
exhibits along the flight line, 
for changes in volunteer pro-
cedures and for the perception 

that it was deserting its exper-
imental and entrepreneur-
ial roots. “I think what’s most 
important to all of  us at EAA 
is that it really feels like we are 
getting back to our culture, and 
the vibe overall on the grounds 
and everywhere has been back 
to the community-family that 
we’ve been striving to get 
to over the last three years,” 
Pelton said.

But not all went according to 
plan. Wittman Field was shut 
down for a few hours after a 
Malibu Mirage crashed at 7:45 
a.m. July 22. The airplane, N4BP, 
carried five people headed to 
AirVenture. Four exited the air-
plane by themselves and a fifth 
was assisted by the Oshkosh Fire 
Department and transported by 
helicopter to the hospital.

Eye on Safety
Paramount to AirVenture 

is safety. Not only has EAA 
acquiesced to paying hundreds 
of  thousands dollars to bring 
in top FAA controllers for the 
event, but AirVenture features 
numerous safety sessions led by 
FAA and other government offi-
cials and safety experts. In all, 
AirVenture hosted 1,048 infor-
mational sessions attended by 
more than 75,000 people.

EAA also reached for new 
ways to encourage safety inno-
vation, rolling out a new con-
test that will offer a $25,000 
first-place prize for safety tech-
nology designs. The Founder’s 
Innovation Prize competition 
will become an annual event, 
designed to be a low-cost means 
of  generating new safety ideas. 
This year’s competition is focus-
ing on loss-of-control safety 
innovation. The top five entrants 
will deliver a presentation at 
next year’s AirVenture before a 
panel of judges that will include 
Burt Rutan. EAA will award a 
$25,000 cash prize to the win-
ner, $10,000 for second place and 
$5,000 for third place. 

Aside from competition, 
safety innovation already was 
evident throughout the show: 

Icon grabbed early head-
lines, donating its first produc-
tion A5 light-sport amphibian 
to the EAA Young Eagles pro-
gram. Pelton and Young Eagles 
chairman and aerobatic pilot 
Sean Tucker took delivery of 
the aircraft, S/N 001, in a pavil-
ion packed with Young Eagles 
and bystanders on July 20 in 
the opening hours of  EAA 
AirVenture. The first A5 was 
granted an S-LSA airworthiness 
certificate following an FAA 
audit in June at the company’s 
facility in Tehachapi, Calif. 

Powered by a Rotax 912 four-
stroke engine, the two-place air-
craft has foldable wings for ease 
of storage and can land on run-
way or water. It was designed 
with spin-resistant technol-
ogy that may set a new stan-
dard when the Part 23 rewrite is 
released, and includes an angle-
of-attack indicator and complete 
airplane parachute.

Textron Aviation provided a 
glimpse of  its next turboprop 
project. The company is firm-
ing up design concepts for a new 
turboprop single that will sport 
a cabin “larger than is available 
today in this class,” said com-
pany senior v-p for engineering 
Michael Thacker. In recent years 
both Cessna and Beechcraft sep-
arately have studied concepts 
for a new turboprop single, and 
they combined those efforts 
after merging into Textron Avi-
ation. Thacker said the aircraft 
will be neither a King Air nor a 
Caravan, but a brand-new air-
craft. Textron Aviation also has 
determined that such an aircraft 
should have 1,500-nm range and 
cruise at no less than 280 knots.

In the meantime, the com-
pany debuted its Pro Line 
Fusion-equipped Beechcraft 
King Air 250 and announced 
that it had secured certification 
for not only the panel upgrade 
but also cabin enhancements. 
Similarly upgraded versions of 
the King Air 350 and C90GTx 
are expected to receive certifica-
tion in the fourth quarter of this 
year and the first half  of  next 
year, respectively.

Cirrus Aircraft unveiled an 
SF50 Vision painted with a 
“Dude Air” motif  in honor of 
Cirrus customer and country 
music singer Dierks Bentley. 
Approaching certification of 
the single-engine jet, Cirrus has 
begun development of the first 
customer aircraft. Work is under 
way on three production “pilot” 
units (P1, P2 and P3), said Pat 
Waddick, Cirrus president of 
innovation and operations. 
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The Boeing B-52H Stratofortress bomber 
was displayed on the ground at Oshkosh 
for the first time. However, the aircraft 
is no stranger to showgoers; the B-52 
has done flybys in the past.

Rotax, which provides the engine that 
powers the Icon A5, also introduced 
a more powerful new engine: the 
turbocharged 915 iS piston.
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The aircraft will be used to 
“prove out” the manufacturing 
sequence, he said. Cirrus is now 
moving toward obtaining type 
inspection authorization, which 
will enable the FAA “to sample 
our data,” he said. Cirrus also is 
continuing to refine features on 
the aircraft, including plans to 
make its mark on the Garmin 
G3000 avionics panel. Details 
on those plans are anticipated 
in coming weeks, Waddick said. 

Legend Aircraft offered the 
Superior Air Parts Gemini die-
sel engine as a factory option 
for the light-sport Legend Cub. 
The 100-hp diesel engine will 
be available for both the wheel- 
and float-equipped factory-built 
Legend Cubs as well as the kit-
built version. Pricing for the die-
sel option has not been set yet, 
but should be roughly compa-
rable to other engine options, 
according to Legend Aircraft 
president Darin Hart. The die-
sel engine fits into the Legend 
Cub cowling, so no modifica-
tions to the cowl will be needed.

Flight Design revealed it has 
begun production on conforming 
prototypes of the C4 piston single 

and has expanded the flight-test 
envelope of the nonconforming 
model as the company works 
toward its first certified prod-
uct. Flight Design hopes to earn 
EASA CS-23 certification for 
the four-place airplane next year, 
with validation from the FAA fol-
lowing after that. 

The proof-of-concept first 
flew April 9 at Kamenz air-
field in Germany, testing basic 
handling. Primary parameters 
of  the Continental IO-360-AF 
alternative-fuel engine also were 
confirmed. Since then, the air-
plane has completed about a 
dozen flights, expanding the 
weight and center-of-gravity 
envelope. Flight Design’s work 
has continued through the gov-
ernment-industry consortium 
on the safety box for the cabin, 
which adopts crashworthiness 
concepts from the automobile 
industry to build a “safety cage” 
around the occupants. 

Tecnam director of  sales 
Shannon Yeager flew the first 
U.S. production four-place 
P2010 single from the compa-
ny’s assembly facility in Sebring, 
Fla., to AirVenture. While the 

P2010 is certified in Europe, 
the U.S. validation process con-
tinues, and Tecnam expects to 
receive FAA approval by year-
end so U.S. deliveries can begin. 
Tecnam has already delivered 25 
P2010s in Europe. The produc-
tion line is ramped up, and some 
slots could easily be diverted to 
U.S. customers, he said. 

“Our next wave is the PJet,” 
Yeager said. Tecnam has been 
approached by two military 
forces (which it isn’t permitted 
to identify) to design a small 
two-seat jet that could be used 
for pilot training and scout 
missions. The PJet would have 
a podded turbofan mounted 
on top of  the fuselage aft of 
the cockpit. 

Mooney International has 
begun assembly of the proof-of-
concept of its new carbon com-
posite diesel-powered M10 and 
hopes to start initial flight tri-
als in the next few months, said 
CEO Jerry Chen. First flight of 
the POC would come less than 
18 months after Chen handed 
over the keys of the first Mooney 
International-completed single, 
an M20TN Acclaim Type S, dur-
ing AirVenture 2014. 

Mooney has completed scale-
model wind-tunnel testing and 
has been verifying design con-
cepts for the M10 series. The 
company is building the POC 
airplane at its facility in Chino, 
Calif., and plans two variants: 
the M10J powered by a 155-
hp Continental CD-155 diesel 
engine and the M10T trainer 
powered by the Continental 
CD-135. Mooney plans to build 
three conforming models for 
the certification program, with 
approval anticipated in 2017. 

In the opening hours of 
AirVenture, Piper finalized an 
agreement with long-time cus-
tomer FlightSafety Academy for 
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AVIONICS CLIPS

Aspen Avionics announced 
certification for its new software-
derived angle-of-attack (AOA) 
indicator, just four months after 
unveiling the $1,995 upgrade. 
The Aspen AOA requires no hard-
ware or wiring changes to the 
airplane and is a simple software 
update to the Aspen Evolution 
flight and multifunction displays. 

BendixKing unveiled the KI 
300 solid-state attitude indica-
tor, a microelectromechanical 
systems-based electronic dis-
play that replaces the popular 
KI 254/255/256, KG 258/259 
mechanical gyro-based atti-
tude indicators. The KI 300 with 
flight director retails for $5,995, 
a shadow of the $19,633 for a 
new KI 256. “We’ve been work-
ing on this product for a while,” 
said Roger Dykmann, vice pres-
ident of marketing and product 
management. “The KI 256 has 
gotten expensive and difficult to 
produce.”

FreeFlight offered a new option 
for buyers of ADS-B upgrades in 
aircraft already equipped with 
Garmin 430W/530W navigators: 
integration with the FreeFlight 
Systems Rangr ADS-B system. 
The new interface capability also 
expands equipage flexibility for 
430W/530W owners, according 
to FreeFlight. The Rangr FDL-
978-XVR transceiver is available 
without an internal GPS, so the 
430W/530W provides the GPS 
source. The Rangr provides ADS-B 
out and in on 978 MHz and thus 
can receive free ADS-B traffic and 
weather information for display 
on compatible mobile devices. 
Without the internal GPS the FDL-
978-XVR costs $3,495. 

L-3 Aviation Products and 
Aspen Avionics teamed on an 
interface between the L-3 Lynx 
NGT-9000 MultiLink Surveil-
lance System ADS-B transceiver 
and Aspen’s Evolution primary 
and multifunction flight dis-
plays, allowing display of ADS-B 
in traffic and weather on the 
Aspen screens. This includes 
showing Lynx NextGen Active 
Traffic advisory system targets 
on the Aspen displays. The con-
nection between the NGT-9000 
and Evolution displays is via an 
RS-232 interface. The advan-
tage of having the two devices 
interconnected is that the pilot 
can opt to show information 
simultaneously, such as weather 

on the Lynx and traffic on the 
Aspen panel.

Garmin revealed the GMA 
350c audio panel, which adds 
Bluetooth capability so pilots 
can have wireless access to 
music, telephone, Garmin Pilot 
and other iPad EFB audio alerts, 
as well as wireless connection 
to the Virb XE action camera 
for recording intercom and ATC 
communications while capturing 
video. The Bluetooth-capable 
audio panels include the panel-
mounted 350c; the remote audio 
processor 35c, which works with 
the GTN750 series; and the 
350Hc for helicopters, which has 
the same features as the 350c 
but adds support for three com 
radios, night-vision compatibil-
ity and other features. The 350c 
provides pilot, copilot and up to 
five-passenger stereo intercom, 
three stereo music inputs, dual 
com, nav and aux radio inputs 
and a digital clearance recorder 
that stores up to 2.5 minutes of 
com radio transmissions. � o

BendixKing’s electronic display 
KI 300 attitude indicator replaces 
mechanical instruments.

Operators can show ADS-B data from 
L-3’s Lynx on Aspen displays thanks 
to a new software interface.

Garmin’s GMA 350c audio panel gives pilots wireless access to numerous functions.

Textron Aviation’s King Air 90GTx is in line to receive the upgrade to the Rockwell Collins 
ProLine Fusion touchscreen avionics in the first half of next year.

� Continues on next page u 

The AIrbus A350 drew a large crowd for its first demonstration at the gathering of general aviation enthusiasts.
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at least 26 trainers. The contract includes 
20 Warriors that will be delivered from 
September through December and six 
Piper Arrows slated to be delivered next 
year. The deal was announced just a few 
days after Piper revealed plans to lay 
off  15 to 20 percent of its work force. It 
will not alter Piper’s production or lay-
off  plans, CEO Caldecott said. He noted 
that negotiations on the sale had been in 
the works for some time and had been 
accounted for in its planning. 

Epic Aircraft provided a progress 
report on its E1000 single-engine turbo-
prop, with assembly of the first two con-
forming prototypes and hopes to begin 
flight trials shortly. The first airplane, 
FT 1, is about two thirds complete and 
should fly in the upcoming weeks, said 
Mike Schrader, director of sales and mar-
keting, at AirVenture. Work is under way 
on FT 2, and plans call for that airplane to 
fly in late fall or early winter with certifica-
tion following in the first half of next year. 
Epic has secured all the key vendors, he 
said, although he conceded the company 
did encounter some delays with obtaining 
certain components from vendors. 

Daher gave details about a new train-
ing curriculum that provides high-altitude 
hypoxia training. The French aircraft 
manufacturer teamed with Southern 
AeroMedical Institute (SAMI) to pro-
vide the training. Daher furnished a 
TBM 850 cockpit simulator depicting 
the Garmin G1000 glass cockpit and 

Zodiac Aerospace oxygen masks to pro-
vide a realistic training environment, said 
Nicholas Chabbert, senior v-p for Daher’s 
airplane business and CEO of  Socata 
North America. The cockpit and masks 

are stationed within the SAMI hyper/
hypobaric chamber in Melbourne, Fla. 

Quest made its first Oshkosh appear-
ance under the ownership of Japanese com-
pany Setouchi Holdings and announced 

plans to double factory space in Sandpoint, 
Idaho. Slated for completion by year-end, 
the 75,000-sq-ft expansion project will take 
Quest’s footprint to 159,000 sq ft. Steve 
Zinda, vice president of sales for Europe, 
the Middle East, China and Africa, said 
the space will help the company “gain some 
efficiencies in processes.” 

The expansion comes as the manu-
facturer of the Kodiak turboprop single 
ratchets up its workforce to 210 now from 
165 a year ago. Production has picked up 
to 32 aircraft this year from 26 last year, 
and Zinda said the company is evaluat-
ing further hikes next year.

Hartzell shed light on plans for a new 
five-blade composite propeller for Pip-
er’s Meridian and M500. The two com-
panies expect to complete supplemental 
type certificate approval by year-end. 
Available as a factory-installed option 
for the M500 once it is certified, the new 
prop will boost climb rate and cut noise 
and will be a retrofit option for existing 
Meridians through the STC. The com-
posite blades will be certified for unlim-
ited life, and Hartzell says they are five to 
10 times stronger than wood-core blades. 

The Perlan Project’s two-seat Perlan 
II glider made its Oshkosh debut. The 
aircraft is pressurized to fly at the edge 
of  space, which it will reach by riding 
stratospheric mountain waves that occur 
only in winter and in subpolar regions, 
in conjunction with the polar jetstream. 
By soaring to 90,000 feet, this glider will 
break all the level-flight altitude records 
currently held by powered and unpow-
ered aircraft, including those set by the 
fabled Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird and 
U-2 spyplanes. It was just completed 
and has not yet flown. Airbus is spon-
soring the project.  o

FAA chief outlines progress on 
GA’s most-wanted rule changes   
by Matt Thurber and Kerry Lynch

The EAA’s major push during 
AirVenture 2015 involved advo-
cacy efforts aimed primarily at 
the regulations affecting EAA 
members and their freedom to 
fly. “We’re working really hard 
on some new activities in trying 
to change the regulatory envi-
ronment,” said EAA chairman 
Jack Pelton. 

This effort includes the ongo-
ing attempt to allow owners of 
certified aircraft to install capa-
ble and modern avionics that 
don’t meet FAA technical stan-
dard order (TSO) standards but 
that offer safety and reliability. 
EAA is also keeping an eye on 
renewed discussions about cre-
ating a separate air traffic orga-
nization funded by user fees. 
“We are not supporters. There 
are too many risks,” Pelton said, 
but added, “We’re keeping our 

gunpowder dry until [the pro-
posal] comes out.”

Pelton was passionate about 
the lack of progress by the FAA 
in simplifying third-class medical 
certificate requirements, which 
he said “is probably the most 
disappointing and frustrating in 
terms of advocacy.” This effort 
took two years of internal FAA 
debate before it was drafted as a 
notice of proposed rulemaking. 
Last September it was sent from 
the FAA to the Department of 
Transportation, where it has lan-
guished with no explanation.

During a Meet the Adminis-
trator Forum at AirVenture, FAA 
Administrator Michael Huerta 
added to that disappointment 
with his update on the rulemaking. 
“Although we’re working on it, 
unfortunately there’s not yet a spe-
cific proposal out there to change 

the requirements,” Huerta said. He 
noted that other interested par-
ties–including the White House, 
the Office of Management and 
Budget and the DOT–“all...need 
to be on board with us.”

Huerta acknowledged, “This 
is extremely frustrating for all of 
you here,” and said, “This is an 
extremely important issue. We’ve 
been working closely with Con-
gress on the issue. And I think 
what we all want is a lasting 
policy that will stand the test 
of  time.” Huerta’s only advice 
to the disappointed audience at 
AirVenture was that they contact 
their legislators. “You need to 
step forward and weigh in with 
your ideas.”

Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.) 
also appeared at Oshkosh, mak-
ing that same appeal. He noted 
that his Pilot’s Bill of  Rights 2, 

which includes the third-class 
medical exemption, had 54 back-
ers in the Senate. But Inhofe is 
aiming for a filibuster-proof 
number of 60 and urged contin-
ued advocacy to pick up those 
remaining votes.

More FAA Projects
Aside from the third-class med-

ical, Huerta spoke about a recently 
issued compliance policy that out-
lines a new approach to ensuring 
that airmen and regulated entities 
meet regulatory standards. This 
approach will be a framework for 
all of the agency’s regulatory activ-
ities, Huerta told the audience. 
“This is a big cultural change, not 
just for us at the FAA, but across 
the entire industry.”

The new policy uses safety 
management system (SMS) prin-
ciples to improve the sharing of 
safety data between the FAA 
and aviation community. Huerta 
explained that the current legal 
framework “kind of creates a bit 
of a chilling effect. What we’re try-
ing to do is get everyone to focus 
on ‘how do I better assess risk?’ 
and ‘how I’m mitigating risk.’”

Huerta also discussed the 
Part 23 rewrite effort, saying, 
“The FAA will define safety and 
airworthiness parameters, thus 
giving designers a goal without 
telling them how to get there. As 
long as results meet the new Part 
23 requirements, industry can 
make extensive use of  the lat-
est designs, materials and tech-
nology.” The FAA is expected to 
release a Part 23 rewrite proposal 
later this year.

General Aviation Manufac-
turers Association president 
and CEO Pete Bunce, who also 
attended AirVenture, pointed to 
both the third-class medical and 
the Part 23 rewrite efforts as key 
initiatives to attract new inter-
est in aviation. Bunce charac-
terized the declines of the pilot, 
engineering and other aviation 
workforces as one of the indus-
try’s most concerning issues. “We 
have to recapitalize the work-
force,” he said. There is no one 
single answer to the issue, Bunce 
warned, but collectively the 
industry has to consider policy, 
wages, education and other tools 
to “bring in young people.”  o

u�Continued from 
preceding page

Epic Aircraft is about to begin flying the first of two conforming E1000 prototypes, in preparation for FAA 
certification in the first half of next year.

The two-seat Perlan II glider will soar 
up to 90,000 feet by riding stratospheric 
mountain waves that occur only in winter 
and in subpolar regions, in conjunction 
with the polar jetstream.
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AgustaWestland ramping up 
flight-test fleet for 609 tiltrotor
by Mark Huber

The AW609 civil tiltrotor program 
keeps rolling along: the wing and fuse-
lage for Aircraft 4 were formally inducted 
into AgustaWestland’s (AW) Philadel-
phia assembly plant this summer, and new 
offices are being readied for an estimated 
program staff of 100 there, according to 
Clive Scott, AW609 program manager. 
Scott said the company anticipates receiv-
ing certification in 2017 and beginning 
customer deliveries in 2018. The Italian air-
framer remains committed to announcing 
a price for the AW609 late this year for the 
six- to nine-passenger, 275-knot aircraft. 
It is expected to have a standard range of 
750 nm or 1,100 nm with auxiliary tanks. 
Mtow from a STOL (rolling) takeoff could 
be more than 17,500 pounds. 

“We are ramping up on all functions,” 
Scott told AIN. “We have a lot of people 
coming up from [AW’s AW609 develop-
ment facility in Arlington] Texas at the end 
of July. We also have people coming over 
from Italy and the UK. We are recruiting 
for all positions, including procurement, 
quality manufacturing engineering and 
customer support and training.” 

Meanwhile, Aircraft 1, which has been 
flying since 2003, has begun certification 
flight-testing in earnest, Scott reports, 
including evaluation of aeroelastic stabil-
ity and producing certification data for the 
FAA. The FAA team working on the 609 is 
ramping up, too, to process the data, Scott 
said. Aircraft 1 is being used to conduct 
ice-shape testing this month and into next. 

Aircraft 2 will remain in Italy, where it 
continues to do development work for new 
installations, such as validation of a new 

pitot-static system, and making some mar-
keting flights, among them the recent cele-
bration of AW’s centennial in Yeovil, UK, 
in July and the Royal Navy airshow. Air-
craft 2 is serving as the platform for coop-
erative work AW is doing with OGP service 
provider Bristow Group to develop a spe-
cial variant of the AW609 geared to off-
shore energy markets. Aircraft 2 could be 
retrofitted with the larger, 35-inch-wide 
clamshell door that AW has developed for 
the AW609. That door will be incorporated 
into test Aircraft 3 and 4 and will be stan-
dard equipment on all production models. 
AW has lowered the cabin floor to provide 
more headroom, up to 60 inches.  

AW and Bristow signed a broad-based 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
regarding the AW609 at this year’s Heli-
Expo show that was characterized as a 
multi-year, multimillion-dollar deal. Bris-
tow CEO Jonathan Baliff committed his 
company to ordering the aircraft and 
said Bristow’s AW609 fleet would be in 
the “double digits” and eventually could 
equal the size of its Sikorsky S-76 fleet. The 
AW609 order book stands at 70 aircraft. 

Test Fleet Expanding
Aircraft 3 currently is being assembled 

in Italy and is expected to fly this month, 
before being shipped to the U.S. in Octo-
ber to join the test program; this aircraft 
will be sent to Minnesota for icing test-
ing this winter. Aircraft 3 is fully instru-
mented to measure loads. It features a new 
de-icing system on the prop-rotors, wings, 
air intakes and windshields. The system 
is a hybrid of multiple technologies from 

various suppliers, among them Zodiac for 
the pneumatic de-icing boots with new 
control valves on the wings and engine 
air intakes; Selex for the ice controller 
and power distribution to the electric de-
icing on the Bell prop-rotors; and United 
Technologies Aerospace Systems for the 
ice detectors. The electric system on the 
blades features systems for multiple blade 
sections and has primary and secondary 
power distributors for failsafe operation. 
The entire de-icing system is controlled by 
the aircraft management computer. 

Aircraft 3 will be fitted with new Pratt 
& Whitney Canada PT6-67A engines that 
Scott called “production representative” 
and have a 2-percent higher operating 
speed. AW will begin receiving production 
engines from P&WC in November. Air-
craft 3 will carry new power and starter 
generators and new electrical hardware 
and components, Scott said. 

Aircraft 4 is expected to fly by the mid-
dle of next year fitted with a production 
interior. It will be used to validate the kits 
being developed for the AW609 and will 
be fitted with various production-aircraft 
systems such as the Pro Line Fusion avi-
onics. “A lot of the kits being developed, 
including forward-looking infrared (Flir) 
and hoists, need to be interfaced with the 
electrical system,” Scott explained.

While most of  the suppliers for the 
program have been selected–includ-
ing recently those for the environmen-
tal control system and the landing gear, 

and long-ago announced suppliers such 
as P&WC and Rockwell Collins for the 
Pro Line Fusion avionics–several key 
components (cabin seating, for example) 
remain to be finalized. The seats must 
comply with the higher loads mandated 
for helicopter seating and Scott hinted 
that AW is also price shopping on them. 
“We know what we want and we know 
what we need,” Scott said. While working 
with Bristow, AW will first develop cab-
ins tailored to the offshore energy indus-
try, but certain aspects of executive and 
private cabins are coming together, with 
internal teams evaluating amenities such 
as onboard Wi-Fi. “We are having a lot 
of discussions on that internally with sales 
and marketing,” Scott said. 

An interior design competition AW 
is sponsoring with Interni magazine of 
Milan, Italy, should also kick-start busi-
ness cabin design on the AW609. The com-
petition has attracted diverse entrants (not 
all of them from aerospace), among them 
Jozeph Forakis (U.S.), Setsu and Shinobu 
Ito (Japan), Ricardo Bello Dias (Brazil), 
Delineo-Giampaolo Allocco (Italy), Mat-
teo De Pretis (Italy) and Marc Poulain 
(France). AW will announce the winner 
next month. The contest mirrors one held 
to design the cabin of AW’s recently cer-
tified AW169 medium-twin helicopter, 
won by Lanzavecchia and Wai. AW said 
the competition helps to create concepts 
“beyond the usual interior design players 
and leading fashion design houses.”  o

Rotorcraft
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Two AW609s are currently engaged in flight 
trials and a third is set to join the fleet shortly.

Bell eyes international markets
by Mark Huber

Part of  Bell Helicopter’s strategy to 
expand its international footprint is evi-
dent in the company’s recent deal to man-
ufacture Model 407 cabins exclusively in 
India. “We look at local content in the 
frame of the business strategy,” Patrick 
Moulay, vice president for global sales 
and marketing, told AIN. “Local content 
has to reduce overall cost structure and 
increase competitiveness as well as satisfy 
local government requirements for a given 
campaign. Everything we are looking at 
is more driven by the latter. 

“When you look at the size of  the 
requirement for countries like India, 
China and Japan, clearly the governments 
want strong local content and strong part-
nerships with the local industry. That is 
something we are working on. We will 
be manufacturing all 407 cabins in India. 
Nothing is off  the table if  it makes sense 
for our business.”

Moulay expects the current softness of 

the civil helicopter market to evaporate by 
next year and predicted that select markets 
that might currently be viewed as difficult 
have great long-term potential for Bell, par-
ticularly Russia. “Over the last three years 
Russia has been a great growth story for 
us. We have more than twenty 429s flying 
in Russia and the CIS [affiliated Common-
wealth of Independent States] and have 

been averaging more than 10 aircraft per 
year there. The collapse of the ruble did 
some damage. Some customers had to delay 
or cancel [orders]. But the potential is there. 

“The commercial aerospace sector still 
remains open to trade between the U.S. and 
Russia, as well as Canada and Russia, and 
we have a long-term view of our strategy in 
the country, not just what happens in the 
next six months. Russia is the next big thing, 
and we want to be part of it.”

Moulay sees Japan as another prom-
ising market. Bell intends to participate 
in upcoming Japan Defense Force (JDF) 

tenders for what is expected to be a sub-
stantial number of  helicopters. Overall 
JDF spending has climbed steadily in 
recent years, partially in response to the 
perceived threat from China’s growing 
military power in the region. Bell already 
has a substantial fleet in Japan.  

For the last 55 years Bell has part-
nered on select licensed and joint proj-
ects in Japan with Fuji Heavy Industries. 
In 2014 Bell formed Japanese subsidiary 
Bell Helicopter Co. and in March this year 
opened offices in Tokyo near Fuji. 

Energy deregulation in Mexico, even 
with falling oil prices, should prove a cat-
alyst for Bell to expand its installed cus-
tomer base there. “We have been successful 
in the [Mexican] oil-and-gas segment. We 
sell a large number of 412s to the oil-and-
gas producer market there year after year. 
We also have been successful with [Mexi-
can] military forces,” Moulay said. 

Moulay even sees potential in what has 
traditionally been a slow market in Africa. 
“We’ve received more tenders from Africa 
in the last 60 days than we have in all of 
the last year,” he said. “There is potential 
there, for sure.”  o

Bell is forming partnerships with 
local vendors in countries such 
as India to create content for its 
helicopters at the local level.
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European helo operators 
consider adding drones 
by Thierry Dubois

Remotely piloted aircraft systems 
(RPAS) present new opportunities 
for helicopter operators and some 
industry representatives in Europe 
suggest operators supplement their 
fleets with these aircraft, which can 
fill roles that rotorcraft cannot. 
Reaction to the idea among oper-
ators is mixed. One says it found 
the idea to be more complicated to 
implement than portrayed, and dis-
missed it as impractical.

Another operator (of fixed-wing 
aircraft) is all for drones: “If I were 
a helicopter operator, I would buy 
drones! If these guys don’t start 
using drones, they will be swept out 
of business one day or another,” 
advises Laurent Caillard, managing 
director and chief pilot of France-
based Air Marine, which 
flies airplanes and RPAS 
for surveillance and inspec-
tion missions, among oth-
ers. Caillard emphasized 
that a rapidly growing pro-
portion of air-to-ground 
videos today are filmed 
with RPAS, and he pre-
dicts RPAS at some point 
will replace manned air-
craft for the mission. How-
ever, he believes helicopters 
will never be completely 
replaced, as there is no sub-
stitute for the human brain 
in assessing the big picture, 
he said.

Vittorio Morassi, chair-
man of the National Heli-
copter Association Com-
mittee of the European Helicopter 
Association (EHA), holds a simi-
lar view. “It would be a good idea 
for a helicopter operator to oper-
ate drones. It is important for heli-
copter operators to be aware of their 
possibilities. They could broaden the 
portfolio of services that helicopters 
render,” he said. They could replace 
helicopters on some missions, he con-
tinued, but on a limited scale–on sur-
veillance, for example–because of 
their limited endurance.

Dominique Orbec, president of 
French helicopter lobbying associa-
tion UFH, sees RPAS as a comple-
ment to rather than a replacement 
for conventional rotorcraft. “An 
RPAS might be useful as a recon-
naissance tool before a complex 
sling-load mission,” he said. Also, 
a helicopter would not be the right 
platform to take a close-up photo of 
an architectural detail, which could 
be better accomplished with a drone. 
He anticipates RPAS will replace 
helicopters for their current missions 
in only a marginal way. “Some have 

suggested unmanned air vehicles 
could be used for search-and-rescue, 
but this is unrealistic; nothing can 
replace the combination of a pilot 
and a doctor,” he emphasized.

Operational Hurdles
Gerold Biner, a pilot and the CEO 

of Switzerland-based Air Zermatt, 
has a cautious outlook but does see 
RPAS as a potential tool for search 
operations in the mountains.

Another Swiss helicopter oper-
ator, Air Glaciers, considered such 
a move last year. The main benefit 
would have been to avoid risking the 
lives of pilots and mountain guides 
by operating RPAS in poor weather 
or at night. However, the idea went 
nowhere, according to flight oper-

ations manager Patrick Fauchère. 
“The technology is just moving too 
quickly,” he said, citing patents that 
prevent implementation of Air Gla-
ciers’ ideas on a newly designed drone.

Another shortcoming would 
have been range. “If the RPAS is to 
replace a helicopter in poor-weather 
search operations, you have to bring 
it relatively close to the accident site, 
as it can’t fly from one of our bases. 
How will you carry it there?” Fau-
chère asked. Air Glaciers is now in 
a “wait and see” position, as other 
uses of drones in the mountains 
might spark new ideas.

In Italy, too, some helicopter oper-
ators are exploring the feasibility of 
adding drones to their fleets, accord-
ing to EHA’s Morassi. No one AIN 
interviewed had heard of a helicopter 
operator actually operating RPAS. 
Nonetheless, the UFH is looking into 
establishing links between the two 
industries. “We could have a represen-
tative of the RPAS sector in our asso-
ciation,” Orbec said.

One challenge inhibiting the 

growth of RPAS operations is cost. 
While light ones are inexpensive, 
they also offer limited payload and 
endurance, especially rotary-wing 
drones. Switzerland’s Easy2Map, for 
example, uses Sensefly’s fixed-wing 
RPAS for its photogrammetry mis-
sions. The endurance, a few dozen 
minutes, is much longer than that of 
quadcopters, even for a payload that 
weighs approximately a pound.

For missions that require a heavier 
payload (about 35 pounds), Easy-
2Map would need a $400,000 RPAS, 
chairman Jean-François Rolle esti-
mates, and it would take three peo-
ple to operate it. For such a payload, 
Rolle calls on sister company Heli-
map System, which charters a heli-
copter at a cost of $45 per minute.

Another criterion is the mission’s 
size. “For jobs covering up to a few 
dozen acres, we use RPAS, but for 
those covering hundreds of acres the 
cost of a helicopter can be justified,” 
Rolle said. He added that his team 
used to execute the smaller-size mis-
sions from the ground, but that was 

a lengthy process.
Air Marine’s Caillard ad-

mires the French rules (“a 
good compromise,” they cat-
egorize RPAS operations, al-
lowing the nascent industry to 
thrive while preserving public 
safety) but expressed concern 
about potential certification 
costs in the future. “We should 
oppose those who want to im-
pose manned-aircraft certifica-
tion rules on RPAS,” he said. 
In Europe, RPAS regulations 
are national. “In Italy, a UAV 
must stay within 500 meters 
of the operator, which more 
or less [means] visual contact,” 
EHA’s Morassi explained. The 
EASA, which so far has regu-
lated RPAS heavier than 150 

kg (330 pounds), is to publish a pro-
posal for lighter classes this year.

Safety remains an issue. Air 
Marine’s Caillard estimates the 
accident rate at one every 20 flight 
hours. But he notes that each flight 
often lasts just a few minutes. He 
sees potential progress for safety, 
both in operations (thanks to the 
experience operators are gaining) 
and design. “We should [avoid] man-
ufacturers that do not understand a 
certification process will become 
mandatory,” he said.

Flying a drone is so easy that 
operators tend to use them close to 
their limits, Caillard noted. More-
over, today’s rules are not enforced 
constructively, according to UFH’s 
Orbec. He cited as an example an 
instance during a rally, four drones 
took off simultaneously with a TV 
helicopter. “But the organizers had 
not alerted the pilot, who had to alter 
his flight path to avoid the drones,” 
he said. At the same time, he added, 
excessive temporary flight restric-
tions continue to be created.  o
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z Robinson R66 Gets Crooks and Hook 
Robinson Helicopter has unveiled a police 

package for the R66 turbine single that features the 
Flir Systems Ultra 8000 infrared camera, Spectrolab 
SX-7 searchlight, Boland 10.4-inch LCD monitor and 
two six-channel audio controllers, and a Garmin 
avionics package that features the G500H primary 
and multifunction display system (PFD/MFD), GTN 
635 touchscreen navigator and GTR 225A com 
radio. The aircraft can be flown from either seat 
and dual audio controllers allow for independent 
radio monitoring and transmitting by the pilot or 
copilot. Optional equipment includes the Genesys 
Aerosystems HeliSAS autopilot, Garmin GTN 650/750 
navigators, FreeFlight RA-4500 radar altimeter, 
Technisonic TDFM 9000 radio and Aerocomputers 
moving map with View Sync 3-D capability. Base 
price for the R66 Turbine Police is $1.185 million. 

Separately, Outboard Systems announced that 
its cargo hook kit for the R66 has received FAA STC 
approval. The hook kit is available with or without 
an onboard weighing system, as well as an optional 
remote hook electrical release kit.  

z Cockpit Upgrade for Aircranes 
Erickson recently installed FAA-mandated 

automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) 
out systems in an S-64 Aircrane using Garmin avionics 
and will offer the upgrade to the fleet. Erickson has 
held the type certificate for the S-64 since 1992. 

z Bell Opens New Training Academy 
Bell Helicopter opened its new training academy 

in Fort Worth last month. The 86,000-sq-ft facility 
comes with full flight simulators, new and updated 
flight technology demonstrators, a dedicated tower 
and flight line, as well as a maintenance hangar and 
classrooms.

z Cost-effective Helo IFR Approval
The Helicopter Association International (HAI) and 

the American Helicopter Society, AHS International, 
GAMA and the Aircraft Electronics Association have 
released a white paper that can serve as a guide to 
reestablish cost-effective IFR certification of single-
engine Part 27 helicopters. The paper is available at 
www.rotor.org/rotornews/july15/se-ifr.pdf.

z Metro Completes First EMS H145T2  
Metro Aviation has delivered the first H145T2 

EMS completion in North America to Dare County 
MedFlight, N.C. The new-generation Airbus features 
a Fenestron tail rotor. Dare’s H145T2 is equipped with 
full EMS interior, wire-strike protection system, air 
conditioner, dual Nightscanner searchlight, ADS-B 
in and out surveillance and a color weather radar. 
Metro recently earned an STC amendment for the 
H145T2 that covers a full EMS kit and a list of optional 
equipment that could be used in other types of cabin 
configurations such as executive and utility. 

z Latitude Certifies FDR for H135 
Latitude Technologies’ IONode ION100 flight data 

monitoring (FDM) lightweight flight data recorder 
is now FAA certified for installation on all Airbus 
EC135s. The installation can include Latitude’s 
SkyNode S200 satcom voice and data transceiver. 
The data recorder collects Airbus VEMD (vehicle 
engine monitoring display) bus data along with 
the IONode’s internal spatial and inertial sensor 
information. –Mark Huber

NEWS UPDATE

A SenseFly Swinglet Cam on top of the Matterhorn, Switzerland. Fixed-
wing RPAS offer better endurance than quadcopters and are therefore 
still preferred for some missions, such as mapping.
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Air Methods sets stage  
to boost its holdings

Helicopter EMS and air-tour 
company Air Methods is on the 
acquisition prowl again. During 
a recent quarterly call with stock 
analysts, company CEO Aaron 
Todd revealed that the company 
is raising its credit line by $400 
million with an eye to making an 
as yet undisclosed acquisition or 
acquisitions. 

“We have been pretty open 
here recently that we’re in active 
pursuit for companies that we 
believe are available for purchase,” 
Todd said. “You never know 
until you actually see a transac-
tion occur. But we’ve also indi-
cated that we’re active both within 
the air medical sector as well as 
within the tourism sector. And I 
think the question that was previ-
ously asked, ‘Are these deals that 

could get done within the next six 
months to 12 months,’ the answer 
was yes and that’s probably about 
all I could offer at this point.” 

However, the size of the poten-
tial war chest suggests Air Meth-
ods has its eyes on something far 
more substantial than its recent 
acquisitions of heli-tour opera-
tors such as Las Vegas-based Sun-
dance, which it acquired for $44 
million in 2012, or Blue Hawaiian, 
purchased for $66 million in 2013. 

While weather cancellations 
and high helicopter maintenance 
expenses cut into Air Methods’ 
bottom line during the first half  
of the year, the company remains 
on strong financial footing as the 
largest helicopter EMS provider 
in the U.S. 

“Flights missed because of 

weather, less favorable payer mix 
and collection rates, and higher 
maintenance expense have been 
headwinds for financial results 
year-to-date, as well as in the sec-
ond quarter,” Todd said. “Despite 
this, we remain optimistic because 
of the continued growth in requests 
and same-base transports adjusted 
for weather cancellations, contin-
ued interest in hospital-based con-
versions, opportunities for future 
acquisitions, a strong balance 
sheet and solid cash flow as evi-
denced by the 7-percent growth 
in cash receipts per transport over 
the last 12 months and 45-percent 
growth in year-to-date cash flow 
from continuing operations.” 

First-Half Results
For the quarter ended June 

30, revenue was up 2 percent, to 
$263.6 million, from $257.6 mil-
lion in the prior-year quarter. For 
the six-month period, revenue rose 
5 percent, to $501.9 million, com-
pared with $478.7 million in the 

prior-year six-month period. Also 
for the quarter, net income from 
continuing operations was down, 
to $27.4 million compared with 
$29.8 million in last year’s second 
quarter. For the six-month period, 
net income from continuing oper-
ations was also down, to $40.3 
million from $41.4 million in the 
prior-year six-month period.

Community-based patient 
transports numbered 16,105 
during the current-year quar-
ter, compared with 14,994 in the 
prior-year quarter, a 7-percent 
increase. Patients transported for 
community bases in operation lon-
ger than one year (same-base trans-
ports) declined by 2 percent, or 318 
transports, while weather cancella-
tions for these same bases were up 
by 1,250 transports compared with 
the prior-year quarter. Requests 
for community-based service 
climbed 4 percent for bases open 
longer than one year. Net revenue 
per community-based transport 
fell less than 1 percent, to $11,298 

in the current-year quarter from 
$11,353 in the same period last 
year, attributable to deterioration 
in payer mix and collection rate net 
of the benefit of price increases.

Helicopter tourism revenue 
gained 10 percent for the quarter 
and 12 percent for the half.

Maintenance expense, exclud-
ing tourism operations, was up 
$2.1 million, or 10 percent, com-
pared with the prior-year quar-
ter, even though total flight 
volume fell 1 percent. Excluding 
tourism operations, fuel expense 
retreated $1.9 million com-
pared with the prior-year quar-
ter, while fuel expense per flight 
hour was down by 32 percent. 

Concurrent with the release 
of its most recent financial 
results, Air Methods said it is 
promoting CFO Trent Carman 
to “other roles within the organi-
zation” as part of its “long-range 
succession plan” and authoriz-
ing a $200 million stock buy-
back plan.  –M.H.

Rostec: high-speed rotorcraft, 
two other projects canceled
by Vladimir Karnozov

Russian government funding for three 
important helicopter projects has dis-
solved, according to Yearbook 2014, an 
annual financial summary released by 
manufacturing conglomerate Rostec in 
July. The three rotorcraft programs have 
been canceled. Rostec controls several 
Russian aviation entities, including Rus-
sian Helicopters. This is the first written 
evidence of major cuts in R&D funding 
for Russia’s long-term rotorcraft projects.

Rostec’s 2014 Yearbook reads: “The 
past year saw a significant drop in the 
amount of funds from the federal budget 
provided for R&D projects in the aviation 
industry, from ruble 16.5 billion down to 
11.7 billion. At the same time, the industry 
invested more of its own funds into R&D: 
ruble 8.5 billion against 6.9 [billion] pre-
viously. The federal budget injections ran 
below earlier announced figures, and this 
was largely due to the fact that real work 
had been halted–with respective termina-
tion of the budgetary funding–on three 
projects led by Russian Helicopters: the 
High Speed Rotorcraft, a new multipur-
pose helicopter with an mtow of 4.5 [met-
ric] tons, and a new lightweight helicopter 
with a mtow of 2.5 [metric] tons.”

The High Speed Rotorcraft–local 
acronym PSV–is the most significant loss. 
The project was started as an industry ini-
tiative in 2008. Kamov offered the Ka-92; 
Mil came up with the Mi-X1. Both design 
bureaus displayed scale models at Heli-
Russia 2009. Design targets included 
range of 810 nm/1,500 km; and cruise 
speed up to 243 knots/450 kph.

These initial designs gave way to 

Russian Helicopters’ more conventionally 
shaped V-37, also referred to as Rachel 
(Russian Advanced Commercial Helicop-
ter). It was on display for the first time in 
model form at Farnborough 2012. With an 
mtow of 10 to 12 metric tons, the Rachel 
would cruise at 189 to 200 knots/350 to 370 
kph, carrying between 20 and 24 passen-
gers. Researchers estimated 726 such heli-
copters could be sold for commercial use 
between 2020 and 2035.

Early last year the Russian government 
promised the industry a financial pack-
age of ruble 7.5 billion for PSV develop-
ment, of which 1.5 billion would come in 
2014 and 2.7 billion in 2015. This news 
prompted Mil to start converting an Mi-35 
into a flying laboratory to test PSV designs, 
including an innovative highly curved main 
rotor blade. The design house hoped to win 
a government contract worth ruble 3.3 bil-
lion for Rachel, which would enable it to 
complete its draft design in late 2015.

However, a research model of the PSV 
project showed that the operating costs of 
a rotorcraft able to cruise at 243 knots/450 
kph would be too high for commercial 
operators. In June this year, Andrei Shib-
itov, deputy general director with Rus-
sian Helicopters, acknowledged, “The 
speed increase does not bring much ben-
efit to commercial operators.” Accord-
ing to Shibitov, the Russian government 
is rethinking its earlier plans.

The most likely outcome would see 
the Kremlin resume funding for PSV, but 
the focus would shift from the high-speed 
rotorcraft to development of a 10-metric-
ton medium helicopter for commercial 

operators with a top speed of 189 
knots/350 kph. However, the Kremlin is 
also expected to provide funds for devel-
opment of a high-speed military rotor-
craft with a top speed of more than 243 
knots/450 kph. The designs would share a 
powerplant based on a further improved 
VK2500 “with some unique technological 
insertions.” Engine prototypes are being 
built and their “individual elements” are 
already undergoing bench testing.

R&D Investment
In separate news, the Yearbook also 

notes that funds from the federal budget 
were provided in full, as promised, for all 
earlier planned R&D work on the Mi-38, 
Mi-171A2, Mi-17V5 (mod), Ansat (mod), 
Mi-28NM, Ka-52 (mod), Mi-26T2 and 
Ka-226T. There is no mention of the 
Ka-62, which could indicate that develop-
ment of this 6.5-metric-ton rotorcraft has 
also slowed. Comments from one of the 
Ka-62 vendors indicate that first flight is 
now delayed until 2017.

The Yearbook also reveals that the gov-
ernment did provide funds for development 
of “certain elements in a next-generation 
turboshaft engine,” including specimens of 
fuel for the gas-generator (engine core), a 

digital information storage unit and back-
up digital control units for the engine core.

Also according to the Yearbook, Rus-
sian Helicopters’ Ulan-Ude Aviation 
Plant (UUAZ) delivered 40 Mi-8AMTSh-
Vs to the Russian defense ministry last 
year. The Mi-8AMTSh-V is a new vari-
ant of the long-serving Mi-8 series 
with more powerful Klimov VK2500-
03 turboshafts in lieu of the TV3-117s 
previously supplied by Ukrainian man-
ufacturer Motor-Sich. Spawned by the 
political challenges related to Ukraine, 
this version comes with a Russian-made 
TA14 APU in place of the Ukrainian-
made AI9V. The Mi-8AMTSh-V fea-
tures a modern glass cockpit with digital 
moving map and Glonass/GPS satel-
lite-navigation system. Its TBO has been 
extended to 2,000 hours from 1,500, and 
calendar lifetime improves to 35 years 
from 25, while lifecycle costs are reduced 
by 25 to 30 percent.

The Yearbook also mentions shipment 
of 63 Mi-17s to the U.S. Pentagon, which 
acquired them for the Afghan army. Rus-
sian Helicopters’ contribution to Rostec’s 
income is listed as 17.1 percent (ruble 
165.3 billion) last year, representing profit 
after tax of ruble 20.5 billion.  o

Russia’s high-speed rotorcraft program, now known as Rachel (Russian Advanced Commercial Helicopter), 
began in 2008. Kamov and Mil both displayed models at the 2009 Heli-Russia show. This is Kamov’s Ka-92. 



Russia’s Rostec denies major 
impact from U.S., EU sanctions
by Vladimir Karnozov

Sanctions the U.S. and Euro-
pean Union imposed against Rus-
sia for its annexation of Crimea and 
support of separatists in Ukraine 
have not significantly eroded Ros-
tec’s share of the global aerospace 
market, according to Russia’s larg-
est government-controlled corpo-
ration. “Despite the pressure of 
foreign sanctions, the corporation 
has managed to strengthen business 
relationships with Western partners, 
and so to prove once again that for 
us, business stays out of politics,” 
said Rostec general director Sergei 
Chemezov. 

Chemezov was speaking at a 
recent press briefing to summarize 
the group’s financial results for 2014. 
He would not comment on the status 
of Rostec’s planned partnership to 
build the Q400 regional airliner with 
Bombardier. Last October, the Cana-
dian manufacturer said that the plans 
were on hold because of the difficul-
ties caused by sanctions against Rus-
sia, including those imposed by the 
Canadian government.

Rostec controls more than 700 
companies, most of which belong to 
17 large holding structures. Statistics 
show that the corporation’s over-
all workforce declined to 443,000 
last year from 475,000 employees 
in 2013. The company plans further 
cuts, all involving white-collar work-
ers. It considers blue-collar workers 
and engineers in short supply.

During 2014 and the first half of 
this year, Rostec achieved some suc-
cess in developing its business with 
the U.S. by extending agreements 
for VSMPO-Avisma to supply tita-
nium to Boeing until 2022 and for 
the UZGA plant to perform license 
production of the Bell 427. It reaf-
firmed an old plan for license pro-
duction of industrial gas turbines 
with GE. Rostec-controlled Avia-
capital-Service leases Boeing 737-
800s and awaits the re-engined 737 
Max, deliveries of which are funded 
from titanium sales to Boeing.

“Throughout the past year, we 
continued with shipments of Mi-17 
helicopters to the U.S., and with air-
craft components and construction 
materials to Airbus and Boeing. Sanc-
tions only make us more active in the 
search for new markets and market 
niches,” declared Vasily Brovko, chief  
of communications and information.

More Cooperation Planned
The company managed to ini-

tiate just one new partnership with 
a European company, adding the 
AW169 to the list of products for 
the HeliVert joint venture between 

Rostec member company Russian 
Helicopters and AgustaWestland.

“Our European partners say they 
are not interested in the sanctions 
regime to stay long,” Rostec said in 
a statement. “Those who came to 
see us recently insisted they want 
all our cooperation projects to con-
tinue, and these do continue. We 
have had such talks with Finmecca-
nica, AgustaWestland, Renault-Nis-
san, Daimler, Snecma, Thales, 
Sagem and others with whom we 
are involved in projects that are up 
and running. We, too, hope that our 
joint work will continue. The major-
ity of our European partners speak 
very negatively of what is going on 

in the sphere of politics.
“The fact is that Russia has always 

[sold] little to Europe,” the statement 
continued. “We have been more 
active in establishing joint ventures 
with European companies and in 
buying technologies from them. At 
the same time, we have been export-
ing to third countries in the develop-
ing world. Besides, there has been a 
considerable amount of export into 
the United States because there are 
some distinct big markets there.” 

Rostec had planned a massive 
initial public offering (IPO) for its 
member companies, but the recent 
change in relations with the West 
made the corporation reconsider its 
plans. The thinking behind its strat-
egy seems to center on keeping for-
eign partnerships alive until the 
sanctions lift. 

Will Invest in IT
Rostec plans to invest more in 

information technology, rare met-
als and other areas, “so as to be 
competitive and a world leader,” 
Brovko said. Last year, the company 
invested 101.4 billion rubles in var-
ious programs. “We want to attract 
more foreign investors who would 
not just bring their money into Rus-
sia, but also share with us their man-
agerial expertise and technologies,” 
he said. “As such, sales and IPOs are 

not so important. That is why we are 
now more inclined to consider joint 
ventures on the base of Russian 
high-tech companies.” 

On July 27 Rostec announced 
that it will reduce its central office 
staff as part of a “comprehensive 
optimization program” to adopt 
corporate best practices. The com-
pany will cut the central staff by 
28 percent, to 424 workers over the 
following two months, and to 316 
workers by year-end.

Chemezov said the job reduc-
tions “should make the process of 
taking managerial decisions even 
more transparent and understand-
able, [improving] the competitive-
ness of the corporation.” A close 
friend of Russian president Vlad-
imir Putin, Chemezov has headed 
the company since its founding in 
2007. He said Rostec’s long-term 
strategic goal remains to promote 
the development of Russian indus-
try, especially the machinery and 
high-tech sectors.

Days before that announcement, 
Rostec presented its annual finan-
cial report during a press event in 
Moscow. The 2014 report revealed 
that Rostec’s annual income grew by 
less than one percent from the previ-
ous year, reflecting the effect of U.S. 
and EU sanctions. Consolidated 
revenue totaled 964.5 billion rubles 
($16.9 billion).

Thanks in large part to an 
increase of more than 60 percent in 
state defense orders, however, Ros-
tec stayed profitable. It reported net 
profit of 33.9 billion rubles ($570 
million), down from 40 billion rubles 
in  2013. Consolidated debt totaled 
600 billion rubles, 30 billion rubles 
below the level in 2009, when Ros-
tec received the large majority of its 
assets from the Russian government. 
Roman Deniskin, chief of strategy, 
told AIN that he does not consider 
the debt load a problem, since “the 
debt burden is relatively small judg-
ing by international standards for 
structures such us ours.” 

Rostec plans to implement its 
new growth strategy by year-end. 
It now considers the current strat-
egy, which the company adopted 
in 2011, outdated because the eco-
nomic environment has changed. 
“We need some corrective action,” 
Brovko said. “The new strategy is 
being shaped, its main principles 
have already been formulated.” It 
calls for Rostec to increase its rev-
enue three times faster than Rus-
sia’s GDP, which economists expect 
to increase by 2.3 percent next year 
after declining this year.                  o
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z FedEx 767 Order Breaks Record
Boeing collected the largest single commitment 

for 767s in the 37 years since the program’s 
industrial launch when FedEx Express signed a 
purchase agreement in late July covering fifty 767-
300F freighters worth as much as $10 billion at list 
prices. FedEx Express has also taken options to 
buy another 50 of the airplanes. Schedules call for 
deliveries of the airplanes on firm order to run from 
FedEx’s 2018 fiscal year through FY2023.

With the new deal, the cargo carrier now holds 
firm orders for 767s assembly line 106 aircraft. In 
June the company announced plans to accelerate the 
retirement of seven MD-11s, three Airbus A300s, four 
A310-300s and a single MD-10, as well as adjustments 
to the retirement schedule of another 23 aircraft.

At the time it noted that the 767 provides similar 
cargo-carrying capacity to that of the MD-10, as 
well as improved reliability, roughly a 30-percent 
increase in fuel efficiency and at least a 20-percent 
reduction in unit operating costs.

For Boeing, the order guarantees a healthy flow 
of work for the 767 assembly line as the company 
prepares for production of the 767-based aerial 
refueling tanker for the U.S. Air Force, the KC-46A. 
The 767 line now produces 1.5 aircraft a month, and 
Boeing plans to increase the rate to two per month 
next year to meet tanker delivery requirements. 

z CFM Delivers First Leap-1C to Comac
CFM International delivered the first CFM 

Leap-1C turbofan to China’s Comac in late July 
for installation on the new C919 narrowbody. CFM 
and Comac held a delivery ceremony to mark the 
occasion in Shanghai, where Comac vice president 
Wu Guanghui confirmed plans to finish assembly 
and roll out the first C919 test article by year-end.

Launched in December 2009, when Comac 
picked the Leap-1C as the sole Western powerplant 
for the 150-passenger C919, the Leap series of 
engines has logged more than 4,730 certification 
ground- and flight-test hours and 7,900 cycles. The 
program, which includes the Leap-1A for the Airbus 
A320neo and the Leap-1B for the Boeing 737 Max, 
now consists of 28 CFM ground- and flight-test 
engines, along with a total of 32 flight-test engines 
for aircraft manufacturers. 

z Boeing Cements 777X Supply Deal
Boeing has formalized an agreement with “key” 

Japanese partners to supply some 21 percent of 
the major structural components for the 777X, 
the company announced on July 23. The deal 
completes last year’s memorandum of agreement 
(MOA) signed by Boeing, Japan Aircraft Industries 
(JAI) and Japan Aircraft Development (JADC) 
covering fuselage sections; center wing sections; 
pressure bulkheads; main landing gear wells; 
passenger, cargo and main landing gear doors; wing 
components and wing-body fairings.  

JAI consists of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, 
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Fuji Heavy Industries, 
ShinMaywa Industries and Nippi. JADC is a 
nonprofit research foundation established to 
promote the Japanese aircraft industry.

Last year Boeing bought more than $5 billion 
worth of goods and services from Japan. The 
company expects the new agreement to raise that 
total to $36 billion between 2014 and the end of the 
decade. –Gregory Polek
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MRJ engineering center opens 
ahead of impending first flight
by Nigel Moll

Mitsubishi Aircraft formally opened 
its Seattle Engineering Center (SEC) on 
August 3 in Washington State. Estab-
lished in collaboration with locally based 
AeroTec, the facility will administer the 
certification flight-test program for the 
Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ), which 
Mitsubishi expects to fly for the first time 
this month or next. The first aircraft was 
rolled out in Japan last October and it 
logged its first engine run this past January. 
It has since been engaged in taxiing tests.

Plans call for the first of four MRJ90 pro-
totypes to arrive in the U.S. in the second 
quarter next year to begin a flight-test cam-
paign scheduled to take place at Grant 
County International Airport at Moses 
Lake, about 180 miles east-southeast of 
Seattle. The Japanese company said it chose 
to do all certification flight-testing in Wash-
ington not just for its weather and airspace 
availability but also for the expertise of its 
workforce in the intricacies of jetliner cer-
tification. Mitsubishi Aircraft fell foul of 
those paperwork intricacies early in the 
MRJ program, setting back the develop-
ment schedule by a couple of years, and 
it recognized it could not risk similar mis-
takes with the certification flight-test effort.

The MRJ will be certified first by 
Japan’s civil aviation authority–in 2017, 
Mitsubishi expects–and then by the FAA. 
AeroTec envisions employing 100 peo-
ple at the SEC, alongside 50 engineers 
deployed from Mitsubishi Aircraft in 
Nagoya. Mitsubishi Aircraft and AeroTec 
shook hands on the collaboration only this 
past January.

The OEM sees the U.S. as the most 
important market for the airplane. Of the 
223 aircraft now secured by firm orders, 

170 are for U.S. regional airlines (Trans-
States, 50; SkyWest, 100; and Eastern, 
20). Including options and other pur-
chase rights, Mitsubishi holds signatures 
for 407 aircraft. Mitsubishi Aircraft pres-
ident Hiromichi Morimoto told AIN that 
the company had hoped to reach this sales 
level when it launched the program in 2008. 
“We hoped to have orders and options for 
between 400 and 500 aircraft by the time 
we made the first flight,” he said.

The opening ceremony last month, 
held at the Museum of  Flight on Boeing 
Field, was attended by about 200 guests, 
among them Washington Governor Jay 
Inslee; Masahiro Omura, Consul Gen-
eral of  Japan in Seattle; and Lee Human, 
president of  AeroTec (Aerospace Test-
ing Engineering  &  Certification). In 
attendance from Mitsubishi Aircraft 
were president Morimoto and Kenich-
iro Honda, v-p of  the Seattle Engineer-
ing Center. Masahiko Arihara, chairman 
of  Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Amer-
ica, was also present.

The current configuration of  the 
MRJ has its roots in smaller aircraft. A 
source close to the program told AIN 
that the airplane as first conceived was 
to be a 35-seater powered by Rolls-Royce 
BR700-series turbofans but later grew to 
50 seats with GE CF34s for power. The 
design was essentially frozen when Pratt 
& Whitney mounted an intense effort to 
persuade Mitsubishi to adopt its geared 
turbofan. Despite Mitsubishi’s insistence 
that the program was too far along to 
change the engines, Pratt persisted and 
eventually prevailed, signing the MRJ 
in its current configurations (the 76-seat 
MRJ70 and 88-seat MRJ90) as the  

launch application for the PW1200G 
variant of  the new engine. Mitsubishi 
predicts the MRJ will reduce the airport 
noise area of  the Embraer E190 by 40 
percent and beat its CO2 emissions by 
20 percent.

In AeroTec, Mitsubishi has a partner 
founded in 2003 by president Human. 
Before he launched AeroTec, Human was 
flight-test manager at Aviation Partners 
Boeing, and before that an engineer with 
Aircraft Engineering Specialists. Among 
the projects on which he has worked are 
the Aviation Partners blended winglets for 
the 737, 757 and 767 and various business 
jets, the 737-300 that served as the avionics 
testbed for the F-35, and the Beechcraft 
King Air 250.

Construction of AeroTec’s 65,000-sq-ft 
hangar at Moses Lake in the desert east of 
Seattle was almost complete last month. 
At 87 feet high in the center of the doors, 
it is sized to accommodate a Boeing 777X 

and will comfortably house the MRJ test 
fleet. Data collected by the four flight-test 
aircraft will be analyzed at the engineer-
ing center in the Georgetown section of 
South Seattle. Mitsubishi and AeroTec 
chose Moses Lake (elevation 1,189 feet 
msl) for its runways (four of them, the 
longest 13,503 feet) and its desert climate, 
which combine to ensure high-frequency 
flight-test operations. Some runway perfor-
mance testing will be performed at Roswell 
International Air Center, N.M., and high-
altitude takeoffs and landings proving tri-
als will be conducted on 9,400-foot-long 
Runway 6/24 at Gunnison-Crested Butte 
Regional Airport, Colo., elevation 7,680 
feet msl. Extreme environmental testing 
will take place in the McKinley Climatic 
Laboratory in Florida.  o
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AeroTec’s 65,000-sq-ft hangar at Moses Lake, 
above, will house the MRJ flight-test fleet, beginning 
early next year. At right, l to r, Nobuo Kishi, 
Mitsubishi Aircraft senior executive v-p; Kenichiro 
Honda, Mitsubishi Aircraft v-p of Seattle Engineering 
Center; and Lee Human, founder and president of 
AeroTec, open Mitsubishi’s new engineering center 
in South Seattle.
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Aviation silk road to promote 
open skies in Central Asia
by Neelam Mathews

The United Nations 
World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO) plans a so-called 
aviation Silk Road initiative for 
the integration of Central Asia 
and surrounding regions into a 
cohesive trading belt. The avi-
ation route at first will include 
northern, northwest and central 
China, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmeni-
stan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 
Mongolia, Azerbaijan, eastern 
parts of Turkey, southwest Rus-
sia, Armenia and Georgia.

The Silk Road or Silk Route–
an ancient network of  trade 
routes used by merchants and 
pilgrims that connected the West 

and East from China and India to 
the Mediterranean Sea–inspired 
the name of the initiative to pro-
mote open skies in the region.

“Embracing open skies is vital 
for the region if the concept [is] to 
be successful,” said Alla Peresso-
lova, head of the Silk Road pro-
gram of the UNWTO. “Building 
a cohesive brand of the Silk Route 
is important.” The “brand,” as she 
called it, includes best practices 
to encourage openness through 
the modernization of visa proce-
dures and enhancing connectiv-
ity through greater collaboration 
among airports, airlines and avi-
ation ministries,” she said during 

the Routes Silk Road conference 
held in Tbilisi, Georgia, in July.

However, a monopoly in avi-
ation services in major coun-
tries of  the Silk Route means 
open skies for the region as a 
whole “does not seem feasible,” 
Yolanta Strikitsa, director of 
London-based Strikitsa Con-
sulting, told AIN. “Yes, it could 
apply to a few countries to start 
with,” she added. “[Competition 
would] make the life of local air-
lines difficult, but could improve 
airport business of the region…
A flight is not yet a commodity; 
it is a luxury as demand exceeds 
supply. Therefore, a market that 

demands more operations and 
more routes can pay higher fares 
imposed by local carriers.” Once 
middle classes grow, partnerships 
will be more likely and changes 
in strategy seen, she predicted.

Change of  another kind 
has come with Georgia’s inclu-
sion last year as a member of 
Eurocontrol, the European 
Organization for Safety of  Air 
Navigation. Eurocontrol is now 
offering its expertise to establish 
air traffic management guide-
lines for Georgia’s Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA). “Some of the 
EU regulations are tough for our 
local carriers…But now the draft 
is ready and will be presented to 
the parliament on December 1 
for approval,” Igor Aptsiauri, 
first deputy director of  Geor-
gia’s CAA, told AIN.

Meanwhile, regional carriers 
such as Kazakhstan’s Air Astana 
have already begun to play a 

role in the Silk Route. Holding 
a 30-percent market share, Air 
Astana dominates air transport 
in Central Asia. The next largest 
carrier, Uzbekistan Airways, con-
trols 15 percent of the traffic, fol-
lowed by Kazakh Scat Airlines, 
which holds around 8 percent. 
Eight other regional carriers 
hold the rest. Air Astana’s pas-
senger numbers grew by 4 per-
cent, to 1.82 million, in the first 
half  of this year over the same 
period of the previous year. It 
holds an order for seven Airbus 
A320-series Neos, including four 
long-range A321s, scheduled for 
delivery starting next year.

OEMs project a positive out-
look for the region over the next 
20 years. Boeing has forecast a 
demand for 1,150 new aircraft, 
of  which it expects single-aisle 
airplanes to account for 66 per-
cent and regional jets to account 
for 17 percent.  o



BELL HELICOPTER SINGAPORE  
ADDS MX FOR AUSSIE OPERATORS

Bell Helicopter’s Singapore Service 
Center has received approval from 
the Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
(CASA) of Australia to perform 
maintenance and customization on all 
Bell 412s registered Down Under.

“Customer demand for Bell 
helicopters and service offerings in 
the Asia-Pacific region is rapidly 
increasing, and we are taking steps 
to ensure our customers have what 
they need, when they need it,” said 
Michael Reagan, director of global 
services at Bell Helicopter. “Over the 
past few years, the Bell Helicopter 
team has been laser-focused on 
obtaining certifications and approvals 
around the globe that will provide our 
customers with even more offerings.” 

This approval adds to recent 
authorization for the Bell Helicopter 
Service Center in Singapore to 
perform inspection, testing, repair and 
modification for current-production 
Bell helicopters under the regulatory 
authorities of Singapore, Thailand, 
Indonesia and the Philippines.

FLIGHTSAFETY OK’D TO PROVIDE 
ROLLS-ROYCE BR725 MX TRAINING

Rolls-Royce appointed FlightSafety 
International an authorized training 
provider for BR725 engine and 
troubleshooting courses. The training 
will be offered at FlightSafety’s 
maintenance training center in 
Savannah, Ga., to technicians who 
work on the Gulfstream G650, which 
is powered by the turbofan.

The line maintenance and 
borescope inspection courses will 
provide hands-on practical training 
using a BR725. Maintenance 
technicians will receive a 
comprehensive description of the 
engine and training on borescope 
inspections and the removal and 
reinstallation of line-replaceable units. 
The courses will also cover engine 
and engine-systems servicing, routine 
maintenance and inspection, as well as 
safety warnings and precautions.

Rolls-Royce and FlightSafety 
are also developing an enhanced 
troubleshooting course for the BR725. 
Rolls-Royce customers enrolled in 
CorporateCare will be able to use 
their annual Rolls-Royce training 
voucher for this course once it 
becomes available.

GULFSTREAM EXPANDS FACILITY  
AT BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA

Gulfstream Aerospace expanded 
its Brunswick, Ga. service center with 
the opening of a newly constructed 
110,000-sq-ft (9,290 sq m) hangar at 
Brunswick Golden Isles Airport. The 
expansion, announced in January 
last year, has created 60 new jobs 
at the site, with 40 more positions 

anticipated by year-end.
The new building, which 

complements an adjacent company-
owned maintenance facility and 
completions center, accommodates 
all Gulfstream models and more than 
doubles the site’s under-roof capacity 
from a mixture of seven large-cabin 
aircraft to as many as 16. Brunswick’s 
new hangar also has two overhead 
cranes and a tail dock.

Meanwhile, Gulfstream announced 
that it is providing maintenance, 
repair and overhaul services at 
Teterboro (N.J.) Airport through sister 
company Jet Aviation’s facility there. 
Gulfstream now has 11 technicians, 
along with support personnel, in 
Teterboro. The technicians are allowed 
to work under an FAA repair station 
authorization and will be managed by 
Gulfstream’s company-owned service 
center in Westfield, Mass.

BANYAN AIR SERVICE EXTENDS 
OPERATING HOURS FOR MX

Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) Executive 
Airport-based Banyan Air Service 
expanded its maintenance operations 
by adding a second shift, seven days a 
week. The new hours of operation are 
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. 
until midnight and on Saturday and 
Sunday from 8 a.m. until 6:30 p.m. 
Banyan Air Service currently has 44 
maintenance technicians and support 
staff and is recruiting for more.

The company offers airframe 
and avionics maintenance for most 
brands of turbine-powered business 
aircraft. Banyan Air Service is factory 
authorized as a service center for 
Beechcraft, Honda Aircraft, Piaggio 
and Quest.

Along with its FAA repair station 
and EASA repair station certificates, 

Banyan Air Service holds certificates 
in several island nations and Latin 
American countries. It has a mobile 
maintenance unit to support customers 
throughout Central and South Florida.

ASSOCIATED AIR CENTER OK’D  
AS ANAC 145 REPAIR STATION

Associated Air Center obtained 
Part 145 repair station certification 
from the Brazilian Civil Aviation 
Authority, ANAC. The certification 
will allow Associated to maintain, 
repair and modify Brazil-registered 
private aircraft and return them 
to service. It also allows interior 
completions, scheduled maintenance, 
cabin refurbishment and cabin system 
upgrades performed at the Part 145 
FAA repair station in the company’s 
Dallas Love Field location.

“Our ANAC certification will 
provide operators of Brazilian-
registered aircraft with more options 
outside their country,” said AAC 
president James Colleary. “We are 
already pursuing completions projects 
for multiple Brazilian customers.” 
The MRO holds an FAA organization 
designation authorization.

GLOBAL JET SERVICES OFFERS 
TRAINING ON PHENOM 300

Global Jet Services has added the 
Phenom 300 to its training offerings for 
Embraer aircraft. The two-week initial-
level maintenance-training course 
covers all applicable ATA chapters, 
addressing Phenom 300 systems theory, 
operation, inspection and servicing. 
The course includes hands-on sessions 
for participants to gain a practical 
understanding of aircraft systems 
and examines LRU troubleshooting 
from a theoretical and functional 

perspective, the company said.
Courseware provides for either 

traditional paperbound student 
manuals and workbooks or tablet-
based mobile technology. The 
latter offers portability to aid 
troubleshooting, along with search 
and navigational features to locate 
reference material rapidly, according 
to Global Jet. The company also offers 
line and refresher courses.

DUNCAN AVIATION HOUSTON  
EARNS MEXICAN CERTIFICATION

Duncan Aviation’s Houston satellite 
avionics facility recently received 
authorized service center approval 
from the DGAC, Mexico’s civil 
aviation authority. The authorization 
allows the facility to conduct avionics 
repair and installation on aircraft 
registered in Mexico.

Located at Wilson Air Center 
at Hobby Airport in Houston, the 
Duncan satellite facility employs 15 
and is dedicated exclusively to avionics 
repair and installation. The facility 
has technicians on call 24 hours a day. 
“This location is particularly useful 
to our Mexican-registered aircraft 
customers because of its proximity to 
that country,” Mark Cote, Duncan’s 
v-p of satellites, parts and rotable sales, 
avionics and accessories, told AIN. 

CONSTANT AVIATION EXPANDS 
 AOG OPERATIONS

Cleveland, Ohio-based Constant 
Aviation has added a team at Orlando, 
Fla., to the list of cities in its AOG 
support network. “Since the launch 
of our AOG mobile response teams, 
we have seen more customer requests 
to road-trip to AOGs. When we were 
looking at another possible airport 
at which to base our AOG team, we 
realized that the Southeast region 
was an area that needed additional 
support,” said Kevin Dillon, v-p for 
AOG operations.

 Constant’s Birmingham, Ala.-based 
AOG team is responsible for the bulk 
of the Southeast calls, and the company 
expects the new location and additional 
team members will allow for better and 
quicker coverage throughout the region.

Constant Aviation also has AOG 
teams based in Cleveland and Las 
Vegas. Down the road, “We are 
looking to have a team based in 
the Northeast as well as additional 
support in the Southwest,” Dillon said. 

VECTOR LAUNCHES  
JT15D VMAX PROGRAM

Vector Aerospace has launched the 
Vmax support program for the Pratt 
& Whitney Canada JT15D turbofan. 
It combines the MRO’s JT15D 
designated overhaul facility and field 
service team with a pay-per-hour 
engine service plan. Owners of engines 
enrolled in Vmax receive worldwide 
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FlightSafety International will provide engine and troubleshooting courses for the Rolls-Royce BR725. Training 
will be offered at FlightSafety’s facility in Savannah, Ga., to technicians who work on the Gulfstream G650, 
which is powered by the turbofan. The courses will employ hands-on practical approaches.



coverage through a dedicated 
24/7 customer-support line 
and regular monthly hours 
reporting.

Some 5,250 JT15Ds are in 
service, mostly on the Citation 
I/II/V/Ultra and the Beechjet 
400/400XP. 

Vector has also extended its 
designated overhaul facility 
license for the engine by a 
further 10 years to 2032 to 
ensure long-term support for 
Vmax customers. Vector is a 
designated overhaul facility for 
the PW100, PW150 and PW300 
and distributor and designated 
overhaul facility status for the 
PT6A and PT6T. 

ONTIC SIGNS DEAL WITH 
AFRICAN EXECUTIVE AVIATION

African Executive Aviation 
has entered into an agreement 
to represent UK-based Ontic 
in Africa. “Our agreement 
with [Ontic] positions us for 
growth within our aftermarket 
distribution services division 
across the African continent 
with access to some 4,000 
assemblies, including APUs, 
ECUs, starters and generators 
and oxygen systems,” said Peter 
Bouwer, African Executive’s 
managing director.

“We are excited about the 
opportunity Africa brings 
to our operations both in 
Cheltenham and at our 
Chatsworth [Calif.] facility in 
the USA,” said Gareth Hall, 
Ontic’s president and managing 
director. Ontic says it can 
evaluate, acquire and transition 
a product line or business with 
minimal burden on the licensor 
or its customers. 

FL TECHNICS JETS   
REBRANDS AS  
JET MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

FL Technics Jets is 
rebranding as Jet Maintenance 
Solutions (Jet MS). The EASA 
Part 145 company provides 
MRO services for business 
and regional aircraft. Darius 
Saluga, CEO of the Vilnius, 
Lithuania-based company, 
said he believes that the new 
name will communicate a 
stronger message about its 
core activity: maintenance 
and repair of business jets and 
regional airliners.

“The renewed brand will 
help us enter new markets, as 
well as promote new MRO 
products. This includes 
support for the Challenger 
300, Embraer Legacy and 
other types that we are 
planning to add under our 
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Lithuanian company FL Technics Jets, which recently rebranded as Jet Main-
tenance Solutions, is expanding its inventory in London to reduce spare parts 
delivery times for business jet and regional airline customers in the region.

five-year development plan,” 
said Saluga.

Jet MS offers line and base 
maintenance for the Hawker 
700/750/800/800XP/850XP 
/900XP and Bombardier 
CRJ100/200/440 and 
Challenger 604/605/850. 
The company also provides 
cabin refurbishment and 

modification, engine 
management, aircraft 
cleaning, aviation oil and fuel 
supply, express parts delivery 
and role conversions for other 
business and regional jets. 
Jet MS is a Rockwell Collins-
authorized dealer and offers 
warranty support for Tronair 
ground support equipment. o

334.361.7853 | sales@utpparts.com | utpparts.com

We have PW100 and PT6 engines and  
components that you can order with confidence.

At UTP we know that any old part or engine won’t do.  

That’s why our massive inventory includes almost any  

component or engine you will need, complete with its  

history and condition in a database that’s right at our  

fingertips. So don’t take any chances. Fly to the phone  

and call or visit our website.

Before you tell us where the part is going, 
we can tell you where it’s been.

Call UTP and watch us fly.
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Routine deviations from manual 
have major safety consequences

The just-released accident report on 
the Airbus A319 that lost both doors on 
one engine’s fan cowl on takeoff from 
London Heathrow Airport in May 
2013 is a must-read for anyone involved 
in aviation safety, whether at a major 
airline or manufacturer, at an air taxi or 
just flying or maintaining GA aircraft. 
The issues raised by the events leading 
to the accident, and as the events were 
unfolding in the airplane, affect many 
areas of aviation–from aircraft design 
to maintenance to preflight 
inspections to communications 
between cabin and flight crew 
during an in-flight emergency. 
But the most significant 
aspect of the report relates to 
maintenance and maintenance 
human factors. After all, it 
was maintenance errors that 
began the chain of events that 
ultimately led to the in-flight 
emergency.

In this accident, the 
precipitating factor was that 
the engine fan cowl doors 
detached on takeoff because 
they had not been properly 
closed and latched after routine 
overnight maintenance. The A319 was 
substantially damaged and the crew had 
to make an emergency landing, which 
they accomplished with no injuries. 
The accident report details not only 
the obvious failures to comply with 
maintenance manual procedures but 
also less obvious contributing factors 
that left the cowling doors unlatched, 
including the mechanics’ schedules 
and likely effects of fatigue. The 
report also highlights impediments to 
discovering the open doors during the 
preflight inspections by the crew and 
ground personnel. In addition, it makes 
recommendations for, among other 
things, changing the design of fan cowl 
door latches to prevent a recurrence.  

Human Factors
One of the real highlights of the report 

is the Human Factors Specialist’s Report, 
which focuses on the “human factors 
issues that influenced the performance of 
the maintenance technicians” the night 
the aircraft was left unsafe for flight the 
next morning and its log improperly 
signed off for work that had not been 
completed.  

The human factors report raises 
a number of issues that have long 
concerned many of us in maintenance. 
I hope that seeing these flaws analyzed 
in the context of such a potentially 
catastrophic accident will force the 
FAA, the airlines and others involved in 
maintenance to spend time and resources 
working through them. 

One of the most significant issues for 
me is how seemingly minor deviations 

from the maintenance manual can–in 
all the wrong circumstances–lead to an 
accident. In this case, the mechanics 
intentionally did not close and latch 
the fan cowl doors or leave them in 
a clearly open position, even though 
the maintenance manual required 
them to. The reasons for not doing 
so are common: the procedures are 
cumbersome to follow and the mechanics 
were going to return to complete the 
work they had begun but needed to 

get the appropriate tool. In 
addition, they substituted 
their own judgment about the 
best way to leave the doors 
unlatched instead of following 
the manual’s directions. Among 
the “small” items skipped that 
could have prevented this near 
tragedy was the placement of 
a required warning notice in 
the cockpit to alert the crew 
or other mechanics that the 
cowling doors were open. The 
human factors report calls these 
“routine” violations because 
they “are a common occurrence 
amongst many operators.” 

The mechanics did, in fact, return 
to complete the work, but markings on 
the ramp and placement of the logbook 
caused them to return to the wrong 
aircraft. While technicians knew of 
other instances of work being done on 
the wrong aircraft, management seemed 
unaware of the problem.

This mishap demonstrates why 
maintenance culture has to change so that 
deviations from manual requirements–
no matter how small–are not tolerated. 
At the same time, problems identified 
by mechanics in maintenance-manual 
procedures or in routine maintenance 
operations have to be flagged and 
addressed immediately, backed by a 
commitment from the executive suite all 
the way to the shop floor.  

While I am not familiar with the 
maintenance culture at this particular 
base, all too often I have seen managers 
and executives “winking” at procedural 
deviations in the interests of moving 
work more “efficiently.” Management 
needs to have a presence on the shop 
floor and routinely audit work to ensure 
that detailed work steps are followed 
every time. Complying with detailed 
maintenance manual requirements takes 
time. So while I believe mechanics need 
to take responsibility for complying 
with each detailed step every time 
maintenance is performed, they need 
management that supports them by 
allowing them time to attend to all the 
details required to do a job correctly. o

The opinions expressed in this column are 
those of the author and not necessarily 
endorsed by AIN.
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GAO urges FAA to boost 
repair station oversight

More than 400 FAA-certified 
repair stations in Europe per-
form work on U.S.-registered 
aircraft and components. To 
avoid duplicative oversight, the 
U.S. and the European Union 
(EU) signed an aviation safety 
agreement on May 1, 2011, to 
permit foreign authority safety 
inspectors to inspect EU repair 
stations on behalf of the FAA. 
While the FAA met the agree-
ment’s deadline to transfer its 
oversight responsibilities to 
foreign aviation authorities, it 
did so without ensuring that 
the authorities were fully pre-
pared to accept their new roles, 
according to a report issued 
by the U.S. DOT Office of the 
Inspector General.

In addition, the watchdog 
agency noted, the FAA did 
not follow its own processes to 
assess foreign authority capa-
bilities or ensure that these 
authorities completed their ini-
tial training on the agreement 
before the transfer. Training, 
procedural and data weaknesses 
further hinder the FAA’s ability 
to monitor EU repair stations. 

The FAA did not train its 
inspectors on how to conduct 
inspections on foreign authori-
ties or provide them with written 
guidance on how to complete new 
inspection forms, leading to inac-
curate reporting and insufficient 

information needed to ensure that 
FAA standards are being met.

Sarah MacLeod, executive 
director of  the Aeronautical 
Repair Station Association, 

told AIN, “The OIG [Office 
of  Inspector General] and the 
Government Accountability 
Office [GAO] have both com-
mented on inspector train-
ing issues; indeed, the CRI 
ARC [Consistency of  Reg-
ulatory Interpretation Avia-
tion Rulemaking Committee] 
referenced the same problem. 
The fact that the OIG points it 

out again as a basis for its con-
clusion that the assessments 
and the oversight are inade-
quate is rather ironic. This is 
not the first time the OIG pro-
vided incomplete information 
to the public.

“The whole point of the bilat-
eral [agreement] is to accept the 
oversight of the foreign govern-
ment and focus attention on the 

differences between the regula-
tory requirements of cooper-
ating countries. All regulatory 
authorities have issues with over-
sight capabilities. The OIG has 
brought lack of assessment, 
training and resource issues to 
the FAA’s attention multiple 
times; it is not surprising that the 
OIG found those issues with for-
eign authorities.” –D.A.L.
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News Note
Pilots and passengers can 
now access Satcom Direct’s 
GlobalVT voice and tex-
ting app via Android mobile 
devices. The app, previously 
available only for iOS devices, 
allows users to make voice 
calls and send and receive text 
messages anywhere in the 
world via the Satcom Direct 
Router, while using the same 
phone number they already 
use with their mobile phone. 
According to Satcom Direct, 
it developed a special voice 
codec (encoder-decoder) to 
work well with satellite calls. 

The Satcom Direct router 
works with all current satcom 
systems, including Ku- and 
L-band and the upcoming high-
speed Ka-band, which begins 
service this year. Installation 
STCs “are available for most 
major airframes,” the company 
said. “Satcom Direct is the first 
to enable Android users to make 
and receive calls and texts in the 
air, worldwide, with their own 
number,” said founder and CEO 
Jim Jensen.  n
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“From pre-purchase evaluation” 
to a Garmin G1000® installation,
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SAN ANTONIO FBOs CONSOLIDATE,  
REBRAND AS GATEONE

Imperial Aviation has purchased 
the former San Antonio Aviation 
and Stinson Jet Center FBOs at San 
Antonio’s Stinson Municipal Airport 
and combined their operation into 
one location renamed GateOne 
Stinson. The 3,000-sq-ft terminal has 
been remodeled with new furniture 
and equipment, pilot lounges, two 
passenger lounges, snooze room, 
shower facilities, on-site car rental, 
courtesy cars, Wi-Fi, pilot shop 
and an eight-seat A/V-equipped 
conference room, plus access to a 
30-seat conference room in the airport 
terminal building. Another 5,000 sq ft 
of  office space is available. The Avfuel-
branded location currently has 25,000 
sq ft of  hangarage suitable for midsize 
jets, with an option for another 10,000-
sq-ft hangar. 

The facility has its own maintenance 
department providing avionics sales and 
service. To draw attention to its opening, 
the location will be offering triple Avtrip 
points for fuel purchases through the 
end of next month.

SIGNATURE PROFITS SOAR AS 
EXPANSION CONTINUES

BBA’s Flight Support group, which 
includes Signature Flight Support and 
ASIG, is beginning to reap the benefits 
of rapid expansion over the last five 
years. First-half 2015 profits improved 
19 percent despite struggles with ASIG 
and soft business and general aviation 
movements. BBA has invested $300 
million in the Flight Support network 
and expanded the number of FBOs by 
30 percent over the past five years. 

Signature accounts for more than 
90 percent of the division, and BBA 
Aviation CEO Simon Pryce said its 
results “are driven by acquisitions 
that we’ve made in the last 12 months, 
by the organic drop-through that we 
have made, and also by Signature’s 
outperformance against the markets 
that it operates within.” U.S. business 
and general aviation movements have 
been up 1 percent, but European 
movements are down 3 percent. As 
a result, Signature’s revenue slid 13 
percent, to $478 million. But when 

including acquisitions that contributed 
$25.1 million in the first half and, 
adjusting for lower fuel prices and 
foreign exchange changes, organic 
revenue was up 3 percent. 

Pryce expects the company to 
make gains in the second half as 
recent additions start contributing 
to performance. This in turn may 
help spur more investment. “We see a 
good pipeline of strategic investment 
opportunity into the second half, 
particularly and importantly as cash 
generation begins to accelerate,” he said.

JET AVIATION BREAKS GROUND ON 
UPGRADED BOSTON-AREA FBO

Jet Aviation has broken ground 
on a major renovation of its FBO at 
Hanscom Field in Bedford, Mass. The 
improvements will provide more hangar 
and ramp capacity, hone operational 
safety and efficiency and achieve Leed 
Silver green-building certification, the 
company said. When completed in the 
third quarter of next year, the facility   

will consist of a two-story 13,000-sq-ft 
terminal, a 40,000-sq-ft hangar capable 
of handling aircraft up to the size of a 
G650 and 16,000 sq ft of office/shop 
space. Plans also call for a 92,000-sq-ft 
ramp upgrade.

“We are delighted to be under way 
with construction and enhancements 
to our Boston/Bedford facility,” said 
John Langevin, Jet Aviation’s vice 
president of  FBO operations in North 
America. “This new FBO is designed 
to accommodate the needs of  our 
customers, and the expanded amenities 
enable us to do so well into the future.” 
Staff  is expected to increase by six to 
10 employees. This undertaking is the 
first comprehensive expansion of  the 
FBO in the more than 30 years it has 
been at Hanscom.

UPSTATE NEW YORK AIRPORT 
INAUGURATES FBO FACILITY

New York’s Jefferson County has 
opened a brand-new FBO at Watertown 
International Airport. The $3.5 million 
facility, which was paid for by the 
county and state development grants, 
features a 4,800-sq-ft terminal that 
houses passenger and pilot lounges, 
a 30-seat A/V-equipped conference 
room, onsite car rental, flight-planning 

room and shuttle service. The 19,000-
sq-ft heated hangar can accommodate 
the latest long-range business jets. The 
Phillips 66-branded facility is open 
from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. with after-hours 
call-out available. Located near the 
Canadian border, the airport offers 
on-demand U.S. Customs clearance. 

A current FAA-grant-funded runway 
expansion project expected to be 
completed in next year’s second quarter 
will extend the primary runway (10/28) 
to 7,000 feet from 6,000. 

VOYAGER JET OPENS FBO AT 
ALLEGHENY COUNTY AIRPORT

Upscale accommodations, convenient 
24/7/365 quick-turn capability and 
proximity to downtown are hallmarks 
of the significantly upgraded Voyager 
Jet Center facility that recently opened 
at Allegheny County Airport near 
Pittsburgh, Pa. The FBO offers an 
8,500-sq-ft passenger terminal, as well 
as a large pilot lounge and crew rest 
facilities, conference room and flight-
planning center. Passengers and crew 
can also take advantage of curbside and 
planeside valet service and on-ramp 
Wi-Fi availability, with the facility’s 
heated 18,000-sq-ft hangar offering 
enough space to house a G650. 

Located at the west end of the airfield, 
the revamped Avfuel-branded FBO also 
features around-the-clock charter service 
and enhanced security measures. A 
formal grand opening for the new facility 
took place last month with a cocktail 
reception held alongside business aircraft 
on display from Bombardier Learjet, 
Cessna and Gulfstream. Allegheny 
County Airport is the primary general 
aviation reliever field for Pittsburgh 
International Airport and is located eight 
miles from downtown.

SHELTAIR BOOSTS ITS BUYING POWER

Aviation real estate company Sheltair, 
which operates FBOs in New York, 
Florida and Georgia and manages more 
than three million square feet of aviation 
properties, secured a $260 million 
credit facility with SunTrust Bank in 
July. According to the privately held 
company, the proceeds will be used for 
continued expansion of its 16 bases and 
to fund future acquisitions and alliances. 

“This is a significant accomplishment 
for our company,” noted Sheltair CEO 
Jerry Holland. “The facility provides the 
financial resources under the optimal 
structure necessary to pursue our strategic 
plans for our growing network of bases.” 

FBO ONE SOFTWARE CHOSEN BY 
AFRICAN FLIGHT SERVICES FIRM

Flight-support provider Astra 
Aviation Services recently signed an 
agreement with Amsterdam Software for 
use of its FBO One online management 
and logistics system. Introduced in 2008 
and originally intended for business 
aviation operations, FBO One streamlines 
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Touching Bases  by Curt Epstein

>  Geneva-based Global Jet Concept has 
added its 11th Falcon 7X, bringing the 
charter operator’s Dassault fleet to 22 jets. 
The new 7X is a 2014 model equipped to 
carry 14 passengers.

>  Recent additions to the Solairus charter 
fleet include a New York-based GV, a G550 
located in San Francisco, a Falcon 2000LXS 
in Boston, a Dallas-based Citation Sovereign 
and two Learjets (a 60XR in Orlando and a 
45XR in Dayton, Ohio).

>  The first Global Express equipped with 
Spectrum Aeromed’s multiple-stretcher 
transport capability has joined the FAI 
rent-a-jet fleet. The jet features Spectrum’s 
2800-series intensive care unit, extended-
range oxygen cabinet and carbon-fiber 
Medwall.

>  Axtmann Holding, the parent company 
of FAI rent-a-jet, acquired a 51-percent 
interest in Fly Alpha, a Nuremburg-based 
charter operator. The purchase includes an 
option to buy the rest of the company, and 
an agreement under which FAI can charter 
Fly Alpha’s fleet.

>  Camarillo, Calif.-based Sun Air Jets has 
added a GV and Falcon 7X to its charter/

management fleet. The 7X will be based  
in Colorado and operated only under Part 
91, while the 12-passenger GV is available 
for charter.

>  A King Air C90GTx that used to be operated 
by Jota Aviation has returned to the 
company’s fleet, based at London Southend 
Airport. Jota has also received approval to 
serve the Middle East, Africa, Iceland, Russia 
and the Azores.

>  The FAA has approved Priester Aviation 
to operate charter flights to Cuba. The 
Wheeling, Ill. company operates nearly  
50 aircraft.

>  Luxembourg-based Luxaviation took 
delivery of its first Phenom 300 in early July. 
The company now operates 18 Embraer jets, 
and its fleet has grown to more than 250 
business aircraft. 

>  FlightWorks of Kennesaw, Ga., added a 
Citation CJ3+ to its charter fleet; the new 
jet is based at the company’s hangar at Cobb 
County Airport. 

>  In June, VistaJet’s fleet of Bombardier jets 
reached the 50-airplane mark with delivery 
of a Global 6000. The VistaJet fleet includes 
21 Globals and 28 Challengers. n

CHARTER NEWS NOTES

New York’s Jefferson County has opened a  
brand-new FBO at Watertown International Airport. 
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company planning, communications 
and logistics services into a single-point 
system that monitors individual customer 
activity, as well as company resources, 
and is accessible online. 

Amsterdam Software CEO Ries 
Vriend noted that Astra Aviation would 
use FBO One throughout its operations, 
from front desk operational support 
and service business to accounting, 
human resources and billing needs. 
Astra Aviation will be among the first 
companies to use FBO One to support 
airline and cargo operations, in addition 
to executive charter.

Astra Aviation Services began service 
in 2005 and currently operates in nine 
African countries.

EPIC EXPANDS POSTINGS OF 
INTERNATIONAL FUEL PRICE

International fuel supplier Epic 
Aviation has partnered with UAS 
International Trip Support to make its 
most current fuel prices for more than 
200 countries available through industry 
pricing service Fuelerlinx. According 
to the fuel company, all current Epic 
Card customers will now see up-to-date 
international fuel pricing automatically 
added to their Fuelerlinx accounts, along 
with access to preferred pricing and no 
additional transaction fees. 

The Oregon-based company also 
announced that its Epic card is now 
accepted at six new locations in the 
U.S.: Landmark Aviation at Seattle’s 
Boeing Field/King County International 
Airport, Jet Center at Santa Fe Municipal 
Airport in New Mexico, Million Air at 
Arizona’s Tucson International Airport, 
Gwinnett Aero at Georgia’s Gwinnett 
County Airport and at Starport at 
Orlando Sanford International Airport 
and Pensacola Aviation at Pensacola 
International Airport, both in Florida.

IRISH FBO GETS MAKEOVER

Universal Aviation has completed 
an overhaul of its FBO at Ireland’s 
Shannon Airport, which it has operated 
since 2003. Customer feedback 
shaped the renovation of the facility’s 
approximately 600-sq-ft departure 
lounge and its crew lounge, kitchen and 
operations offices. Shannon is the only 
European or Gulf-region airport to offer 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
pre-clearance, allowing private aircraft 
to proceed directly to their destination 
in the U.S., and as such it sees a large 
amount of business aviation traffic. 

“Shannon is known for being an 
excellent tech stop but it is also an 
increasingly popular destination,” 
noted Sean Raftery, managing director 
Universal Aviation UK and Ireland. 
“This renovation is just the latest in our 
ongoing commitment and investment 
to enhancing our clients’ experience 
at strategically important locations 
throughout Europe and the rest of the 
world, whether through full ground-
handling facilities or highly customized 
supervisory services.”

IDEAL AVIATION LATEST FBO 
TO JOIN PARAGON NETWORK

Longtime St. Louis Downtown 
Airport service provider Ideal Aviation 
became the latest facility to join the 
Paragon Network of independent 
FBOs. Ideal Aviation, which formally 
joined August 1, is the 22nd FBO in 
the Paragon Network spanning across 
the continental U.S., the Bahamas and 
Puerto Rico. The Paragon Network is 
part of the Paragon Aviation Group.

Located five minutes from the St. 
Louis Arch, Ideal Aviation’s recently 
renovated facility offers heated hangar 
space, GPU service and wireless Internet 
coverage. Passengers and crew can also 
take advantage of concierge services, 
a conference room and a restaurant 
and catering (including “world famous 
BBQ,” befitting its location).

REDMOND CITY COUNCIL OKs  
TWO FBOs AT ROBERTS FIELD

The Redmond, Ore. city council 
recently approved the operation of 
an FBO at Roberts Field Airport, the 
second such authorization it provided 
in a span of  two weeks. Butler Aircraft 
Services, which has had a presence 
at Roberts since the 1940s, received 
council approval–by unanimous vote–
to continue providing FBO services 
under a five-year new sublease from 
KC Aero. 

For more than a year, Butler and 
the airport authority had been locked 
in a dispute about recently instituted 
minimum operating standards. Butler 
had been the lone service provider on 
the field since 2010, when it bought 
out Redmond Air and moved into its 
facility. The company currently occupies 
approximately four acres on the airport 
and has a 6,600-sq-ft terminal with an 
attached 4,000-sq-ft Part 145 repair 
station and an 18,000-sq-ft hangar, big 
enough for a Falcon 900. 

Earlier, the city council voted 
unanimously to allow Oregon-based 
Leading Edge Aviation to establish a new 
FBO at Roberts Field. Leading Edge was 
expected to begin operations by early 
last month from the refurbished former 
Butler Aircraft Services terminal. o

FBO and Airport News

AIRLINE-OWNED FBO MAKES NAME 
FOR ITSELF IN CINCINNATI

While commercial aviation and private 
aviation often find themselves at odds, at 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International 
Airport (CVG) they form a kind of synergy 
in the form of the Delta Jet Center, the lone 
aviation services provider on the field. Yes, 
that Delta, the oldest continually operating 
airline in the U.S. The company acquired 
the then newly built, four-and-a-half-acre 
FBO and a private jet charter operation 
when it completed its purchase of Comair in 
1999, and has been operating it ever since. 
For most of its existence, the location was 
viewed largely by the parent company as a 
part of the Delta Private Jets infrastructure, a 
base of operations for the charter fleet that 
happened to sell aviation fuel. 

That notion has changed in the last year-
and-a-half. “One of the biggest improvements 
we’ve done there is [the implementation of] 

a customer service culture,” noted James 
Murray, Delta Private Jets vice president of 
operations. “We’ve brought in some expe-
rience, both on the operation side and the 
customer service side, and we’ve changed 
how we view the FBO and the role that it 
fills for us. The biggest change is going to be 
the level of service that we’re providing and 
the focus that we put on delivering that ser-
vice to our customers.” 

Customer Amenities

During a three-month refurbishment 
of the 10,000-sq-ft two-story terminal last 
year, walls were removed to expand the 
lobby and create a discrete VIP area with 
an en suite bathroom and two small pri-
vate conference rooms that can be closed 
off. The pilots’ lounge and snooze rooms 
were relocated upstairs, the building was 
painted and recarpeted and all the furni-
ture was replaced. 

Other amenities include an additional 
12-seat conference room, concierge ser-
vice, business center, flight-planning 
rooms, shower facilities, a kitchen with 
dishwashers, crew cars and rental cars. 
The FBO also has a customer-use agree-
ment with a local gym and provides cour-
tesy shuttle service there. 

The 40,000-sq-foot heated hangar 
building–which can accommodate aircraft 
as large as the G650–is home to a Cessna 

CJ3, an Excel, a Learjet 60 and a TBM 700. 
It also houses the FBO’s rapidly expand-
ing Part 145 repair station, which takes up 
approximately half of the 34,000 sq ft of air-
craft storage space, allowing little space for 
additional based aircraft or transient guests. 
The company is working to obtain another 
building to relocate its maintenance oper-
ation. The MRO facility provides airframe 
repair and can perform heavy checks. It 
handles much of the maintenance on the 
company’s charter fleet and is looking to 
expand into interior work.

During last year’s renovation, the han-
gar’s fire protection was upgraded to an 
infrared detection and foam-suppression 
system, and Wi-Fi service was extended 
to the hangar and the 150,000-sq-ft ramp, 
which can accommodate virtually any air-
craft. In the past the FBO has hosted Air 
Force One and its supporting C-17s, guests 
it expects to see again as this election cycle 
begins to roll. 

An unbranded facility, the Delta Jet 
Center owns a fuel farm consisting of 
three 12,000-gallon tanks, one of which 
dispenses 100LL. Three jet-A tankers (two 
5,000-gallon and one 2,500-gallon) and a 
1,200-gallon avgas truck provide support. 
According to Murray, fuel sales are up 30 
percent by gallon flowage so far this year 
compared with last year, while private traf-
fic at the airport has risen by 13 percent 
year over year.

 Cincinnati’s major gateway, CVG expe-
rienced a boost in private traffic accompa-
nying a pair of major sporting events over 
the summer. Nascar’s Quaker State 400 
at the Kentucky Speedway and the Major 
League Baseball Allstar Game at Cincinnati’s 
Great American Ballpark took place in the 
area within the span of a week, keeping the 
operational tempo high at the FBO. Arrivals 
at CVG, an international airport, currently 
clear customs at the commercial terminal, 
but the company is working to install a U.S. 
Customs office within the FBO. 

The FBO never comes up short on 
ground-handling equipment, particularly 
for large aircraft, since baggage loaders 
and more tugs can be readily summoned 
from Delta’s hub across the field when 
needed. The FBO’s NATA Safety 1st trained 
staff can provide Type I de-icing, with Type 
IV capability available on demand from the 
commercial side.  –C.E.

FBO PROFILE: Delta Jet Center

Delta Private Jets recently remodeled its customer lobby and added private lounges.

A renovation of its departure lounge at Shannon is 
one of several changes Universal Aviation recently 
implemented at the Irish airport.
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Accidents by Robert P. Mark

PILOT BLAMED IN  
JETRANGER LTE ACCIDENT

Bell OH-58A, near Fort Pierce, Fla., 
May 29, 2011–The probable cause of 
the accident was the pilot’s failure to 
recognize and avoid a loss of tail-rotor 
effectiveness (LTE) that resulted in an 
overall loss of control and a hard landing, 
according to the NTSB. The sole-occupant 
pilot received minor injuries and the 
helicopter incurred substantial damage to 
its underside, skids and tailboom, which 
separated before the helicopter came to a 
complete stop. 

Owned and operated by the St. Lucie 
County Sheriff’s Department, the helicopter 
was called to assist in the search for a 
passenger possibly ejected from a vehicle 
involved in a rollover accident. The aircraft 
took off in visual conditions at 12:32 p.m. 
The pilot recalled heading west with a 
tailwind before he started a right turn to 
the north. He said he did not recognize the 
possibility for LTE. As the helicopter reached 
a northerly heading, the nose dipped and 
began an uncommanded yaw to the right. 
The pilot responded by applying left pedal 
and forward cyclic as he also lowered the 
collective to arrest the rotation. The rotation 
did not stop, however. 

As the helicopter got close to the ground, 
the pilot rolled off the throttle in another 
attempt to arrest the rotation and pulled up on 
the collective. The aircraft continued to rotate 
and its skids hit the ground hard in the grass 
median between a highway and on ramp. 
The investigation uncovered no pre-impact 
mechanical irregularities.

ASTAR CRASHED DURING 
TRAINING EXERCISE

Airbus AS350B2, Fort Worth, Texas, May 
29, 2011–The pilot’s failure to maintain 
adequate airspeed and altitude during a 
simulated hydraulic flight control failure 
caused the loss of control that precipitated 
this accident, according to the NTSB. 
Contributing to the accident was the flight 
instructor’s inadequate supervision and 
delayed remedial response. Minor injuries 
were reported to the three people on board, 
and the helicopter was substantially damaged 
in a post-impact fire. Weather at the time of 
the accident was clear, with southerly wind at 
20 knots, gusting to 27.

The pilot had recently purchased the 
helicopter and was receiving Part 91 
flight training from a certified instructor 
at the time of the accident. During traffic 
pattern work, the helicopter’s hydraulics 
were turned off to simulate failure of the 
powered flight control system. As the 
airspeed slowed during one approach, the 
helicopter began an uncommanded left 
yaw. The instructor attempted to regain 
control by adding right pedal and trying 
to accelerate, while also reducing power. 
The helicopter did not respond and hit 
the ground, rolling onto its right side. The 

impact ignited a fire that destroyed much of 
the cabin. Subsequent examination of the 
aircraft revealed no pre-impact mechanical 
malfunctions or failures that would have 
precluded normal operations. 

A review of the helicopter’s flight manual 
did point out a relevant note: “Caution: Do 
not attempt to carry out hover flight or any 
low-speed maneuver without hydraulic 
pressure assistance. The intensity and 
direction of the control feedback forces will 
change rapidly. This will result in excessive 
pilot workload, poor aircraft control and 
possible loss of control.” 

JET PIC OFFERED STUDENT PILOT 
THE RIGHT SEAT BEFORE OVERRUN

Cessna 525 Citation, Nashville, Tenn., 
June 15, 2011–The probable cause of the 
accident was the PIC’s failure to execute 
a go-around once the approach became 
unstable. The pilot-in-command, who was not 
a flight instructor, offered a passenger who 
held a student pilot certificate the opportunity 
to fly the aircraft from the right seat. During 
the descent into John Tune Airport (JWN), the 
student kept the aircraft high and fast. The PIC 
resumed control of the aircraft but touched 
down long on the wet runway before running 
off the end of the hard surface, substantially 
damaging the aircraft.

Owned and operated by Deer Horn 
Aviation under Part 91, the Citation 
was on an IFR flight plan but in visual 
meteorological conditions. ATC vectored the 
airplane to the final approach course, and 
the PIC identified the field visually before 
canceling the IFR clearance. He told the 
student pilot the airplane was “high and 
hot” and that he needed to “get down and 
slow down.” The student pilot told the PIC 
that the “landing is yours” and the PIC took 
the controls. He configured the airplane for 
landing and “started a steep approach.” He 
later said he considered a go-around but 
elected to continue the approach. 

At the 500-foot callout, the GPWS 
announced, “sink rate, sink rate.” From this 
point until touchdown, the GPWS repeated 
“pull up” eight times as the PIC said, “Don’t 
worry about it.” During the landing roll, the 
student pilot and the PIC began making 
animated expressions of concern that 
continued until the end of the recording. 

The jet touched down about 1,500 feet 
down the 5,500-foot long runway. 

The PIC applied the brakes fully, but 
the airplane continued down the runway. 
He told investigators he could feel the 
antiskid braking system working but had 
neglected to consider that the runway was 
wet. The airplane overran the runway and 
struck the ILS antennas. The PIC applied 
full left rudder to avoid going down an 
embankment and the aircraft came to rest 
after turning about 180 degrees. After the 
accident, in which none of the five people 
on board was injured, the operator modified 
its operational procedures to exclude 
unqualified people from the cockpit. n

  FINAL REPORTS

EMS HELICOPTER CRASH KILLS PILOT

Airbus AS350, near Frisco, Colo., July 3, 2015–
The helicopter, being operated under Part 135 
by Air Methods, crashed into a parking lot near 
a Frisco, Colo. medical center 40 miles west of 
Denver, killing the 64-year-old pilot on impact 
and seriously injuring the flight paramedic and 
flight nurse. Based at Denver Centennial Airport, 
the helicopter was being flown by a decorated 
and experienced Vietnam-era pilot on a position-
ing flight for a public-relations event. An NTSB 
spokesman reported the helicopter was seen rotat-
ing shortly before impact, which ignited a fire that 
destroyed the aircraft. The weather was VMC.

DAUPHIN MISSING FOR TWO DAYS

Airbus AS365N, Tirap district, India, Aug. 4, 
2015–All four occupants of the helicopter were 
found dead when the wreckage was discovered 
in an area of dense jungle two days after it went 
missing. The aircraft, operated by Pawan Hans 
Helicopter, was en route to Khonsa Arunachal 
in the Pradesh region. Weather reports indi-
cated fog was expected along the route of flight.

CHALLENGER DAMAGED  
IN GROUND COLLISION

Bombardier Challenger 600-2B16, West Palm 
Beach, Fla., July 22, 2015–The business jet col-
lided with an all-terrain vehicle (ATV) while 
taxiing for departure at 2:10 p.m. Operated 
under Part 91 by USAC Airways 691, the air-
craft was positioning to nearby Opa-Locka 
Airport at the time of the incident. 

As the Challenger taxied for departure, two 
ground service personnel noticed its baggage 
door was open. The handlers boarded an ATV 
and drove out to the airplane, parking about 10 
feet in front of the left wing. One of the ground 
handlers dismounted and stood near the front 
of the airplane trying to communicate to the 
right-seat pilot that the baggage door was 
open. The right-seat pilot stood up and pro-
ceeded into the cabin, after which the airplane 
began moving forward. The ground handler 
attempted unsuccessfully to gain the attention 
of the pilot in the left seat, and the left wing 
was substantially damaged when it struck the 
ATV. Subsequent inspection by maintenance 
personnel found no anomalies in either the 
hydraulic or braking system that would have 
prevented the aircraft from stopping.

HELICOPTER DAMAGED 
 IN EMERGENCY LANDING

MD 369, Vega Baja, Puerto Rico, July 24, 
2015–Neither the pilot nor the two passengers 
were injured when the helicopter entered shal-
low water at approximately 9:45 a.m. Visual 
weather conditions prevailed and no flight plan 
was filed before the Part 91 flight departed San 
Juan Luis Muñoz Marin International Airport 
(SJU) for Antonio (Nery) Juarbe Pol Airport in 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico. 

Operated by the Puerto Rico Electric Power 
Authority, the helicopter was assisting with 
construction of an electrical power distribu-
tion system at the time of the accident. About 
20 minutes after departure from SJU and while 
cruising along the northern Puerto Rican coast-
line at 300 feet agl, the pilot heard a loud bang 

from the engine, followed by another about 
three seconds later. Engine power failed com-
pletely as the pilot initiated an autorotation 
before entering shallow water near a beach. 
During the accident, the main rotor struck and 
separated the tailboom from the fuselage. 

Examination of the engine showed that the 
power section was not free to rotate, and a bore-
scope inspection revealed thermal damage to the 
first-stage turbine blades. 

ITALIAN ASTAR ACCIDENT CLAIMS THREE

Airbus AS350B3, near Alpe Zocca, Sondrio, 
Italy, July 31, 2015–The helicopter was fly-
ing between Chiareggio and Val Codera with 
three people aboard when it went missing. The 
wreckage was discovered two days later by 
search-and-rescue parties. No one survived the 
accident and the helicopter was destroyed.

WIRE STRIKE DOWNS ASTAR 

Airbus AS350BA, Rigolet, Labrador, Canada, 
July 30, 2015–One passenger perished in the 
crash after a main rotor blade struck a commu-
nications tower guy wire during takeoff. The 
pilot was seriously injured, while the third per-
son aboard received only minor injuries. The 
helicopter was substantially damaged.  o

PRELIMINARY REPORTS 

PILOT SHUT DOWN WRONG ENGINE

ATR 72, near Songshan Airport, Taipei, 
Taiwan, July 2, 2015–The captain of the 
ATR 72 mistakenly shut down the work-
ing left engine of the aircraft after the auto-
feather system had halted the number-two 
propeller, according to the report released 
by Taiwan’s Aviation Safety Council. The 
aircraft had departed Taipei Songshan 
Airport at 10:51 a.m., with another experi-
enced captain sitting in the right seat. The 
crash killed 43 of the 58 people on board 
and injured two others on the ground. 

The report said that, climbing through 
1,200 feet agl on takeoff, the crew received 
an Eng-2 FlamEout at takEoFF warning 
message. Five seconds after the initial warn-
ing, the captain flying announced he was 
pulling throttle number one back to idle, 
despite a warning to cross-check first from 
the other captain in the right seat. Fifteen 
seconds later the right-seat pilot asked for 
confirmation that the right engine had 
failed, but the pilot flying did not restore 
power on the number-one engine as the air-
speed slowed to 101 knots. Four seconds 
later, the first stall warning and stick-shaker 
activation were recorded. 

For the next 20 seconds, the two pilots 
sounded confused about which engine had 
failed as the number-two power lever was 
first advanced and then quickly pulled back 
to idle. The flight recorder confirmed that 
the number-one condition lever was pulled 
back into cutoff. Approximately 40 seconds 
later, the pilot flying recognized the error 
and called for the number-one engine to be 
restarted. The left engine’s N1 speed, how-
ever, had reached only 30 percent by the 
time of impact. n

FACTUAL REPORT

The material on this page is based on the NTSB’s  report (preliminary, factual or final) of each accident or, in 
the case of  recent accidents, on information obtained from the FAA or local authorities. It is not intended to 
judge or evaluate the ability of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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Compliance Countdown by Gordon Gilbert

Within 6 Months
u Sept. 14, 2015 
Revised Means of Complying  
with Icing Certification
The EASA is proposing to introduce a new 
acceptable means of compliance with 
the certification specifications related 
to supercooled large droplet (SLD) icing 
conditions which may be used by large 
turbine aircraft and engine manufacturers. 
To this end, this notice of proposed 
amendment enables the use of a means of 
compliance based on “comparative analysis.” 
Manufacturers could be given “credit from 
previously certified large aeroplane type 
designs having proved to safely operate in 
SLD icing conditions.” Adoption of this rule 
will bring EASA SLD requirements in harmony 
with those of FAR Part 25, adopted on  
Nov. 4, 2014.

u September 2015 (tentative)
Position Reporting Proposal from ICAO  
Member countries of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization recommended the 
adoption of a tracking standard that requires 
aircraft crews to report their positions at 
15-minute intervals. Adoption by the 36-state 
ICAO Council is expected as early as this 
fall. Operators would be able to comply 
with the mandate using existing and planned 
technologies and procedures, ICAO said. 
The proposal is considered a first step toward 
implementation of a more comprehensive 
three-tiered approach to tracking normal, 
abnormal and distress conditions. 

u Sept. 25, 2015
Operational Rules for Drones  
To Be Proposed in Europe
The European Commission has tasked EASA with 
developing a regulatory framework for drone 
operations. In an advance notice of proposed 
amendment, EASA says the project will 
encompass European rules for all drones in all 
weight classes. The amendments to Regulation 
(EC) No. 216/2008, which are under way, will 
reflect the above objective. This change will be 
part of the “aviation package” legislative proposal 
scheduled to be issued in November this year by 
the European Commission.

u Oct. 13, 2015   
New Rules Coming for  
Containment Tanks
Owners and operators of certain underground 
fuel storage tanks (USTs) are subject to new 
Environmental Protection Agency rules covering 
secondary fuel spill containment and operator 
training. For USTs on airports, the requirements 
apply to hydrant fuel distribution systems in 
which aircraft are fueled under high pressure 
with large-diameter piping. The new rules are 
effective Oct. 13, 2015.   

u Nov. 17, 2015
Bird Strike Certification Revisions 
The FAA is seeking comments on the need for, 
and the possible scope of, changes to the bird 
strike certification requirements for FAR Part 
25 transport-category airplanes. The agency 
is not currently proposing specific regulatory 
action but is gathering comments from airplane 
manufacturers and other interested parties on 
six specific questions about this subject. Two 
of the questions are: Should the bird weight 

requirement be applied consistently across the 
airplane structure, windshields and airfoils, 
and should the bird weight requirement be 
increased to eight pounds (from four in some 
cases) for all certification testing or to some 
other value? Comments are due Nov. 17, 2015. 

u Dec. 1, 2015 and Jan. 1, 2017
European Union Tcas Version 7.1 Directive
Turbine aircraft that are approved to carry at 
least 19 passengers, certified before April 1 last 
year and equipped with Tcas II version 7.0 must 
be upgraded to the latest version of 7.1 traffic 
alert and collision avoidance system software 
by Dec. 1, 2015. ICAO does not require that 
version 7.1 software be installed for international 
flights as a retrofit until Jan. 1, 2017.  

u Dec. 31, 2015 
Deadline to Meet Stage 3 Noise Levels
Four months remain to the Dec. 31, 2015 
deadline after which jets up to a mtow of 75,000 
pounds may no longer operate in the contiguous 
U.S. unless they meet Stage 3 noise levels. When 
the rule was published on July 2, 2013, the FAA 
said the mandate affected 457 U.S.-registered 
owners of 599 principally Stage 2 business jets, 
though several models can now be, or will be 
able to be, hushkitted or re-engined to meet 
Stage 3 before the deadline. The rule also applies 
to non-U.S.-registered aircraft. 

Within 12 Months

u March 4, 2016 
Contract Maintenance Requirements  
Certain Part 135 on-demand operators have 
until March 4, 2016, to comply with new 
requirements. Under the new rules, Part 135 
on-demand operations flying aircraft with 10 or 
more seats (excluding pilot seats) are required to 
develop FAA-acceptable policies, procedures, 
methods and instructions when using contract 
maintenance. It also requires these operators 
to provide a list to the FAA of all people with 
whom they contract their maintenance. 

u June 8, 2016
Europe ADS-B out Mandate  
The ADS-B out requirement in Europe is June 
8, 2016, for new aircraft and June 7, 2020, for 
retrofit. The date for retrofits is about six months 
later than the U.S. ADS-B out mandate. 

u Aug. 25, 2016 
European Safety Standards for  
Private Operators 
Europe’s new rules for so-called 
“noncommercial operations with complex 
motor-powered aircraft” will affect all private 
operations with large business turbine 
airplanes and helicopters. Between now and 
Aug. 25, 2016, which is the final deadline for 
implementation, owners must develop safety 
management systems and take other required 
steps to bring their aircraft and operations to 
a level of compliance that is “up to the safety 
standards of commercial operators.” 
 

Beyond 12 Months

u Jan. 1, 2020
U.S. ADS-B out Mandate  
ADS-B out equipment must be operational by 
Jan. 1, 2020, in aircraft that fly IFR in the U.S. 
and where transponders are currently required–
namely, class A, B and C airspace. o

NEW

NEW

NEW

Who works to ensure you 
receive your aircraft faster, 
for a smaller investment 
and with stellar quality? 

One way to cut costs without sacrificing quality is 
improving efficiency through processes and tools.  

It seems like an obvious solution, but for six 
years, Continuous Improvement and Business 
Process Manager Ted Roethlisberger has been 
assisting Duncan Aviation team members 
across departments and locations as they 
create more productive workplaces.

“Our customers come to Duncan Aviation because 
our employees are experts. We recognize that, 
and we’re asking those same experts to help us 
through continuous improvement,” says Ted. 

For the rest of the story visit 
www.DuncanAviation.aero/experience/ted.php.
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Cirrus Aircraft promoted Todd Simmons 
and Pat Waddick to president positions. 
Simmons, who had been executive v-p and 
chief customer officer, was named president, 
customer experience. Waddick, who was 
executive v-p and COO, is now president, 
innovation and operations.

BizJet International named Thomas Kuhn 
president and CEO. He succeeds Manfred Gaert-
ner, who is leaving the company. Most recently 
Kuhn was director of engineering services for 
VIP and executive jet maintenance business at 
BizJet’s parent Lufthansa Technik in Germany.

Chris Craft was named president and COO 
of 1st Source Specialty Finance Group. Craft, 
most recently president of the bank’s auto/light 
truck and SFG deposit divisions, succeeds Al 
Qualey, who becomes chairman emeritus and 
chief advisor. 

Bombardier named John Di Bert CFO. 
Di Bert, who stepped into his new role on 
August 10, most recently was vice presi-
dent of customer service at UTC’s Pratt & 
Whitney Canada. He takes over from Pierre 
Alary, who announced in April that he is 
retiring after 17 years with the company.

Simon Mark Arthur, who holds the title 
of Lord Glenarthur, was appointed chairman 
of Heli Air holding company British Europe-
an Aviation. Currently president of the British 
Helicopter Association, Arthur has served as a 
senior executive with Hanson, as well as a he-
licopter captain for British Airways Helicopters.

The Experimental Aircraft Association elect-
ed six members to its 33-person board of direc-
tors. New to the board is Lou Seno, chairman 
emeritus of Jet Support Services and vice presi-
dent of corporate relations and government af-
fairs at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. 
Re-elected to the board are Hartzell Propeller 
president Joe Brown; West Georgia Regional 
Airport Authority director Barry Davis; Darren 
Pleasance, who leads Google’s Global Cus-
tomer Acquisition organization; Avidyne pres-
ident and CEO Dan Schwinn; and Blue Sky 

Aero owner and manager Alan Shackleton.
Flight Display Systems named Shango Osei-

tutu as CFO and Alison Dominguez as quality 
assurance manager. Oseitutu was most recently 
senior v-p of FiberLight. Dominguez has more 
than 25 years of aerospace industry experience, 
having held the roles of director of quality, 
export compliance officer, safety director and 
repair station chief inspector, among others.

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University ap-
pointed Tim Brady interim chancellor, effective 
August 15. 

Tom Chapman joined C&L Aerospace as 
senior v-p of corporate aircraft. Chapman pre-
viously served with Gulfstream, Flexjet, XOJet 
and Northstar Group.

Michael Amalfitano joined Stonebriar 
Commercial Finance as executive v-p, senior 
managing director. Amalfitano led the global 
aircraft business for Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch for more than 22 years.

Bell Helicopter promoted Glenn Isbell to 
senior v-p of its customer support and service 
organization. Isbell most recently was vice 
president of business optimization and also 
has served as vice president of XworX. 

Matthew Cram joined Aerion as vice 
president of contracts. Cram formerly was an 
attorney for the law firm Aero Law Group, 
which has advised Aerion on a host of issues.

Flyht Aerospace Solutions named David 
Perez vice president of sales and marketing. 
Perez was most recently director of travel and 
transportation at Hewlett-Packard.

Christopher Martino joined the Helicopter 
Association International as v-p of operations. 

ExcelAire named Joe Horowitz vice presi-
dent of business development. 

Carsten Holm was named vice president of 
technical services for GA Telesis UK.

Mark Wilken was promoted to vice president 
of avionics programs and operational logistics at 
Elliott Aviation. Wilken was most recently the 
company’s director of avionics sales.

Rich Bean was promoted to vice president 

of Global Jet Services. Bean joined the com-
pany in 2012 as director of operations.

Doug Yelton joined Zenith Aviation as com-
mercial sales representative. Previously, Yelton 
was a logistics manager for AvCraft Technical 
Services and also has served with the U.S. Air 
Force, held operations positions with Saab Air-
craft of America and was an AOG coordinator 
for Atlantic Coast Airlines.

 Charles Carroll joined Precision Aviation 
Services as director of operations. Carroll for-
merly was the marketing manager for Universal 
Avionics for the U.S. Southeast region.

Metropolitan Aviation named Steve Betts 
director of maintenance. He was previously 
director of maintenance at Capital Aviation.

Constant Aviation named Ron Jennings 
Midwest regional sales manager. 

DAC International named Dor Brown 
regional sales manager, responsible for the 
Eastern U.S. and Eastern Canada. Brown, for-
merly a U.S. Marine Corps F/A-18D weapons 
systems officer and jet training flight instructor 
with the U.S. Naval Training Command, most 
recently worked with the Combined Joint Task 
Force Operation Inherent Resolve in Kuwait 
for the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve.

Scott Dohrman joined Air Services as sales 
manager. Dohrman previously served as busi-
ness manager for SafeTech and operations/sales 
manager for Ontic.

West Star Aviation named Steve Bates as 
Bombardier and Gulfstream technical sales 
manager and Wayne Sawyer as Northeast re-
gional sales manager. 

Hector Jimenez has joined Lou Martin & As-
sociates as sales and marketing director. He has 
38 years of aviation experience, ranging from 
product design and development to manage-
ment, marketing and sales.                                   o

Chris Craft

Todd Simmons

Michael Amalfitano

Carolyn Williamson, the long-time 
executive director of the University 
Aviation Association (UAA) and  
founding board member of Women 
in Aviation International (WAI), died 
August 9 following a battle with cancer. 
She was 61. Williamson spent 22 years 
with UAA, stepping down in August 
2014 for health reasons. “The UAA com-
munity is heartbroken with the news of 
Carolyn’s passing,” said UAA president 
Mary Niemczyk. “She was a steadfast 
leader whose dedication to aviation and 
aviation education are unmatched.”

After serving with the association for 
a decade, she stepped into the role of 
executive director one month after the 
9/11 attacks. She steered the administra-
tion and programs for the 500-member 
organization, relocating the headquarters, 
overseeing the migration of the member 
database and implementing a new mem-
ber website. Under her stewardship, the 
association was awarded the National 
Aeronautic Association’s Frank G. 

Brewer Trophy for “serving as the voice 
of collegiate aviation for over 60 years.”

Additionally, Williamson was active 
in WAI, serving as staff vice president 
from 1997 to 2001 and as the founding 
editor of WAI’s magazine, Aviation for 
Women. In 2013 she was inducted into 
the International Women in Aviation 
Pioneer Hall of Fame and recognized as 
a Volunteer of the Year.  “We have lost a 
wonderful friend and the aviation  
education community has lost a  
tremendous advocate,” said Cassandra 
Bosco, UAA interim executive director. 

UAA has named an award in 
Carolyn’s honor–the UAA Carolyn 
Williamson Champion of Collegiate 
Aviation Award–to be presented annually 
for outstanding service to the collegiate 
aviation community and for promoting 
and nurturing students and future aviation 
and aerospace leaders. The award will 
be presented for the first time at the 2015 
UAA Fall Conference Awards Banquet on 
October 9 in Salt Lake City. n

NBAA is awarding its Certified Aviation Manager (CAM) scholarships to four individuals, 
providing support toward either becoming new CAMs or renewing their credentials. The 2015 
recipients are Thomas Bumpus, a GIV captain with Pentastar Aviation; Jose Serra, a current 
CAM and captain with NII Holdings; Ann Widay, a staff aviation analyst with Qualcomm; and 
Nathan Winkle, director of aviation maintenance with Yum! Brands.

Phillips 66 Aviation named Fred Stadler as the winner of the 2015 Leadership Award. 
Stadler, a year-round Experimental Aircraft Association volunteer who owns a Cessna 310, in 
July flew his 6,000th Young Eagle, setting the record for the most volunteer flights by any pilot 
participant in the program. Stadler began volunteering at EAA 30 years ago and serves as trea-
surer of a local chapter. He is also the volunteer chairman responsible for the AirVenture Notam 
booklet outlining arrival and departure procedures.

The FAA formally recognized the recipients of the 2015 National General Aviation Awards 
during EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh. Honored this year were Mary Schu as Certified Flight In-
structor (CFI) of the Year; Donald Streitenberger as Aviation Maintenance Technician (AMT) 
of the Year; Ricky Hestilow as Avionics Technician of the Year; and Christopher Hope as FAA 
Safety Team (FAASTeam) Representative of the Year. Schu owns and operates Mary A. Schu 
Aviation and has been an active flight instructor since 1977, with more than 20,000 hours of 
flight time logged. Streitenberger is chief inspector for The Kroger Company, where he has 
served for nearly 30 years. Hestilow has a more than 40-year career in aviation maintenance 
and currently is program director, director of standards and certification and director of accred-
itation for the National Center for Aerospace & Transportation Technologies. Hope, an active 
Angel Flight pilot, first volunteered as an FAA Aviation Safety Counselor more than 10 years ago 
and has conducted 11 safety seminars over the past year.

Able Flight, the charitable organization that provides flight training scholarships and men-
toring for people with disabilities, awarded six pins to new pilots and pilots receiving advanced 
ratings. Randy Green, who was born without feet or hands, had earned his air transport pilot 
certificate. Others receiving their Able Flight Wings were U.S. Marines Sgt. Adam Kisielewski, 
who lost his left arm and a portion of his right leg while serving in Iraq; Scot Abrams, who was 
partially paralyzed while on duty as a police officer; Raymart Tinio, who was diagnosed as 
deaf at a young age; and Stephen Carrier and John Robinson, both of whom were partially 
paralyzed in motor vehicle accidents.   n

People in Aviation Compiled by Kerry Lynch

Awards & Honors
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BUSINESS AVIATION 
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
NOVEMBER 17, 18, 19  |  LAS VEGAS

Join 26,000 industry professionals for the most important three days of business aviation, 
with over 1,100 exhibitors, 100 business aircraft on static display, and dozens of 

education sessions. Visit the NBAA2015 website to learn more and register today.

www.nbaa.org/2015/ain



SEPTEMBER
MEBAA SHOW MOROCCO…Sept. 1-2, 
Mohammed V International Airport.  
Info: www.mebaamorocco.com. 

VIKING OPERATORS FORUM…Sept. 8-10, 
Victoria Conference Centre, Victoria, B.C., Canada. 
Info: (250) 656-7227; www.vikingair.com.

JET EXPO…Sept. 10-12, Vnukovo-3 Airport, 
Moscow, Russia. Info: www.jetexpo.ru/en. 

NORTH AMERICAN BIRD STRIKE 
CONFERENCE…Sept. 15-17, Montreal, Canada. 
Info: (703) 797-2526; www.aaae.org.

NBAA REGIONAL FORUM…Sept. 17, St. Louis 
Downtown Airport, St. Louis. Info: (202) 783-
9000; www.nbaa.org.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE AVIATION 
OFFICIALS CONVENTION AND TRADE SHOW...
Sept. 20-22, Boise, Idaho. Info: (703) 454-0649; 
www.nasao.org.

AFRICAN BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION 
REGIONAL SYMPOSIUM…Sept. 24-25, Sheraton 
Addis Hotel, Addis Ababa. Info: www.afbaa.org/events.

AIRCRAFT ACQUISITION PLANNING 
SEMINAR…Sept. 29-30, Scottsdale, Ariz. Info: 
(928) 443-8676; www.conklindd.com.

OCTOBER
U.S. CORPORATE AVIATION SUMMIT…Oct. 1, 
Broward College, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Info: (305) 
767-4707; www.aeropodium.com.

BOMBARDIER SAFETY STANDDOWN...Oct. 6-8, 
Hyatt Regency, Wichita. Info: (316) 946-7876; 
www.safetystanddown.com.

HELITECH…Oct. 6-8, ExCel, London. Info:  
+44 (0) 20 8748 9797; www.helitechevents.com.

ERA GENERAL ASSEMBLY…Oct. 13-15,  
Andel’s Hotel Berlin, Germany. Info: +44 (0) 1276 
856 495; www.eraa.org.

CENTRAL EUROPEAN PRIVATE AVIATION 
EXPO…Oct. 14-15, Prague Castle, Prague, 
Czech Republic. Info: +420 235 090 050;  
www.cepaexpo.com.

INTERNATIONAL AVIATION TRADE SHOW  
AND CONGRESS…Oct. 14-16, JW Marriott 
Cancun Resort & Spa, Cancun, Mexico.  
Info: +52 1 777 317 64 45; www.expo-ciam.com.

OFFSHORE AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION 
CONFERENCE…Oct. 15-16, The Westin  
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands. Info:  
+44 20 8123 7072; www.aeropodium.com.

AIRPORT ISSUES CONFERENCE… 
Oct. 19-21, Dubrovnik, Croatia. Info:  
(703) 578-2511; www.aaae.org.

ADVANCED LINE SERVICE WORKSHOP… 
Oct. 20-21, Banyan Air Service, Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla. Info: www.nata.aero.

KINGDOM BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE… 
Oct. 28-29, Hail, Saudi Arabia. Info: +966 54 941 
8639; ram@saudibusinessaviation.com.

NOVEMBER
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ASSOCIATION 
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION…Nov. 1-4, Gaylord 
National Resort, Washington, D.C. Info: (703) 299-
2430; www.atca.org. 

SAFE SYMPOSIUM…Nov. 2-4, Orlando, Fla. Info: 
(541) 895-3012; www.safeassociation.com.

AIRCRAFT INTERIORS EXPO AMERICAS… 
Nov. 4-5, Seattle. Info: (888) 267 3794;  
www.aircraftinteriorsexpo_us.com.

AIRCRAFT REPOSSESSION CONFERENCE…
Nov. 5, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Info:  
+44 2- 8123 7072; www.aeropodium.com.

ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION 
SAFETY SYMPOSIUM…Nov. 9-10, Lantau Island, 
Hawaii. Info: asbaa.org.

ASIAN-AUSTRALIAN ROTORCRAFT FORUM...
Nov. 16-18, Indian Institute of Science, 
Bengaluru, India. Info: www.arf.vtol.org.

u DUBAI AIRSHOW…Nov. 8-12, Dubai World 
Central, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Info: www.
dubaiairshow.com.

u NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION 
AND EXHIBITION…Nov. 17-19, Las Vegas  
Convention Center. Info: (202) 783-9000;  
www.nbaa.org.

TAX, REGULATORY AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
CONFERENCE…Nov. 17-19, Las Vegas 
Convention Center, Las Vegas. Info: (702) 783-
9000; www.nbaa.org.

AIRCRAFT RECORDS CONFERENCE…Nov. 25, 
London, England. Info: www.aeropodium.com.

JANUARY 2016
s SCHEDULERS AND DISPATCHERS 
CONFERENCE…Jan. 19-22, Tampa Convention 
Center, Tampa. Fla. Info: (202) 783-9000;  
www.nbaa.org.

BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW… 
Jan. 21-23, Sakhir Airbase, Bahrain.  
Info: www.bahraininternationalairshow.com.

FEBRUARY 2016
BUSINESS AIRCRAFT FINANCE REGISTRATION 
AND LEGAL CONFERENCE…Feb. 10-12, Boca 
Raton, Fla. Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

AIRCRAFT FINANCING AND LEASING IN ASIA…
Feb. 14, Sheraton Towers, Singapore Hotel, 
Singapore. Info: +44 20 8123 7072;  
www.aeropodium.com.

u SINGAPORE AIRSHOW…Feb. 16-21, Changi 
Exhibition Center, Singapore. Info:  
+65 6542 8660; www.singaporeairshow.com.

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE…Feb. 22-24, San 
Antonio. Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

MARCH 2016
u HELI-EXPO…March 1-3, Kentucky Exposition 
Center, Louisville, Ky. Info: www.rotor.org. 

AIR CHARTER SAFETY SYMPOSIUM…March 8-9, 
NTSB Training Center, Dulles, Va. Info: (888) 723-
3135; www.acsf.aero.

ABU DHABI AIR EXPO…March 8-10,  
Al Bateen Executive Airport, Abu Dhabi,  
United Arab Emirates. Info: +971 (0) 2 419 2714; 
www.abudhabiairexpo.com.

s SUN ’N’ FUN...April 5-10, Lakeland Regional 
Airport, Lakeland, Fla. Info: (863) 644-2431; 
www.sunnfun.org.
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Calendar    See www.ainonline.com for a comprehensive long-range aviation events calendar. 

u  Indicates events at which AIN will  publish  
on-site issues or distribute special reports.

s  Indicates events for which AIN will provide 
special online coverage or e-newsletter.

l  Indicates events at which AIN will  broadcast 
 AINtv.com.
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